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Are you ready for the future?
Come to discover our new technologies for your best plant.

We are glad to be part of the 25th Glasstec, the leading trade fair for the global glass industry
and its supplier. There is no better place for us to meet our customers and partners,
showcasing BDF Industries’ product innovations.

COME TO VISIT US

23 - 26 October 2018 - Düsseldorf, Germany - Hall 13 - Booth E55
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www.glassonline.com

CCFD
FD MO
MODELLING
ODELLIN
NG OF
OF
REGENERATIVE GLASS FURNACE
PORT-NECKS AND THEIR NEW
ROLE OF POST-COMBUSTORS

Special cast irons & alloys
for glass moulds

Fonderie Valdelsane S.p.A.
Strada di Gabbricce, 6 - P.O. BOX 30 - 53035 MONTERIGGIONI (Siena) - ITALY
Tel. +39.0577.304730 - Fax. +39.0577.304755 - com@fonderievaldelsane.com
www.fonderievaldelsane.com

GIANCARLO PEREGO SPA

EXPERTS
Flexibility
SOLUTIONSOptions
Reliability
INSIGHTS
Security
VALUE
INNOVATION
EXPERIENCE SERVICE

SORG offers more:

INSIGHTS

With SORG you see more
One example is 3D laser scanning which allows customers to
capture and digitalize existing building structures and equipment layouts quickly and accurately. SORG has extensive
experience utilizing 3D laser scanning in the glass industry
with our own experts who know glass plants. With our
equipment we can capture 1,000,000 points per
second – for the best insights into your facility.

www.sorg.de

S.I.G.MA. Group

bonded HIGH ALUMINA A 95 V
THE BEST alternative
to fused cast Įȕ alumina for all

GLASS CONTACT APPLICATIONS
for operating temperatures
up to 1300°C

www.sigmaref.it
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A Life in Glass

VIA ADA NEGRI 12
20081 ABBIATEGRASSO - MI - ITALY
TEL. +39 02 94966977 r.a. - FAX +39 02 94969351
E-MAIL info@stradamoulds.it

1993 - 2018

GraphoServiceParma

YEARS

years innovating decoration

www.fermac.it

25 years ago, we began to design and develop glass decoration
technologies that have transformed our clients’ brilliant creative ideas
into commercial successes. From silk screen printing to digital printing,
we anticipated the trends in the world of decoration, making it possible to
transform every challenge into an opportunity.
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Inspection

Monitoring

...3...2
...1
... GLASSTEC, Hall 14, Stand F34

Intelligence

Traceability

count down to
smart factory
Are you ready? Then visit us at Glasstec 2018 to ﬁnd
out how Tiama can be your co-pilot on the way to
Manufacturing Intelligence. On board: our self-learning
inspection systems; more information faster from our
hot-end monitoring sensors; traceability of any bottle
to its point of origin; open, real-time information from
one single, intelligent database and much more – all
backed by our excellent service, support and training.

Next stop: Smart Factory.

Service

Real-time Process & Quality Controls
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We Don’t Make the Glass,
We Make it Possible
q Glass Melting Furnaces
qBatch Plants
q Engineering
q Turnkey Projects
q Annealing Lehrs
q Project Management

For more than 70 years HFT has
provided world class engineering,
procurement and construction
services to the global glass industry.
Our leadership, experience, quality
focus and attention to details
have given HFT a highly respected
reputation worldwide.

Visit us at:

Hall 13 / B47-5

A division of Henry F. Teichmann, Inc.

Engineers and
Contractors to
The Glass Industry

www.hft.com

+1 724 941 9550
info@hft.com

3009 Washington Road
McMurray, PA 15317-3202
USA

Fax: +1 724 941 3479
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The magazine will be distributed at the following Trade Fairs

issue

exhibition/conference

date

venue

deadlines

1
2
3
4

GLASSMAN ASIA

24-25
January

BANGKOK
Thailandia

PHARMA PACK

7-8
February

PARIS
France

GLASSMAN
LATIN AMERICA

21-22
March

GUADALAJARA
Mexico

Deadline Adv ﬁles:

20-12-2017

Deadline Adv ﬁles:

17-02-2018

SHANGHAI
China

19-22
April

CHINA GLASS

Deadline Adv ﬁles:

19-03-2018

MIR STEKLA

28-31
May

MOSCOW
Russia

29 May
1 June

MILAN
Italy

Z
ZIPPE
INDUSTRIEANLAGEN GmbH
IN

Agents & Sales Offices Worldwide

100%
QUALITY CERTIFICATIONS

ISO 9001
SALES

Domestic: 20% - International: 80%
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

approx. 200
COMPANYY FOUNDED

1920

Company Profile

Range
Ra
ge of products
U BATCH PLANTS

U CULLET PLANTS
U AUTOMATION
U ENGINEERING
U FACTORY CULLET RECYCLING
U GLASS RECYCLING
U BATCH CHARGING
U GLASS LEVEL CONTROLLING
U PREHEATING
U MAINTENANCE AND SERVICE

NEW CONTENTS

BELARUS
SHOR ALIAKSANDR
Frunze Street 2-52 - 231300 Lida - Belarus
Tel.: +375-2986-80858
E-mail: sashashor@gmail.com
Agent for: Glass Service

A

PERCENTAGE OF TURNOVER FROM GLASS

U MODERNIZATION

EUROPE

Avda. San Roque , 26 - Pol. Industrial La Postura 28340
Valdemoro - Madrid - Spain
Tel.: +34 - 902325032 - Fax: +34 - 918954891
E-mail: spain@agrado.es - www.agrado.es

ANNUAL TURNOVER OF THE COMPANY

EUR 50 <----> 55 million

Our core business is the development
and construction of batch and cullet
plants.
7iÊ Ài}>À`Ê ÕÀÃiÛiÃÊ >ÃÊ >Ê
> reliable
partner to our customers and have at
our disposal the expertise and capaLÌiÃÊ ÌÊ `iÛiÀÊ «ÀiVÌÃÊ vÊ >ÞÊ >}
nitude.
As one of the few full-service providers in our industry, our spectrum
covers all service ranges within plant
construction – engineering, planning,

design, production, automation technology, installation, site management for
all disciplines, commissioning, training
for personnel, and services for ongoing
operations.
7Ì Ê ÛiÀÊ
ÛiÀ 600 batch plant projects
realised, we have the greatest wealth of
experience in our industry sector.
ZIPPE batch plants ensure that the
batch for every glass type is fed fully
automatically into the furnace with the
exact consistency and homogeneity
needed, at the required amount and at
the right point in time – 24 hours a day,
every day.
State-of-the-art control technology is
a key part of the optimal operation of
a batch plant. Nearly 40 persons work
in the ﬁeld-creation of automation and
control systems. This means we are
one of the few companies able to carry
out complete control development and
realisation in-house.
Our 24-hour support service enables
our customers to phone or email an
expert around the clock.

P.O. Box 1665, 97866 Wertheim - Alfred-Zippe-Str. 11, 97877 Wertheim - Germany
Tel: +49 - 9342 - 8040 - Fax: +49 - 9342 - 804138 - E-mail: info@zippe.de

27-04-2018
SALES NETWORK

EUROPE

Agrado S.A

www.zippe.de
ww
Company Data
CONTACTS

DR. PHILIPP ZIPPE - CEO
GÜNTHER MLYNAR
MANAGING DIRECTOR
DR. HOLGER ZIPPE - CHAIRMAN

U BATCH AND CULLET HANDLING
SYSTEMS

PHARMACEUTICAL GLASS

COMPANY PROFILE

Deadline Adv ﬁles:

grado S.A. is known for its solid experience
in the ﬁeld of manufacturing ampoules and vials for the pharmaceutical sector, both in the
native Spain and also abroad. Product handling areas
controlled ISO-8, duly separate warehouses, quarantine zones and other departments, make the factory
one of the most modern facilities of the domestic and
international market. Through the years, starting from
its foundation date in 1966, Agrado has achieved to
stand out among the competitors turning into one of
the leading companies in the pharmaceutical industry
as much into Spain as internationally.
Its current facilities, located in one of the best
industrial parks of the south of Madrid, have
a total area of 6,700 m2, where stands our
plant of 4,800 m2. Highlights from our competitors in the design of such facilities, in the
structure, in the current regulations, security
and improving of all our production systems.
Each and every one of the departments of our facilities has been designed
according to the requirements of the pharmaceutical industry, on the basis
of the different external
audits realized to our
company. Product handling areas controlled
ISO-8, duly separate
warehouses, quarantine
zones and other departments, turn our factory
into one of the most modern facilities of the domestic and international
market.
The glass ampoules
are based on French
machinery Moderne
Mecanique MM-30 in
the same manner as
in vials, number one
manufacturer worldwide since the 40s.
The current capacity is
75 million ampoules per
year and it includes all
market formats, from the

TEXILINE LTD
Logoyskiy Trakt 22 - 2305B
220090 Minsk - Belarus
Tel.: +375-29-6508766
Fax: +375-17-2839137
E-mail: texiline@gmail.com
Agent for: Fluorital

BELGIUM
HGH TRADING
RADING / DU
DURA TEMP
ROPE
EUROPE
‘t Speelhof 108 - 8200 Sint-Michiels - Belgium
Tel.: +32-50-692501 - Fax: +32-50-692502
E-mail: info@hghtrading.com
H www.hghtrading.com
Agent for: Ramsey
R ams
mseyy Products
P

Glassworks

Tel.: +420-602-172664
E-mail: croana@volny.cz
Agent for: Olivotto-Antas-Lynch-Lindner

DENMARK
RENOLD NORDICS
K rup Alle 2 - 1 Sal - 4100 Ringsted
Denmark
Tel.: +45-89-884316
Fax: +45-89-884317
E-mail: info.nordics@renold.com
H www.renold.com
Agent for: Renold

FR ANCE

HEINER REKER - EQUIPMENT
FOR GLASS
Waldweg 16
33758 Schloss Holte - Germany
Tel.: +49-5207-77227
Fax: +49-5207-923455
E-mail: info@heinerreker.de
H www.heinerreker.de
Agent for: Fluorital

JÜRGEN JENDRI
ENGINEERING & SALES
Belchenstrasse 11
79350 Sexau - Germany
Tel.: +49-7641-933370
Fax: +49-7641-9333710
E-mail: juergen@jendri.de
Agent for: Emmeti-Sipac

HUNGARY

FLUORITAL FRANCE S.A.R.L.
14, Av. Du Superbe OrÄnoque
80440 BOVES - France
Tel.: +33-3-22926213
Fax: +33-3-22926213
E-mail: commercial@fluorital.com
H www.fluorital.com
Agent for: Fluorital

AQUARIUS & LION KFT

Ut Ulloi 130 - 1107 Budapest - Hungary
Tel.: +36-1-2217659
E-mail: lazlo.fehervari@aquariUSAndlion.hu
Agent for: Glass Service

Sales Network

RENOLD
RENOL
REN
NOLD
OLD
LD CO
CONTINENTAL
CONTI
NTINENTAL LTD
LTD

opened ampoules to the closed ampoules ISO, and all
intermediate approved formats for the pharmaceutical
industry.
All the company’s production machines are constantly
updated through a R & D department and through new
equipment improved by the same manufacturer. Agrado’s philosophy, based on total reinvestment of the
beneﬁts, is complemented with with optimal facilities,
machinery and constant application of R & D to all its
production processes and quality.

Bredastraat 123 box 6 - 2060 Antwerpen
Belgium
Tel.: +32-3-8085050
Fax: +32-3-8085051
E-mail: info.benelux@renold.com
H www.renold.com
Agent for: Renold

C R O AT I A
SCHOTT GLAS EXPORT

Facilities and company data
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Ulica Antuna Heinza 3 - 10000 Zagreb - Croatia
Tel.: +385-1-4633426
Fax: +385-1-4633414
E-mail: dubravka.matosa@schott-export.com
Agent for: Ocmi Group

C Z E C H R E P.
BONUS HK SRO
Trida SNP 402 - 500 03 Hradec Kralove
Czech Republic
Tel.: +420-495-539119
Fax: +420-495-523201
E-mail: bonushk@obalycr.cz
H www.bonus-hk.cz
Agent for: Emmeti-Sipac, Bottero

Senior management staff
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JANA STASNA
Krajovç 649 - Vratislavice nad Nisou
46311 Liberec - Czech Republic

G2PI - GLASS PACKAGING
PACKAGING
PROCESS & INNOVATION
Rue Dominique Joseph Garat
64200 - Bassussarry - France
Tel.: +33-6-72223276
E-mail: contact@g2pi.com

H g2pi.com

Agent for: Tiama

RENOLD FRANCE
100 rue du Courbillon
59175 VENDEVILLE - France
Tel
+33 7 52671672
Tel.: +33-7-52671672
E-mail: frederic.ribereau@renold.com
Agent for: Renold

RONDOT (A & L) S.A.
9 Rue Jean-ElysÄe Dupuy - BP 55
89410 Champagne-au-Mont-d’Or - France
Tel.: +33-4-72520852
Fax: +33-4-78352923
E-mail: sales@rondot-sa.com
H www.groupe-rondot.com
Agent for: Heye International,
Graphoidal

GERMANY
GR2 GMBH - GROUPE
RONDOT
Cheruskerstrasse 23 - 10823 Berlin
Germany
Tel.: +49-30-78097720
Fax: +49-30-78097715
E-mail: info@gr2.com
H www.gr2.com
Agent for: Graphoidal

I T A LY

GLA.MO.RO. SRL
Via Giovanni Acerbi 8/1
16148 Genova (GE) - Italy
Tel.: +39-010-3742161
Fax: +39-010-3740189
E-mail: info@glamoro.it
H www.glamoro.it
Agent for: Heye International,
Graphoidal

GLASS SERVICE SRL
Via Cascina Lari
56028 San Miniato (PI) - Italy
Tel.: +39-0571-4442
Fax: +39-0571-417051
E-mail: glass-service@glassservice.it
H www.glassservice.it
Agent for: Bucher Emhart Glass

Deadline Adv ﬁles:

VIBI SRL
Via Einstein, 10
20019 Settimo Milanese (MI) - Italy
Tel.: +39-02-3350651
Fax: +39-02-33502377
E-mail: info@vibispa.com
H www.vibispa.com
Agent for: Renold

LITHUANIA
TECHVITAS LTD
Dubysos str. 66A
Klaipeda - Lithuania
Tel.: +370-69903907

Your glasswork is not listed? Ask to marketing@a151.eu
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BUCHER EMHART GLASS

BUCHER EMHART GLASS COMPLETES ITS SERVO
PORTFOLIO WITH BIS MACHINE
Bucher Emhart Glass
(BEG), the leading global
supplier of machinery and
equipment to the glass
manufacturing industry,
has completed its servodriven glass-forming
portfolio with the latest,
improved BIS machine.
BIS is the most recent
addition to BEG’s range
of IS forming machines
and completes its range
of fully servo-driven
machines. The ﬁrst
servo machine, NIS, was
originally launched in
1999, since when over
100 units have been
installed around the globe.
BEG is the only supplier
of 100% servo forming
machines in the world.
NIS is accurate, efﬁcient
and predictable, so it
works well for highvolume, large-scale
production. In contrast,
BIS can handle shorter
runs, more frequent job
changes and smaller ware
sizes, and works well
with smaller furnaces,
making it well suited
for plants who serve

multiple customers with
ﬂexible, rapidly changing
requirements.
Forward-looking glasscontainer plants are
switching from pneumatic
to servo controls, and
BIS allows them to use
the technology for all
types of containers. With
the ability to handle
4¼”, 5” and 5½” wares,
it can replace three
different pneumatic
machines types. With
99% uptime, improved
energy consumption,
better quality and far
easier maintenance, BEG
estimates that the lifetime
total cost of ownership
for a BIS machine is 10%
lower than a pneumatic
equivalent. BIS is quieter
too, improving the
working environment for
operators.
Servo technology also
plays a key role in BEG’s
End to End vision of
automation and integrated
control, and is in tune
with its Stronger Together
philosophy of integration,
collaboration and

relationship-building.
Over the last three years,
BIS machines have been
installed at Nampak Glass
(South Africa), Noelle von
Campe (Germany) and
Allied Glass (UK). Since
then, team members from
both BEG and these plants
have worked together
to monitor the machine
performance, quality and
robustness to optimize
designs to make BIS even
more stable and efﬁcient.
There are big differences
between historical
pneumatic machines and
new servo controlled
machines. One of them
being to have the ability
to monitor and measure
mechanism performance
and herewith to identify
wrong set-up of
motions or mechanical
misalignments during
operation. By using this
information and making
corrective actions, it will
extend lifetime of the
machine signiﬁcantly.
In close collaboration
with the BIS customers
new working procedures

were established,
troubleshooting became
much easier as well as
preventive maintenance.
Collaboration is set to
continue, unlocking even
more improvements.
A user group meeting
at Allied in May 2017,
attended by staff from
BEG, Allied and Noelle
von Campe, focused
on key topics including
mechanics, process
cooling, user interface,
servo technology, job
changes and maintenance.
“Throughout its history,
Bucher Emhart Glass has
been all about customer
collaboration,” says Jarmo
Kammonen, BIS Product
Manager at BEG. “Since
BIS hit the market, we’ve
listened very carefully to
what our customers told
us, and we’ve acted on it.
With this launch, we’re
ready to bring the beneﬁts
of BIS to many more
glass plants who need an
efﬁcient, high-quality yet
ﬂexible forming machine.”
“It’s clear that servo is the
future of glass container
manufacturing,” adds
Martin Jetter, President of
BEG. “It’s faster, cheaper,
more efﬁcient and more
accurate – and BIS puts
those beneﬁts within the
reach of every glassmaker.
Combine it with NIS
and you can make any
type of ware with servo
technology. If you’re still
wondering when you
should ‘go servo,’ the time
is now.”
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GERRESHEIMER

NEW DECORATION
CENTERS
Gerresheimer’s factories
in Tettau (Germany) and
Momignies (Belgium)
specialize in the
industrial production
of cosmetic glass and
have been supplying
no-table customers in the
cosmetics industry for
decades.
At both sites, newly
created, high-performance
Decoration Centers use
modern techniques to
customize sophisticated
branded products for the
cosmetics market.
Customization is a key
market trend in the
cosmetics industry,
particularly using primary
packaging. In addition
to the design of a bottle,
decoration is playing
an ever greater role.
“We want to reduce
the complexity for
our customers,” says
Bernd Hörauf, CEO of
Gerresheimer in Tettau.
He considers decoration
to be anything that can
be offered to customers
as added value, alongside
the classic areas such as
screen printing, color
spraying, acid etching,
and pad printing.
This is how he can
minimize the total cost of
manufacturing a cosmetic
product and how the
complexity of processes
is reduced for customers
throughout the value
chain.
Based on this school
of thought, a brandnew overall concept
has now been born at

Gerresheimer’s cosmetics
factories in Tettau and
Momignies, which not
only forms the Center
of Excellence building
block at both plants, but
also illustrates the same
production and process
structure.
For example, when it
comes to a connected
process chain in the
context of screen printing,
further process steps
such as the use of plastic
inserts in bottle necks
can now be taken – and
even in the same machine
cycle, saving money
and reducing outlay.
Another example is the
development of a labelling
line which, in addition to
standard applications such
as dynamic carrier strip
labelling, also enables
special cases such as static
labelling, i.e. labelling
lying bottles in recessed
areas.
This is a truly measurable
process improvement
which would otherwise
mean extreme delays on
customers’ ﬁlling lines.
Another concept has been
developed which involves
bonding bottles with a
variety of materials, i.e.
different applications and
applying materials such as
metal and wood straight
onto glass bottles.
This concept has already
been put to the test.
It involves a special
combination of hotmelt
and UV bonding and will
be ready for production in
the ﬁrst half of 2019.

Visit us at:

Glasstec
Hall 14
Stand F13
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ANCHOR GLASS

EVP OF OPERATIONS
Nipesh H. Shah, President and CEO of Anchor Glass Container Corporation headquartered in Tampa,
Florida, announced that Arlo Sims has been named Executive Vice President of Operations.Arlo Sims
Sims, who has a B.S. in Product Design Engineering and a Master of Science in Management, joins Anchor
Glass after having spent several years as operations leader for automotive and packaging companies. Sims
and his family will be relocating to Tampa.
Shah said, “Arlo is an accomplished leader with proﬁciency in implementing systems like the Toyota
Production System. He has a track record of building operational capabilities and delivering value for key
stakeholders through step change improvement in safety, delighting customers through ﬂawless service and
improving operational efﬁciencies.”

STEVANATO GROUP

CONTINUOUS GROWTH IN ITALY;
EXTENDING PIOMBINO DESE PREMISES
Stevanato Group,
an international leader
specializing in systems,
processes, and services
for the pharmaceutical
industry, will be extending
its main premises in
Piombino Dese (Padua)
and building a new
production plant and
corporate headquarters.
Set to cover a built-up area
of about 17,000 square
meters, the site will house
about 300 employees,
ofﬁce staff, and factory
workers. The total expected
investment will amount to
about EUR 140 million, to
be staggered over the next
ﬁve years.
The new premises are part
of a long-term development
process envisioned by
the Group which has
14 production sites in
9 different countries all
over the world and is set
on offering its customers,
in the pharmaceutical
industry, a comprehensive
service by delivering
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integrated and complete
systems for administering
medicines. The design of
the new site will cater to an
increased manufacturing
capacity of syringes and
the production of advanced
devices for administering
medicines, using stateof-the-art robotics and
ultramodern information
infrastructures. The idea
is to develop a true smart
“Factory 4.0” of the future.
The extension project is
divided into three stages:
the ﬁrst one (which is
due to be completed at
the end of the year) will
involve building production
premises and a warehouse
on a built-up area of about
14,000 sq.m., whilst the
second phase (which
should be completed by the
ﬁrst half of 2020) relates
to the creation of the new
head ofﬁces which will
boast a layout and general
set-up with a provision of
services able to create an
ideal working environment
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for the employees. Then,
after 2020, an increase in
manufacturing capacity
is expected due to the
estimated growth in
demand for devices
administering medicines.
“Extending our head ofﬁces
is another milestone in
our game plan for growth.
We are especially proud
that we were able to do
it here at Piombino Dese
where we have our roots,
and which has offered
us ideal conditions for
development,” states
Franco Stevanato, CEO
of Stevanato Group. “The
production premises have
been designed to house
best-in-class technologies
developed within our
Group for administering
parenteral drugs. This
move will enable us to
step up our ability to offer
value-added systems and
strategically important
productions for the growth
and future development of
the Company.”

The investment required to
build these new production
facilities will increase
the investments already
envisioned to take place
by 2020 to boost the
manufacturing capacity for
sterile products, EZ-ﬁll,
of the Piombino Dese site
amounting to EUR 20
million.
Founded in 1949,
the Stevanato Group
is the world’s largest
privately-owned designer
and producer of glass
parenteral packaging
for the pharmaceutical
industry. It comprises
two operational divisions
dedicated to serving the
pharmaceutical industry.
The Pharmaceutical
Systems division comprises
Ompi, specializing in glass
primary packaging, and
Balda, focused on specialty
plastics and delivery
devices. The Engineering
Systems division comprises

Spami, Optrel, InnoScan
and SVM.
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PANERATECH SMARTMELTER®

NEW VIDEOS FOR
FURNACE HEALTH
MANAGEMENT
PaneraTech is known for its SmartMelter®
technology that monitors furnace health;
however the company’s latest project involves
digital media. After listening closely to
prospects and customers for over a year, a new
SmartMelter® website has been released that
addresses the most pressing questions in video
and print, with detailed images of 3-D reporting
in XSight software.
Since the release of SmartMelter® Monitoring
in 2017, the company found that the glass
industry was excited yet full of questions.
People wanted to know how the technology
works, but they were also unclear about the
business model. Is this a product or a service?
Would they have to purchase equipment?
What do the reporting results look like?
PaneraTech listened closely to these questions,
and developed content that explains the
SmartMelter® Monitoring Program in detail.
The new content also addresses the various
applications of SmartMelter® technology for
different types of furnaces at various stages of
campaign life. PaneraTech began to study the
various inquiries that they receive, and found
that most fall into one of three categories:
managing risk on a critical stage furnace,
planning maintenance schedules and budgets,
and making data-driven decisions, such as
whether a furnace is a good match for a certain
product mix. Various staff members stepped in
front of the camera to talk about each of these
applications in a new set of videos.
“Our entire team was involved in this project
to make sure were delivering a high-quality
presentation to customers that leaves them
satisﬁed with the information they received,”
said Yakup, Bayram, CEO of PaneraTech.
He continued, “Most of our staff is more
comfortable in a factory than a recording
studio, but we enjoyed the opportunity to speak
directly to our visitors about what we do.”
The new SmartMelter® website can be viewed
at smartmelter.com.

Visit us at:
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STOELZLE MASNIERES PARFUMERIE

A CROWNING ACHIEVEMENT
At a reception in Paris on
18 September attended by
more than 110 people, Mr.
Alexis Govciyan, Director
of the ISM (Institut
Supérieur des Métiers,
Higher Institute of Trades),
presented to Dr Cornelius
Grupp, owner and Etienne
Gruyez, CEO of Stoelzle

Masnieres Parfumerie
SAS (formerly Verreries
de Masnieres), the
“ENTREPRISE DU
PATRIMOINE VIVANT”
(EPV, or Living Heritage
Enterprise) label granted in
recognition of companies
that have achieved
excellence in industrial

expertise.
200 years after its founding
in 1818, 2018 is a year of
tremendous pride for the
co-workers at the French
innovation and excellence
center of Stölze Glass
Group. Since joining the
group in 2014, its thriving
operations, know-how
and capacity to adapt to
the needs of its clients
(Estée Lauder, Givenchy,
L’Oreal….) have enabled
Stoelzle Masnieres
Parfumerie SAS to meet
every challenge.
The industrial complex
is located in Masnières,
190 km (120 miles)

north of Paris in the
dynamic Hauts de France
region. It comprises
two entities: Stoelzle
Masnieres Parfumerie
SAS, specializing in the
production of high-end
glass bottles and jars,
primarily for the perfumerycosmetics sector, and
Stoelzle Masnieres
Parfumerie Decoration
SAS, specializing in
innovative, leading-edge
glass decoration techniques,
including Quali Glass Coat
2.0, a newly developed
powder paint decoration
process.
To mark this exceptional

anniversary year, various
events have been held
throughout 2018.
Following two festive days
devoted exclusively to
the employees and their
families, on 22 and 23
June, on 15 September
the company opened its
doors to the public for the
Journée de la Patrimoine
(France’s annual heritage
festival). Lastly, to bring
this momentous year to an
end, clients, co-workers
and friends were invited to
a celebratory evening on
18 September at the Chalet
des Iles in Paris, ending
with a spectacular ﬁreworks
display. Energized and
inspired, the company’s
team is already headed for a
new era and new successes.
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KYP ACCESSORIES

ORGANIZATIONAL
CHANGES
Since mid-2018, KYP Accesories, S.L. has
been undertaking some organizational changes,
which are aimed at a better alignment for growth
strategy and also a strengthening of certain areas
of management and production of the company.
In this context, KYP has reached an important
milestone, providing the company with
professionals with extensive experience and
knowledge, who will facilitate this change.
As of 1 June 2018, responsibility for the key
departments of the company is as follows:
t4BMFTBOE.BSLFUJOH%FQBSUNFOU
Raul Paz - raulpaz@kypaccesorios.com
t0QFSBUJPOTBOE4ZTUFNT%FQBSUNFOU
Angel Serrano - kyp.angel@kypaccesorios.com
t&YQMPJUBUJPO%FQBSUNFOU+PTF.BSJB$BSP
kyp.josemaria@kypaccesorios.com
t1SPEVDUJPOBOE"GUFS4BMFT%FQBSUNFOU
Javier Salinas - kyp.salinas@kypaccesorios.com
t2VBMJUZ%FQBSUNFOU(PO[BMP-FJWB
kyp.calidad@kypacceorios.com
t&OHJOFFSJOHBOE%FWFMPQNFOU*WBO$BVTBQJF
kyp.ivan@kypaccesorios.com
t"ENJOJTUSBUJPO%FQBSUNFOU-BVSB#VSHPT
kyp.burgos@kypaccesorios.com
t1VSDIBTJOH%FQBSUNFOU1FESP4BODIF[
kyp.pedro@kypaccesorios.com
All of these people have extensive and successful
trajectory in projects and responsibilities of
international scope and for big companies,
not just in organization and processes of
management improvement, but also with
regards to quality business development. With
the collaboration of a modern and trained team,
KYP is preparing to improve its supply chain,
increasing and improving capacity in the services
provided and the quality of the products. In
KYP’s aim to improve, the company has also
expanded its area of Engineering and production
with staff that has many years of experience
in the manufacture of ampoules and vials
internationally for large companies, in order to
strengthen and expand its range of products with
vials, carpules and vision control systems. KYP’s
engineering and design department can provide
turnkey solutions to the most ambitious projects,
helping design solutions and their complete
implementation.
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GERRESHEIMER

NEW CEO APPOINTED

Dietmar Siemssen (55)
will join the Management
Board of Gerresheimer
AG as Chief Executive
Ofﬁcer on 1 November
2018, as approved by
its Supervisory Board.
From 2011 to July 2018,
Dietmar Siemssen was
CEO of Stabilus and
prior to that served for
19 years in various senior
management positions at
Continental in Germany
and abroad, including in
Asia.
“By bringing Dietmar
Siemssen on board,
we have gained a
seasoned manager with
international experience
to lead Gerresheimer AG
for some time to come.
He was instrumental in
growing Stabilus’ business
as well as successfully
taking the company
public and completing a
major acquisition. I am
conﬁdent that, under his
leadership, Gerresheimer
will continue on its
current growth trajectory
and effectively execute the
strategic expansion plans
underway,” explains Dr.
Axel Herberg, Chairman
of the Supervisory Board
of Gerresheimer AG.
“Gerresheimer AG
is a well-respected,
internationally positioned
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company. As a key partner
to the pharmaceuticals,
healthcare and cosmetics
industries the future
holds great promise and
a wealth of opportunities.
I am very optimistic as I
look ahead to this exciting
new mission,” adds
Dietmar Siemssen.
Dietmar Siemssen joined
international automotive
supplier Stabilus as
CEO in 2011, leading
the company out of the
crisis and putting it on
track for growth. Under
his management, the
company transitioned
from a component
manufacturer into a
systems supplier. Its
operations expanded
internationally,
particularly in North
America and Asia, and the
portfolio was diversiﬁed
beyond the automotive
industry.
Thanks to the growth
strategy he shaped, along
with a major acquisition,
the company’s revenue
grew from around EUR
360m to just under EUR
1bn recently.
He led the drive to convert
Stabilus into a European
public company that has
been listed on the SDAX
since 2014. Its share price
has quadrupled since its
ﬁrst trading day.
After completing his
university studies,
Dietmar Siemssen
worked in various
management positions at
Continental from 1994
to 2011, ultimately as
head of a joint venture
between Continental
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and Nisshimbo in
Yokohama, Japan, and
as head of the Chassis
and Safety division in
Asia. Dietmar Siemssen’s
studies included a time
at Technical University
of Darmstadt, where
he gained a diploma in
industrial engineering
specializing in mechanical
engineering.
He is married with two
children and enjoys doing
endurance sports.
Speaker of the
Management Board and
CFO Rainer Beaujean has
informed the Supervisory
Board that he will not
serve the additional threeyear term of ofﬁce offered
to him by the Supervisory
Board.
“I did not accept the
Supervisory Board’s offer
to extend my contract
for another three years,”
states Rainer Beaujean.
“Gerresheimer’s
positioning is excellent,
and the major strategic
direction of the company
has been set. After six
years as Gerresheimer
CFO, the last seven
months of which I
spent as Speaker of the
Management Board,
I have decided to take
on new professional
challenges.
It goes without saying that
I will fulﬁl all obligations
under my contract until
the end of April.”
Supervisory Board
Chairman Dr. Axel
Herberg comments: “We
regret Mr. Beaujean’s
decision, but we respect
the choice he has

made. Many thanks to
Mr. Beaujean for his
outstanding service over
the past six years.
In addition to his role as
CFO, he accepted the
position of Speaker of the
Management Board in
February of this year after
the surprising departure
of the then-CEO.
The acquisition of Sensile
Medical occurred during
this time, a smart strategic
move that will allow
the company to move
forward.”
Gerresheimer is a leading
global partner to the
pharma and healthcare
industries.
The company’s special
glass and plastic
products contribute to
health and well-being.
Gerresheimer is a global
organization with about
10,000 employees and
manufacturing operations
in the local markets, close
to customers.
With plants in Europe,
North and South America
and Asia Gerresheimer
generates revenues of
approximately EUR 1.4
billion.
The comprehensive
product portfolio
includes pharmaceutical
packaging products as
well as convenient and
safe drug delivery systems
such as insulin pens,
inhalers, micro pumps,
pre-ﬁllable syringes, vials,
ampoules, bottles and
containers for liquid and
solid pharmaceuticals
with closure and safety
systems, plus cosmetic
packaging products.
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QIMC

CONSTRUCTION
OF FIRST
CONTAINER PLANT
IN QATAR
Qatar Industrial Manufacturing Company
(QIMC) has announced that it plans to set up
the ﬁrst glass container manufacturing unit in
the country, with a capacity of 200 tonnes per
day. According to a report, the unit will have
an estimated cost of QR 230 million (USD
63.16 million). QIMC has signed an agreement
with GlassGlobal, a German consulting ﬁrm
specialised in providing technical and advisory
services to the glass industry worldwide. A
memorandum of understanding (MoU) signed
recently by QIMC chief executive Abdul
Rahman Abdullah al-Ansari and GlassGlobal
counterpart Andre Ommer aims to establish a
general framework for technical co-operation
between the two companies to complete the
evaluation of the feasibility of a project to
produce glass containers in Qatar.
It will also provide technical advice to the
project through reviewing and evaluating
the technical offers from the equipment
suppliers and then participate in supervising
the implementation of the project though out
commissioning and start-up, it said.
The project has already obtained preliminary
approvals and necessary ofﬁcial licences and
currently work is being done to obtain the ﬁnal
approvals required for its implementation.
The project is the result of cooperation
between QIMC and the Gulf Glass Factory
Company, which includes number of Qatari
and foreign investors and businessmen. The
proposed project aims to produce glass bottles
and various containers used in the packaging of
food products (oils, pickles, jams, honey) and
beverages (drinking water, soft drinks, juices
and dairy), added the report. The project, the
ﬁrst of its kind in Qatar, will meet the needs of
the ongoing growth and development through
the provision of glass containers to a number of
downstream projects, especially food industries,
besides supporting the national economy by
exporting its products to the world markets. The
project will provide jobs for about 140 staff.
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ANCHOR GLASS

AGREEMENT TO SETTLE CASE WITH US
FEDERAL REGULATORS
Anchor Glass Container Corp. has agreed to install pollution controls to bring six manufacturing facilities into
compliance with Clean Air Act requirements in a proposed settlement with the US Department of Justice and the
US Environmental Protection Agency. Anchor, headquartered in Tampa, Florida, will spend approximately 40
million USD to implement pollution reduction changes at all six of its container glass manufacturing facilities.
The company will install controls to cut emissions of nitrogen oxide, sulphur dioxide and particulate matter.
Also as part of the settlement, Anchor will pay a 1.1 million USD civil penalty. The company’s plants are located
in Florida, New York, Oklahoma, Indiana, Minnesota and Georgia. In a statement, Anchor said it was pleased
to reach an agreement in the case to resolve the claims. The statement said, “While Anchor Glass disputes
the allegations, it has agreed to settle. Anchor Glass recognizes its responsibilities to the environment and the
communities in which it operates. It is Anchor’s corporate policy to comply with applicable local, state and federal
environmental laws.” The settlement resolves allegations that Anchor violated the Clean Air Act when it failed to
seek permits for major modiﬁcations at the plants. The proposed consent decree was ﬁled in U.S. District Court
for the Middle District of Florida and is subject to a 30-day public comment period and ﬁnal court approval. In
addition to federal regulators, the states of Indiana and Oklahoma participated in the settlement.

INNOVATIVE PROGRESS AT GLASSTEC 2018
WITH EUROSTAR’S
GTM SERIES PLANETARY MIXER.
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Eurostar Concrete Technology SPA
Via delle Industrie 49
33050 Pavia di Udine, Italy
Tel. +39 0432 655270 - Fax +39 0432 655166
ectmix@ectmix.com - www.ectmix.com
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VERTECH’

ALL KPIS AT A GLANCE
As an internationally
renowned software
provider for the
glass industry, Vertech’
continues to update its range
of products to respond to the needs of glassmakers. SIL
– the Manufacturing Execution System offered by the
international French company – is made up of several
products especially developed for plants specialized in
hollowware, tableware, tubes and glass decoration. Every
single product has speciﬁc features, objectives and scope
such as quality, mould or pallet management respectively.
The SIL range of products includes SILX, which is a
Content Management System displaying real time KPIs
(key performance indicators) coming directly from the
SIL data acquisition system.
From the operator to the CEO, from the plant to the
headquarters, this cross-platform interface is available to
all employees within a glass company. Based on the needs
of his/her position, every employee can choose the KPIs

to display and to organize them through customizable
widgets. In addition, other parameters can be set for
the display, for example data publication frequency or
number of information for each widget. Displayed data
can also be generated as reports. Thanks to SILX, plant
managers can quickly access all KPIs of the plant. From
the headquarters, kilometres away, decision-makers can
also beneﬁt from an overview of real-time KPIs. They can
compare and challenge the different plants of the same
group by simultaneously displaying KPIs coming from
several plants.
At the hot end, at the cold end, at the front desk, at
the headquarters, in a meeting room: SILX can be
everywhere, and, in fact, the dashboard can be displayed
on any screen in a company or a plant.
SILX is a real asset to improve internal communication
within a company, for both operators on-site and
decision-makers at the headquarters. A simple and
efﬁcient display of KPIs gives all users the possibility to
easily and rapidly conduct comparisons and analyses.

WHAT’S
AT
T’S
NEXT.
See the next evolution in
coating measurement
at glasstec 2018.
Düsseldorf, Germany
Booth 14/C28
+1.724.482.2163
agrintl.com
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GIMAV

MICHELE GUSTI
ELECTED AS
NEW PRESIDENT
Michele Gusti is the new president elect of Gimav, the Italian
Association of Manufacturers of Machinery, Accessories
and special products for glass processing. The nomination
took place on Tuesday, 10 July 2018, during the Ordinary
Members’ Meeting, which also voted to elect Gimav’s new
Board of Directors. Gusti, who is also president of OCMIOTG Spa, takes over from Aldo Faccenda (Bottero Spa),
who held the position for the 2016-2018 term, and was
voted to serve as president of the Hollow Glass Division for
the next two years. The president-elect of the Accessories
Division is Dino Zandonella Necca (ADI Spa). Members of
the new Board of Directors are: Barbara Antonini (Antonini
Srl), Chiaralberta Galli (Bavelloni Spa), Giulio Isernia
(Glass Service Srl), Nicola Lattuada (Adelio Lattuada Srl),
Nancy Mammaro (Mappi International Srl), Barbara Mazza
(Cugher Glass Srl), Matteo Rolla (Neptun Srl), Cinzia
Schiatti (2I¿FLQD0HFFDQLFD6FKLDWWL$QJHOR6UO). The
line-up will be completed during the next Board of Directors’
meeting, with the nomination of the two vice-presidents. “I
have been a member of Gimav and I have had a role in the
life of the association for over 20 years,” stated president
Gusti immediately after his nomination. “Since day one, I
have wholeheartedly believed in it, recognized its importance,
and the overall commitment it requires. Now Gimav is
becoming a leading Association at the international level, and
ever more importantly, has proven its ability to catalyze a
large group of institutional representatives from International
glass Associations, and create a network where information
can be shared and discussed”. “For my two-year term as
president,” Gusti concluded, “a great deal of attention will be
paid to enhancing the value of the Association international
vocation by establishing an increasingly greater presence at
national and international sites where decisions are made
regarding the sector standards and development policies. We
will also continue to focus on the Association itself, where
I will strive to strengthen collaboration among all member
companies, and ﬁnd common ground by which Members
of any size may grow together and collaborate by adopting
a continuous and widespread constructive approach.” The
election of Gusti took place at a particularly favourable time
for the Italian Flat and Hollow glass sector, which, as shown
in the annual Report recently issued by the Gimav Studies
Centre, recorded its eighth consecutive year of growth with
overall sales up by 4.04%, a robust trade balance of nearly
EUR 984 million (+3.85%), and exports accounting for
78.66% of overall sales, with Hollow Glass exports claiming
over 84%, and Flat Glass exports further growing to account
for 75.74% of overall sales.
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HORN

REPAIR/REBUILD
OF 300 TPD
END FIRED
FURNACE
The LAV Glass Company was established in
1994 and since then they evolved to one of
the leading roles in glassware industry. With
their two production plants built on a 300,000
square meter area in Kütahya they produce
enough glassware to export their goods to
customers in 130 countries.
This results from the fact that LAV supplies
only unique, qualitative and innovative
glassware products.
In this project Horn had to form an overall
perspective of the current situation and use
the already existing parts of the furnace to
repair, rebuild and also to change some of the
following aspects.
The melting area got enlarged in width
additionally by 1 meter and in length
additionally by 2 meters.
Therefore the burner ports had to be enlarged
by 1 meter too. Another characteristic feature
of this project was the complete new design
of the regenerator system and the waste gas
channel. Furthermore the combustion system
got an upgrade including an extension of
the reversing station and 6 new natural gas
Dualﬂame AC burners.
Due to the enlargement of the melting surface
Horn had to install two additional cooling fans
to the existing ones to cool the melting tank.
Another cooling air fan was added to the throat.
The electrical measurement and control
system was reused and adapted to the new
designs and forehearths. But the new electrical
devices needed an additional cabinet which got
connected to an already existing CPU.
All these improvements were accomplished by
Horn to guarantee an optimum of glass pull
rate in respect of energy consumption, glass
quality and stable conditions.
Worth mentioning is that this furnace is the
world’s biggest tableware furnace due to its 10
production lines.
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ARDAGH GROUP

DEVELOPMENT MACHINE LAUNCHED
Today’s competitive environment means that packaging design is acknowledged by brand owners as key to
the success of any new product launch. Companies that develop and launch new products in the shortest
time have a clear advantage in the marketplace. Ardagh Group, a leading producer of glass containers for
the food and beverage industries in the United States, recognizes this and has ﬁnalized a multi-million
dollar investment in a new Development Machine, allowing brands to unveil new or redesigned products in
glass packaging much faster than ever before. Located in Ardagh Group’s glass manufacturing facility in
Port Allegany, Penn., the Development Machine is a highly ﬂexible glass forming system, capable of quick
changes, and is contributing to a 30% reduction in new product lead times. The technology, available to
customers globally, can simulate nearly every manufacturing condition to make glass bottles and jars of all
shapes and sizes, while also incorporating the latest design features such as unique textures and embossing.
Ardagh Group’s overall Vision4GlassSM approach includes a team of in-house designers that collaborate
with customers in the earliest design phases to create conceptual designs, technical drawings, 3D renderings
and prototype models. The addition of the Development Machine to this process makes it seamless for brand
owners to create custom bottle designs, launch new products, or unveil limited edition releases.
“As a leader in glass packaging, Ardagh Group continues to focus on innovation and this ﬂexible facility
enables our customers to achieve real reductions in the time taken to get their products to market,” said Alex
Robertson, Chief Commercial Ofﬁcer of Ardagh Group’s North American Glass division.

BUCHER EMHART GLASS

IMPROVEMENTS TO SCOUT®
INSPECTION TECHNOLOGIES
Bucher Emhart Glass,
the leading global
supplier of machinery and
equipment to the glass
manufacturing industry,
has announced four
feature enhancements to
its inspection technology
that improve the inspection
capabilities for containers
with push-ups, heel mould
codes, multiple ﬁnish types
and container bottoms with
heavy embossing’s.
The Automatic pushup masking is a new
feature for the company’s
SCOUT® software
that automatically and
dynamically masks the
push-up area of the base
for improved sidewall
inspection. This gives
the maximum possible
inspection coverage for
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every individual container,
with a one-click setup for
simple operation.
The Universal Vision
Mold Number Reader
(U-VMNR) is a new
module that accurately
reads heel dot codes on a
wide variety of containers,
providing correlation
between defective
containers and the moulds
that produced them.
This new design handles
container diameters up to
100mm, is easy to set up
and requires no job change
parts. The newly released
line scan ﬁnish inspection
has been modiﬁed to
use additional lighting
and improved lensing to
achieve better image quality
and defect detection than
any other system available

glass machinery plants & accessories 5/2018

– no matter what type or
diameter ﬁnish.
Finally, the automatic
base masking feature
uses intelligent learning
algorithms to automatically
locate heavily embossed
features on the base of
bottles, allowing the base
with engraved features
to be inspected with
the same sensitivity and
accuracy as a container
with no engravings.
These new features and
upgrades are available on
speciﬁc FleXinspect and
Veritas machines running
SCOUT®. Field upgrades
are possible. “We’re
delighted to announce
these additions to our
inspection technology,”
says Mike Rentschler,
Product Manager Inline

Inspection at Bucher
Emhart Glass. “Taken
together, they represent a
big step forward in terms
of inspecting containers
with the modern design
features that brand owners
naturally want to apply in
their glass packaging. They
also make life easier for
operators by reducing the
work involved in setup, job
change and monitoring.
For glass producers, the
result will be better packto-melt ratios, improved
efﬁciency and quality
they can rely on.” Bucher
Emhart Glass, a division
of Bucher Industries
AG, is headquartered
in Cham, Switzerland,
with ofﬁces and
manufacturing facilities
located throughout the
world. The company is a
leading supplier of forming
machines, inspection
machines, controls, and
parts to the glass container
industry.
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VETROPACK

BOARD OF DIRECTORS APPOINTS NEW HEAD
OF TRAINING AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT
The Vetropack Holding Ltd board of directors has appointed Nuno Cunha as the new group-wide Head of
Training and Staff Development and a member of the Group Management Board. Nuno Cunha stepped into
the newly created position of Head of Training and Staff Development at Vetropack Group as of 1 September
2018. Born in Portugal, Nuno speaks several languages and is well-versed in all operational and strategic
matters. He studied sociology with a focus on organisational development at the New University of Lisbon
in Portugal and completed an MBA in European Societies and Politics. On top of this, Cunha has many
years of experience working on change management projects across the world. As HR Director at Valspar
(Switzerland) Corporation AG, he was responsible for the Europe, Middle East, Africa and India economic
area (EMEAI). His work for the global paint manufacturer included overseeing the successful conversion to a
new management culture with a view to ensuring sustainability and the establishment of a HR team for talent
development and succession planning. As Global HR Business Partner for the chemical company Huntsman
Advanced Materials (Switzerland) GmbH, he realised initiatives such as a global academy programme, which
aimed to promote key positions in a tailored way. Huntsman Advanced Materials (Switzerland) GmbH
operates in the EMEAI, Asia-Paciﬁc and American economic regions. “In Nuno Cunha, we have gained a
proven expert to help with our HR management, training and development, succession planning and staff
retention, to name just a few areas”, said Johann Reiter, CEO of Vetropack Group.

3 REASONS TO BUY RAMSEY CHAINS

1:

RAMSEY
ALL-STEEL

3:

®

2:

RAMSEY
R-SELECT

TM

Unique and Patented Solutions From Ramsey
Ramsey All-Steel, R-Select and Sentry - three innovative chains tough enough for the most demanding
applications all from one source. Ramsey... the only source for ground-breaking new chains.
Contact Ramsey at www.ramseychain.com, (704) 394-0322, sales@ramseychain.com
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SGD PHARMA

HEINZ-GLAS

UPGRADES
ITS CHINESE PLANT

ACQUIRES SAVERGLASS’S
FLACON BUSINESS

SGD Pharma’s Zhanjiang
(China) plant produces 1.2
million Type II & III ﬂint
moulded glass vials daily for
the parenteral market and for
health care beauty products.
With a surface of 85,000
m2, the plant included a
glass furnace, 6 production lines, an ISO 8 clean room
of 2,000 m², a resorting room and a customization
workshop. Early 2018, SGD Pharma invested EUR 7
million to improve the automation and the production,
including the rebuilding of the furnace, to make the
Zhanjiang plant an exemplary production centre.
The rebuilt of the furnace in Zhanjiang took place in
February. This improvement project, that includes the
renewal and reorganization of the equipment for the
production lines, the clean room and the resorting as
well as the automation of the decoration workshop is
part of the desire to increase the production capacity,
improve the quality of glass and offer a better ﬂexibility
for deliveries.
The energy supply for the furnace has been modiﬁed;
Whereas previously it was fuel-based, it now consumes
natural liquid gas, which reduces the carbon footprint.
This transformation brings the furnace into compliance
with China’s new environmental regulations. In addition
to this reduction, the plant has shown a reduction in
non-carbon emissions (SO2).
The furnace components have also been transformed
to obtain a more precise reﬁnement that improves the
quality of the glass. The rebuilt took 40 days and the
overall production has increased by 11%.
For the Hot end zone, for the transformation of glass
into ﬂasks, one of the 6 production lines has been
completely renewed. In addition, 2 lines have been
completely upgraded with the most advanced equipment
on the market.
As the Cold end zone, the ISO 8 clean room has been
completely redesigned and enlarged in accordance with
ISO standards. New inspection machines have also been
installed for an optimized process.
The plant is certiﬁed ISO 15378, 22000 & SA 8000 and
beneﬁts from the Group’s technologies, processes and
European expertise for its production made in China.
With ﬁve plants around the world, SGD Pharma
guarantees its customers the same level of quality,
reliability and safety of its products.and tested for several
months at a leading glass container plant in Europe, with
successful results achieved.

French container glass manufacturer Saverglass has sold
its ﬂacon business, based in Feuquières, northern France.
to Heinz-Glas, in a deal that was agreed on 28 September.
Germany’s Heinz-Glas produces bottles and jars for
the perfume and cosmetics industry and offers ﬁnishing
technologies for glass products. It has 16 locations in 12
countries on three continents.
Saverglass has built up a portfolio of customers and range
of its own glass designs in the perfume, cosmetics and
home fragrance sector since 1997. Saverglass will continue
to focus on the super-premium spirits and wine bottles
market. In June this year it opened a glassmaking facility for
these markets in Guadalajara, Mexico. Saverglass said that
Heinz-Glas was the one glass manufacturer in Europe for
the perfume and cosmetics range. The existing Saverglass
customers are in good hands with Heinz-Glas, Saverglass
Director General, Mr Jean-Marc Arrambourg, said. Mr.
Carl-August Heinz said that the Heinz-Glas team feels a
responsibility to serve the customers in the future at least as
good as Saverglass did in the past.
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BDF INDUSTRIES

CELEBRATING VETRI
SPECIALI’S NEW PLANT
In July, BDF Industries took part in the inauguration
of Vetri Speciali’s new furnace at Ormelle, Treviso.
BDF, a historical supplier for Vetri Speciali, was
chosen once again for this new plant with regards to
Forming and Automation, with four IS machines and
servo feeders started up successfully. Completing this
supply is the innovative PanoramiControl with regards
to automation: business intelligence which, thanks to
the complete collection of all historical and real time
data, alarms and events, provides a complete vision of
the plant, thus making it more efﬁcient.
“We are proud to have renewed our partnership with
Vetri Speciali,” said Adamo Dalla Fontana, Presidente
of BDF Industries, “for us a reciprocally proﬁtable
collaboration that started almost 50 years ago, and
is continuing thanks to professionality, quality and
innovation.”
This is an important satisfaction for BDF Industries to
have taken part in the creation of this new plant with its
technology, and which continues to work side by side
with this company that is unique for its production in
the glass sector, with top level Made in Italy creativity.

A glass moulds and accessories maker
with guarantee of quality !

BUSELLATO GLASS MOULDS
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SISECAM GROUP

INVESTMENTS CONTINUE IN TURKEY
Sisecam Group, a global
actor in business ﬁelds
including all main areas of
glass industry – ﬂat glass,
glassware, glass packaging
and glass ﬁber – as well
as soda and chromium
chemicals, continues its
investments in Turkey.
With an investment of
USD 18.2 million, the
Group will build a new
furnace at the Mersin
Glass Packaging Plant.
The new furnace will have
an annual production
capacity of 80,000 tons
per year.
Sisecam Group, the ﬁfth
largest glass packaging

producer in the world
with its 10 production
facilities in four countries,
will be increasing its
annual production
capacity to 1.3 million
tons level in Turkey,
with the latest furnace
investment at its Mersin
Glass Packaging Plant.
In a statement regarding
the new investment,
Sisecam Group Vice
Chairman and CEO
Prof. Ahmet Kirman,
underlined that
they continued their
investments as a Group
without pause, and the
new furnace investment

at the Mersin Glass
Packaging Plant was an
indicator of the Group’s
conﬁdence in Turkey’s
future.
“Our Group, which has
production activities in 13
countries today, realizes
efforts in the pursuit of
sustainable growth. With
this latest investment, we
will continue to contribute
to the economy and
create value for all of our
stakeholders,” Kirman
said. Also pointing out
that Sisecam Group
is moving towards the
highest quality production
strategy across all ﬁelds

of activity, Kirman added
that: “Our Group is
continuously modernizing
its existing facilities in
light of technological
developments. We will
continue to produce with
the latest technology at
the fourth furnace to be
actualized at the Mersin
Glass Packaging Plant.
We will equip the furnace
in accordance with the
Industry 4.0 strategy.”
In August, with the
fourth furnace to
become operational at
the Eskisehir Glass
Packaging Plant with an
investment of USD 66
million, Sisecam Group
increased its production
capacity in Turkey above
the 1.2 million tons level.
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STEKLOSOYUZ

GLASS AND MODERN TECHNOLOGIES XXI
StekloSoyuz of Russia will host the conference Glass and Modern Technologies - XXI, which will be held
on December 11, 2018 in Moscow, at the International Industrial Academy.
The theme of the conference is “Increasing the effectiveness of glass making: machines, equipment, control
systems, raw materials, refractories and furnaces. Problems and solutions will be addressed, as well as
industrial processing of sheet glass.
The task of the forum is to offer analysis of the current state and prospects for the growth of the glass
industry until 2025, development of consumption and production and issues of training.
The International Glass Conference will provide a scientiﬁc discussion of consumers and producers, business
people, scientists, teachers and practitioners of Russia, the CIS and foreign countries.
The conference will allow professionals to overcome difﬁculties together, with united efforts on precise
technological parameters. It is intended to successfully develop business contacts, to understand technical
requirements and to react in due time to inquiries of the consumer of your products.
To participate in the forum, it is necessary to send the completed application to the Organizing Committee by
e-mail: forum@steklosouz.ru
The application for participation is available at http://www.steklosouz.ru/docs/zayvka_forum_18_eng.doc

Come and meet us at Glasstec, booth 14A34 !

Making glass is a kind of art.

SIL helps you making more, and better.
Glassmakers’
best friend
+33 385 981 919

vertechsales@vertech.eu www.vertech.eu
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VERALLIA

NEW GENERAL MANAGER
IN SOUTH AMERICA
As of 3 September, Verallia has a new General Manager in South America – Quintin Testa Dominguez,
who takes over from Aleixo Falci who has retired. Quintin Testa Dominguez will become a member of the
Group’s Executive Committee. Born in 1967, Quintin Testa Dominguez began his professional life in 1989
as Quality Assurance General Manager at Nissan Motors in Mexico. In 1999, he joined Nemak in Mexico
as Operations Director. Four years later, in 2003, he joined Valeo where he held the Group Quality and
Project Management Director positions and from 2015, held there the position of Vice President of the
Powertrain Transmission Product Group. Quintin Testa Dominguez graduated as a Mechanical Engineer
from Monterrey Tech, Mexico and holds a Master’s in Quality and Productivity.
“I am pleased to welcome Quintin at the head of Verallia in South America, where his manufacturing and
international experience will be a precious asset to continue developing our operations in this region,” stated
Michel Giannuzzi, Chairman and CEO of Verallia.
Verallia is located in three South American countries – Brazil, Argentina and Chile – where it employs around
1,300 people. An independent group, Verallia is the third largest global manufacturer of glass containers for
food and beverages, and proposes innovative, customized and environmentally-friendly solutions.
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MACHINERY FOR THE GLASS INDUSTRY
We design, manufacture and

PRODUCTION LINES

supply production lines for low and

PRESSES

high production speed as well as

PRESS-BLOW-MACHINES

production lines for toughening

BLOW-BLOW-MACHINES

GROOT GLASS

and tempering. Feel free to contact
us from all over the world and get

SPINNING MACHINES

GLASSWORKS
CONSTRUCTION
PLANNED

more information on our special

FEEDER

production lines for tableware,

FIRE POLISHING

spinning articles, press-blown

TOUGHENING / TEMPERING

articles, stemware, microwave

LASER CUTTING

Groot Glass is planning to build two glass factories
worth USD 750 million in Tses village, Namibia.
The manufacturer has secured a loan of USD 525
million to build two glass factories.
It is 70% of the total USD 750 million needed for the
construction, infrastructure and raw materials sourced
from around South Africa, including Namibia and
Botswana.
Simon Kapenda, Founder of Groot Glass, said: “We have
assembled the world’s best technology and engineering
companies from Germany, Italy, Ukraine and the US,
such as Heye International, MSK, Sorg, Horn, Zippe,
Grenzebach, Siemens, Techmash, SpecstrojmontazhUkraina, and others for the supplying of equipment,
technology, engineering and construction of the Groot
Glass Manufacturing Factories in Tses.
“We have also assembled the world’s best team of
professionals mostly from India, Germany, South
Africa and Italy with more than 600 years of combined
experience in glass manufacturing, technology and
engineering, who are tasked for the smooth production
and operations of Groot Glass.
“Our aim at Groot Glass is to produce and market the
world’s quality glass products for the local and regional
markets.”
A European banking institution will loan the
manufacturer USD 525 million. The remaining USD
225 million (30%) will need to be ﬁnanced by equity
funding, of which the manufacturer is currently in
discussion with private investors. The total funding of
USD 750 million will give Groot Glass a value of about
USD 20 million.
Eikana Nangolo, President and COO of Groot Systems,
said: “We are just happy to help make an economic
contribution to our country and create thousands
of better paying jobs for our fellow country citizens,
throughout Namibia.”
Groot Glass will initially focus on manufacturing glass
for the construction industry and commissioning two
different glass factories, Groot Container Glass and
Groot Float Glass.
The construction of the two factories in Tses is expected
as soon as the manufacturer has secured the required
30% of equity funding.
More than 650 construction workers are needed during
the construction, which will last for about 24 months for
the Groot Container Glass factory and 36 months for the
Groot Float Glass factory.

articles, glass blocks, glass insulators, light reﬂectors and technical

DECORATION CUTTING

articles made of all glass types and

DEVELOPMENT

all other technical products.

AFTER SALES SERVICE
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Waltec Maschinen GmbH
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THAI MALAYA GLASS

INAUGURATION OF SORG
SB5 FURNACE
A festive inauguration
ceremony took place in
the Thai Malaya Glass
plant in Saraburi to put the
new SB5 melting furnace
into operation, expanding
production capacity of
container glass products in
emerald green and ﬂint by
400 tonnes per day.
For the completely new
production plant, SORG
supplied a regenerative gasheated end-ﬁred furnace,
including the control
system and all peripheral
equipment. To increase
the melting capacity and

ﬂexibility, the furnace is
equipped with a melting
booster. Furthermore, the
melting plant comprises
two IRD® Doghouses
and two EME-NEND®
S2 screw chargers. The
four production lines are
connected to the furnace
via one SORG® STW
working end and four
SORG forehearths.
Once again, SORG is
proud to supply a longtime customer with a highly
efﬁcient melting plant
based on the latest SORG
technology.

VMA GmbH
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PAVISA

FRENCH
SUBSIDIARY
Pavisa has announced that it has set up a
French subsidiary to better address the European
market’s needs. The formation of the new
subsidiary, which will be managed by Pavisa
France President, Arturo Franco, was decided
because the European market is one of the most
dynamic market and premium complex projects,
which requires proximity with development
and purchasing local teams. Mexican container
glassmaker Pavisa has dealt with premium
glassmaking for 66 years and, thanks to the use
of three glassmaking processes: automatic, semimechanised and manual, responds to the needs of
premium perfume and spirits brands.

visit us at glasstec 2018
hall 14, booth A21 
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PORTNEX INTERNATIONAL

EXPANDING INTO
GLOBAL GLASS MARKET
Portnex International is a privately held South African
based company involved in the production, and distribution
of High Carbon Ferrochrome, Specialist Commodity and
Energy Trader supplying its products and services throughout
the world. South Africa is one of the largest producers of
Ferro chrome worldwide, with 70% of the world’s chrome
resources. South Africa produced around 15.1-million tonnes
of chrome ore in 2017, which equated to 54% of global
production. Portnex International has recently broadened its
market expansion into the global container glass industry,
with the manufacturing and supply of Chrome Flour 325#,
used as a colour additive in the green container glass industry,
to meet the ever-increasing global demand for containerised
glass. Portnex International is uniquely positioned to offer
consistent and sustainable supply of quality raw materials to
meet this global demand. The company’s raw materials are
sourced and supplied via its various supply chain networks
located throughout sub-Saharan Africa, with supply
agreements in place to ensure security, sustainability and
consistency of supply. Portnex International’s manufacturing
facilities based in Johannesburg has a milling capacity of
up to 2,000 metric tons per month of ﬁnished product,
guaranteeing consistent sizing, moisture control and quality
assurance of our ﬁnal ﬁnished products. The company’s
internal and external quality control measures ensure that its
chrome ﬂour is inspected and veriﬁed throughout the value
chain – starting with raw material sourcing, manufacturing,
handling and distribution processes. Once the ﬁnal product
has passed Portnex internal quality control, the ﬁnal product
is bagged and sealed with traceable tags, guaranteeing that its
products meet customers’ stringent quality requirements.
The ﬁnal products are tested via independent and certiﬁed
laboratories and are issued with a Certiﬁcate of Analysis,
guaranteeing the ﬁnal product is in the customers required
speciﬁcation. Portnex in-house bagging facilities ensures that
the company can provide customers with ﬁnished products in
various packing requirements from 25kg & 40kg inner lined
paper bags, as well as providing bulk bag handling from 500
kg, 1Mt and 1.5Mt bulk bags respectively. All bags come with
inner liners to prevent moisture contamination and protect
the ﬁnished products from the natural elements.
Company warehousing facilities are uniquely situated in
the heart of the Johannesburg CBD, with bulk storage and
handling facilities, including bulk container packing facilities.
Portnex logistics department can ensure that the ﬁnal
product is distributed via bulk rail or bulk trucks to company
distribution facilities in Durban harbour, which is the largest
and busiest shipping terminal in sub-Saharan Africa, handling
up to 31.4 million tons of cargo each year.
Company mission is to continuously provide quality products
at a competitive price coupled with outstanding customer
service to meet the demands of customers worldwide.

Discover The Art of Engraving
Best engineered mould supplier for the world
tableware glass industry.
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SISECAM GROUP

GLASS PACKAGING PRODUCTION CAPACITY IN
TURKEY REACHES 1.2 MILLION TONS
Sisecam Group has ﬁred its new furnace at the Eskisehir Glass Packaging Plant in Turkey. The plant’s
fourth furnace starting production in August was built on an investment of USD 66 million. With the new
150.000 tons/year capacity furnace, Sisecam Group’s glass packaging capacity in Turkey reached 1.2 million
tons. Sisecam Group Vice Chairman and CEO Prof. Ahmet Kirman said, “We conduct our operations with
the aim of sustainable growth. With the last investment, we have commissioned our highest-capacity glass
packaging furnace in Turkey.” Sisecam Group ﬁred its fourth furnace with an investment of USD 66 million
at the Eskisehir Glass Packaging Plant. Sisecam Group, the ﬁfth largest glass packaging producer in the world
with its 10 production facilities in four countries including Turkey, has increased its production capacity in
Turkey to 1.2 million tons with this latest furnace investment. Prof. Ahmet Kirman emphasized that they are
the third largest glassware producer in the world and the ﬁfth largest glass packaging and ﬂat glass producers,
adding that, “we are among the top 10 soda producers in the world, as well as a world leader in chrome
chemicals. Our Group continues its activities in 13 countries, and is improving its capacity and technological
strength through its innovation, creativity, expertise and experienced workforce, while looking to the future
with conﬁdence on the strength of its product and service quality that complies with the changing market
conditions.” Kirman underlined that they continued to create value for all stakeholders, “As Sisecam, we
conduct our operations with the aim of sustainable growth. In this context, we have commissioned the largest
glass packaging furnace in Turkey, and continue our investments, taking bold steps towards our goals.” Kirman
recalled that the Eskisehir Glass Packaging Plant was established in 2013 with cutting-edge technology, adding
that, “We are glad that our fourth furnace investment at this modern plant has made another contribution to the
economy and production in Eskisehir.” Kirman stated that Sisecam Group’s existing facilities were constantly
being renewed due to technological developments, adding that, “We continue to produce with the latest
technology thanks to the fourth furnace installed and equipped in accordance with the Industry 4.0 strategy at
the Eskisehir Glass Packaging Plant.” One of the most established enterprises in Turkey, Sisecam Group is a
global actor in business ﬁelds including all main areas of glass industry, i.e. ﬂat glass, glassware, glass packaging
and glass ﬁber, as well as soda and chromium chemicals. Today Sisecam, the world’s leading supplier of
chromium compounds and the 10th largest soda ash producer in the world, is the 3rd largest glassware, the 5th
largest glass packaging and ﬂat glass manufacturer globally.

VERALLIA

50TH ANNIVERSARY AND OPENING OF NEW
ZARAGOZA FURNACE
At the end of June this year, Verallia’s teams, along with numerous customers and local authority
representatives, celebrated the 50th anniversary of its Spanish Zaragoza plant and the reconstruction of one of
its two furnaces. The site notably produces bottles for the beer market. With this EUR 20m+ investment, the
plant can now produce up to 1.5 million bottles a day. Equipped with the best available technology, the new
installations meet the most demanding energy consumption and air emission norms and standards. During
the event, Verallia’s Chairman and CEO Michel Giannuzzi stated: “Verallia is highly committed to supporting
its Spanish food and beverage producing customers. This dynamic and competitive sector has made a strong
recovery after the crisis. It innovates and is focused on new markets, with its sights clearly set on exporting.”
Working out of its six glass making plants spread across the entire country (Azuqueca, Burgos, Montblanc,
Zaragoza, Seville and Telde), Verallia Spain is a major stakeholder on its domestic market. Its Zaragoza plant is
highly specialized in producing beer bottles, while the Azuqueca plant produces food jars.
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Unique Top-Tier
Conveying Solutions
for Cold-End Lines
Hall 15 Booth C13

Cold-end equipment evolution

COLD-END EQUIPMENT EVOLUTION

EMMETI
3D MaintenEasy –
4.0 maintenance for
cold-end lines

F

ounded in 1982, EMMETI is
a leading company at international level with regards
to palettizing and depalettizing
systems for the glass industry.
The synergy between EMMETI
and its sister-company SIPAC
enable to offer a complete range
of automatic and semi-automatic
push- or grip palettizers, with
loading from above or below, as
well as depalettizers and transport lines. EMMETI and SIPAC
design, assemble and test complete cold-end lines directly at
their production facilities.
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Following its continuous attention to technological innovation,
EMMETI has recently decided to
focus on a series of Industry 4.0
developments that support the
services and maintenance needs
of hollow glass production lines.

THE IDEA
Even if the Machinery Directive
states that the manual of use
and maintenance of the machine
must also have a spare parts
manual limited to safety systems
only, EMMETI decided quite a
while ago to offer its customers
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Speaking about
machinery
development and
evolution, and
- of course - Industry
4.0, does not always
cover all aspects of
glassmaking operations.
We all know that
machines require
important maintenance
operations so why not
include this ‘work in
Industry 4.0 too. This is
exactly what our readers
can ﬁnd out about in this
article from EMMETI.

complete spare parts catalogues
for all installed components,
positioning the company as one
that delivers a high-value service.
In the past, EMMETI prepared non-interactive spare
parts catalogues manually, taking about two weeks for catalogues of machines made to
order. This resulted in a 2D
non-interactive PDF catalogue,
which forced customers to order
the missing components by
phone or via e-mail, entering
data manually and with high
probability of errors during the
data entry phase.
In order to optimize costs,
times and beneﬁts, Emmeti
needed a system to automatically generate interactive spare
parts catalogues, increasing
spare parts sales and customer
satisfaction rates.

FIRST STEP. MOVING TO THE
3D CATALOGUE
EMMETI and its technological
partner SYGEST have developed
together a project to increase
the efﬁciency and automation of
spare parts services, by means of
a program supplied to the customer at the time of purchase,
which allows to navigate ‘inside’
the machine, identifying the necessary item to order (also by
zooming and rotating or hiding
parts of the machine), highlighting the characteristics of the item
required and relative codes.
By searching or selecting the
component, it is also possible to
easily ﬁll out the purchase order
of the spare parts; the software

EMMETI MT598 palettizer
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EMMETI 3D MaintenEasy –
interactive 3D catalogue

for each machine reports where
the individual components are
used and also provides a comprehensive overview of the parts
of ﬁrst and second necessity.
One of the important functions
of the 3D catalog is the possibility of highlighting the lubrication
points of the machine, facilitating
the work of maintenance technicians considerably.
The software is so complete
that it also integrates the interactive electrical scheme of the
machine, the technical speciﬁcations of components/lubricants
(enabling to ﬁnd alternatives with
the same features if the components in question are not available on the market), not to mention the connection to the classic
manual of use and maintenance
in PDF for a quick reference.
The development of the 3D
MaintenEasy project has enabled to:
tBVUPNBUF UIF JOUFSOBM QSPDFTTes of generating spare parts
catalogues, reducing the time
required from two weeks to
four hours;

EMMETI palettizer
operations and
maintenance manual
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tGSFFFNQMPZFFTGSPNMPXWBMVF
added operations;
tQSPWJEF DVTUPNFST XJUI FBTZ
to-use and intuitive 3D tools,
avoiding wasted time for both
customers when searching for
components, or the company,
which receives error-free data
and codes;
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EMMETI 3D MaintenEasy –
in-the-ﬁeld tablet

tDSFBUF B CFUUFS QFSDFQUJPO PG
the spare parts service for the
customer, increasing customer
loyalty and business opportunities.

EMMETI 3D MaintenEasy –
reporting failures, advanced
maintenance indicators

In this way, Emmeti is positioned as one of the most innovative players in the industry, not
only in terms of products, but
also in terms of service.

SECOND STEP:
IN-THE-FIELD TABLET
To offer the valid support that
technicians involved in maintenance operations often need,
EMMETI has decided to further develop the 3D MaintenEasy
project with the use of an in-theﬁeld tablet.
The tablet, available to plant
managers and/or maintenance
technicians, allows access to all
functions and tools of the 3D
catalogue directly on the production line, providing concrete help
in maintenance processes so as
to signiﬁcantly reduce machine
downtimes. An additional function of the tablet is the ability to
quickly recognize the components
by reading QR codes applied to
the different parts of the machine.
In addition to 3D visualization,
if available, maintenance procedures and video tutorials are also
available to facilitate operations.
The video tutorials and procedures also enable to obtain faster
and more effective and precise
format change operations, fundamental for cold-end systems, thus
saving time and thereby increasing daily productivity of the lines.
THIRD STEP: MACHINEDRIVEN MAINTENANCE
An additional evolutionary
step is given by the possibility
of equipping the machines with
wireless communication equipment, so as to be able to converse
with the available operator tablet.
This evolution leads to several
interesting scenarios: on the one
hand, the sending of production
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With production lines

information in real time allows
plant managers to always be in
control of all performance indicators and, thanks to recorded
and stored data, understand how
to react to optimize the production cycle.
On the other hand, all alarm
signals and preventive failure
indicators (based on the hours of
work and the use of components)
allow maintenance technicians
to intervene promptly to ensure
production continuity.
The tablet also contains a faultsetting ticketing system: opera-
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tors can open a fault report, so
technicians can intervene quickly
to re-establish machine operations and communicate progress
or completion of work, while
production managers have the
updated picture of the situation
under control and can check the
level of business efﬁciency.
We can therefore start talking about real machine-driven
maintenance, where the machine
itself provides information on its
operations and requires assistance from the operator when it
is really necessary.
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NON-STOP EVOLUTION
The next step in the evolution
of the 3D MaintenEasy project
will be to equip the machines
with "intelligent" sensors, so as
to monitor the wear and tear
of the components by means of
noise/vibrations/... and warn in
advance of possible breakages.
Predictive maintenance and statistics applied to the history of
recorded data will thus make
it easier to identify the components most prone to failure,
thus ensuring for the future the
possibility of having more reliable, performing and long-lasting
cold-end lines. O

EMMETI S.P.A.

Via G. Galilei, 29
42027 Montecchio
Emilia (RE) - Italy
Tel.: +39 - 0522
- 861911
Fax: +39 - 0522
- 861912
E-mail: emmeti@em
meti-spa.it

www.emmeti-spa

.it

When
reliability
is not
negotiable.
You need a team of experts
that won’t leave you hanging.
At Zippe reliability has been our
mantra for over 98 years. Our team of
highly specialized engineers, designers,
administrators and consultants is key in
delivering the quality and efﬁciency which
all our customers have come to know us by.
Be it a brand new batch plant or the ﬁnancially
viable refurbishment of an older one, all the
core functions are entrusted to these experts,
ensuring an excellent chain of communication
and the kind of results we stake our reputation on.
We won’t let you down because for us reliability is

ZIPPE – BECAUSE WE DO IT.
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not merely a word, it’s non-negotiable.

KAMMANN

World Debut.
High SpeedFamily
• highspeed screen printing for
round glass bottles
• article diameter: 1‘“ – 3“
(25,4mm – 76,2mm)
• print stroke: 260mm
• output: 300 bpm – 600 bpm
• up to 8 printing stations
• body and neck printing
• register tolerance: +-0,1mm
• registration camera systems

HS300
HS600
Koenig & Bauer Kammann GmbH
Bergkirchener Str. 228
32549 Bad Oeynhausen

kammann.de

Technology

TECHNOLOGY

HEYE
INTERNATIONAL
on the smart road
to Industry 4.0
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Adoption of the latest technologies is now crucial for the international glass
container industry, says Mark Ziegler. Glass is constantly under pressure
from other packaging materials, while attracting skilled people to work at
the industry’s factories is an increasing challenge. Heye offers customers a
partnership on their individual path towards a smart plant, resulting in the
creation of a highly automated and cost-effective glassworks.

Mark Ziegler

Marketing Manager
HEYE INTERNATIONAL

S

election is key
to deﬁning the
perfect path but
some decision makers are
still confused by the issues
surrounding Industry 4.0
technologies. Combined with
rising CAPEX challenges, this
makes it absolutely necessary
for plants to identify a partner
when it comes to the selection of
appropriate technology.
Not everything that is possible
makes economic sense for a glass
container plant. The glass people
at Heye combine long-term process
expertise and a passion for the material
with advanced skills in the latest technology. Every possible solution is evaluated by
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the company’s process experts
based on the decision criteria of
ﬁnancial ROI, workplace safety
and inﬂuence on product quality.

SMART USER INTERFACES
The availability of smart user
interfaces for operators has
become especially important,
as production employees with
comprehensive process knowledge are increasingly difﬁcult
to ﬁnd. The Heye Cockpit will
become the central user access to
the Heye SpeedMaster hot end
control and process intelligence
portfolio. The Heye SpeedMaster
consists of three modules:
E-timing; motion control (servo
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and pneumatic actuators) and
the process intelligence solution
set, combining all process control
closed loops.
The approach employed is
user-centric. The cockpit integrates all relevant sub-systems
at the hot end, plus the Heye
PlantPilot. Features like the integrated article database make job
changes as easy as possible.
Combined with precise mechanisms, the latest servo technology
helps to achieve maximum production speed at high quality levels, especially for large beer lines
etc. High production ﬂexibility
is another result of the technology. Glass plants with small cus-
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tomers and many different jobs
have two advantages. First, job
changes can be performed in a
very short time, as important
parameters will be retrieved and
the major parts of the machinery
will be adjusted automatically in
the future. Second, the operators can produce different bottles on one IS machine, by using
multi-weight assortment technology. This makes the production
of samples or short job runs
extremely efﬁcient.

PROCESS CONTROL AND
CLOSED LOOP SOLUTION SET
As well as being the inventor
of the NNPB process, Heye has

set the standard in closed loop
production technology. A large
set of closed loop solutions gives
the customer a competitive edge.
Heye offers operator assistance
for gob loading and closed loops
for gob form and weight.
Following the glass ﬂow, on
the blank mould side, closed
loops for cooling and press duration/glass distribution are available. The swabbing robot eliminates one of the most important
manual working steps, at the
same time being the basis for precise, infrared-based temperature
measurement on the blank side.
Closed loops on the blow side
allow accurate, high speed ware
handling. Dead plate cooling is
controlled, creating the basis for
proper bottle movement through
the high speed pushers, while
the closed loop for ware spacing is a second speed-relevant
factor. Furthermore, both loops
eliminate defects generated by
a wrong ware handling set-up.
Many of these solutions are
already available, while others
are in the prototype phase. In
some areas, operator assistance
is a good ﬁrst step and in other
areas, full closed loop systems are
already in place.

CONNECTING THE HOT END
AND COLD END
The Heye PlantPilot is a cornerstone in the ﬁeld of data integration in the glass
plant. By using internet-based technology,
different machines or
modules can be connected to manage the
plant.
In addition, important analysis possibilities are offered to
optimise the production process. Data
integration between
hot end and cold
end helps especially
to gain time. Via the

Heye Cockpit, the hot end operator has a perfect overview of the
defect situation on the different
cavities. By a future extension of
the database to an expert system,
recommendations for the correction of production defects can be
given. As production companies
have more and more challenges to ﬁnd skilled people, these
expert systems for glass forming
will become an important success
factor.

SUMMARY
In summary, the Heye smart
plant concept combines different innovative solutions in major
areas. All of them have become
possible through a set of enabling technologies, from sensors
and communication networks
to robots. The Heye glass people are the correct partners to
develop a common roadmap for
the journey to a smart plant, a
factory that will be able to produce high productivity containers at low cost, resource-efﬁciently and with a consistently
high quality. O

HEYE
INTERNATIONAL
GMBH
Lohplatz 1
31683 Obernkirchen - Germany
Telephone: +49 (0)5724 26-0
Fax: +49 (0)5724 26-539.

www.heye-international.com
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Fonderie Valdelsane:

SPECIALIZATION
IN CASTINGS;
WORKING TO
BECOME MORE
DYNAMIC, FLEXIBLE
AND COMPETITIVE

Fonderie Valdelsane CEO, Mr. Roberto Gerbi, speaks to us about
its past, present and future – with the goal not only to strengthen its
position as a reference name, but also to to expand and consolidate
at global level thanks to positive feedback regarding efﬁciency, life of
the moulds, quality of glass, and reduced production times and costs.
60
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onderie Valdelsane dates
back to 1961, when the passion and commitment of
its three founding members was
concretised through the establishment of a small artisan enterprise
in Colle Val d’Elsa, in the heart of
Tuscany.
Given the intense glassmaking
activity in the area, linked to the
production of selected wine and
oil, the company chose to specialise, since its very start, in the production of special cast iron and
bronze castings for moulds used
in container glass manufacturing.
Constant growth soon led
Fonderie Valdelsane to go beyond
regional boundaries ﬁrst, fol-

F

lowed by national borders, and in
the 1990s the Foundries became
a reference point for all Italian
and European professionals in
the ﬁeld.
The constantly developed
and improved quality of the different types of cast iron, the
use of state-of-the-art production methods, quick deliveries,
and the consequent increased
demand from an ever-expanding
market have led to the need to
invest in continuous extension
works and automation.
The current headquarters, inaugurated in 1990 in Monteriggioni,
have been enlarged and upgraded
several times.

In the short time-span from
2013 to 2015, the covered area
of the facilities increased by 2,000
square metres, reaching a total of
about 8,000 square metres. Over
recent years, the company has
consolidated its leadership in the
glass sector thanks to signiﬁcant
investments in new technologies,
automation and human resources, as well as strong collaborations
with its partners. ISO 9001 (since
1996) and the ISO 14001 certiﬁcations, numerous acknowledgements with respect to Quality,
Safety and Environment, and
daily improvements to the supply chain, are among the strong
points of Fonderie Valdelsane.
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HAVE YOU MADE ANY
IMPORTANT INVESTMENTS
IN THE PAST TWO OR THREE
YEARS?
After having completed and
automated our new cold-end –
a covered area of 2,000 square
metres – we have also made
further investments aimed at
increasing both quality and efﬁciency in various production
areas.
First and foremost, we have
seen excellent results in the production line dedicated to bronze.
And now, Fonderie Valdelsane
can guarantee accurate control
of production parameters, which
determine absolute stability and
repeatability of this material
when it is used in the production
of glassware.
The company has developed a
new lay-out in the Pattern Dept.,
which is now larger and equipped
with new machinery and software, for the purpose of further
improving accuracy and responsiveness from the order receipt.
Important investments have
also been allocated in some areas
of non-core services, which are
essential to guarantee product
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quality and production efﬁciency,
from the preparation of casting
boxes up to knock-out phases.

TWENTY YEARS AGO THE
COMPANY GAINED ISO
9001 CERTIFICATION, AND
MORE RECENTLY 14001….
Yes, but this was also quite a
few years ago. With 14001 certiﬁcation, Fonderie Valdelsane is
committed to respecting the strict
Italian and European regulations
in terms of environmental protection – and much more. Our voluntary participation in the EMAS
(Eco-Management and Audit
Scheme) system represents a further step to constrain the growth
of the next few years, leading to a
continuous improvement of environmental efﬁciency.
Fonderie Valdelsane is deeply
rooted in its territory and, right
from the beginning, it has grown
together with its area, contributing to its development and at the
same time, deriving its beneﬁts
and resources. This is one of
the reasons why we take special
care to improve the quality of
the environment in which we all
live, and that is why we decided
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to invest in technological progress that is combined with the
constant improvement of environmental conditions. Protection
of the environment and quality
of life are two sides of the same
coin, and we want to be the ﬁrst
to set a good example.
An example of this can be seen
in the roof of our main structure,
which was entirely replaced in
2017, using innovative materials that reduce environmental
impact and improve air quality,
while allowing staff to enjoy better working conditions.

CUTTING-EDGE
CERTIFICATIONS AND
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT,
THEN. DO THESE ASPECTS
AFFECT THE DAILY WORK OF
WORKERS?
Of course, each of us in every
department must work together to ensure the achievement
of environmental objectives we
have set ourselves. This means
paying greater attention to operations and focusing more on the
details that characterize life in
the company.

In this sense, Fonderie
Valdelsane has a holistic vision
of its organization. The ambitious goals achieved in the course
of its history must be considered
only as the result of the work of
its team as a whole, where everyone has been able to contribute
decisively to the growth of the
company.
The environmental theme
is therefore closely related to
respect for the workplace and
working conditions of all operators. This leads to a virtuous
circle for which the staff feels an
integral part of their company,
growing with it and achieving
the high degree of specialization
necessary to ensure continuous
progress.

HOW IMPORTANT IS THE
PRODUCTION OF BRONZE
FOR THE COMPANY?
In recent years, enormous
efforts have been made to ﬁnetune the process of producing
bronze moulds. In the past,
this segment of production was
mainly an artisan activity, following the considerable investments

of the last few years, a parallel
production system has been created that is independent from
that of cast iron. Today we have
a casting line entirely dedicated
to bronze, with related furnaces
installed exclusively for this type
of production and a totally automated casting plant, where every
different task consists essentially
in management control.
The satisfaction of our customers with regards to the quality of
Fonderie Valdelsane bronze, has
led to growing demand and higher production volumes, to which
we are responding with further
interventions aimed at increasing
efﬁciency and production capacity.

THE FIRST RECIPIENTS
OF YOUR CASTINGS ARE
OBVIOUSLY THE MOULD
SHOPS. HAVE YOU MADE
ANY IMPROVEMENTS TO
SUPPORT THEIR WORK?
Yes, it’s true that our product
is used by glassworks, but it is
equally important for Fonderie
Valdelsane to make the operations of the mould shops easier,

faster and then, cheaper.
In fact, there are speciﬁc advantages that our castings determine
in the mechanical machining in
mould shops.
The ease of welding of K250
series cast irons, for example,
is highly appreciated by mould
manufacturers. This feature, in
addition to determining greater
stability in glass production, also
enables them to operate more
quickly and efﬁciently, with consequent optimization of production times and costs.
Particular attention is also paid
to the microstructure and hardness of our castings, which maintain constant parameters in each
area of the design. This is very
important as it drastically reduces
the possibility that tools can be
damaged during processing and
at the same time, allows more
linear and constant milling and
turning operations, also decreasing tool consumption. The
absence of micro-hardness and
internal resistance to the material
is even more important when carrying out vertiﬂow/axial cooling
drills, ensuring compliance with
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the minimum tolerances required
by our clients.

WHAT ARE THE TRENDS
AND PROSPECTS OF THE
MARKET?
Today, there is a common goal
for glassworks to become each
day more dynamic, ﬂexible and
competitive in the market. They
are carrying out different types of
internal restructuring to develop
their own tools to control the performance of their plants, trying
to improve response times and
quality to offer to their clients,
who are increasingly sensitive
and demanding. The reduction
of production and management
costs is part of this common
trend, in Europe as in America
and in Asia. To give an example: the constant monitoring of
indicators such as pack-to-melt
and pack-to-cut are now considered essential to ensure the real
control of efﬁciency in the glass
factory. Everyone has, in fact,
understood that to be competitive
on the market you need to be efﬁcient where costs have a greater
impact in production.
On numerous occasions in
which glassworks have carried
out comparative tests between
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Fonderie Valdelsane and others,
we have always had the satisfaction of receiving very positive feedback, which has helped
us to signiﬁcantly increase our
presence also in distant countries. Thanks to the investments
mentioned, aimed at meeting the
growing quality requirements of
the market, we have also signiﬁcantly increased our daily
production capacity and responsiveness to order reception. The
technical time for the production
of a series of moulds has been
further reduced. To give you an
idea, today we work with delivery
within ﬁve working days from
receipt of order.

HOW DO YOU MANAGE
THE REQUESTS COMING
FROM NON-EUROPEAN
COUNTRIES? IS TRANSPORT
TIME A PROBLEM?
In fact, we often face transport
times that are longer than those
for production. So we have developed various solutions to overcome this type of difﬁculty. But
by programming work together
with the glass factory, delivery
time can become a secondary
aspect. In addition, the reactivity
and operations of our commercial
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ofﬁces, together with the availability of a ﬂeet of trucks and
stable relationships with the most
reliable shipping and air transport agencies, enable Fonderie
Valdelsane to offer its partners
any type of incoterms conditions.

IN RELATION TO THE
NEW MARKETS, DO YOU
INTEND TO CONTINUE THE
EXPANSION PHASE OF THE
LAST FEW YEARS?
Yes, of course this is what we
are aiming at and working for. It
is the same exceptionally positive
feedback that we receive from
customers who encourage us to
offer our products in markets
where Fonderie Valdelsane is less
present.
When significant percentage increases are found in the
main efﬁciency indicators, mould
life, glass quality, with signiﬁcant reductions for production
times and costs, it is natural for
glassmakers to give prioity to the
use of speciﬁc materials for their
glass moulds, such as those from
Fonderie Valdelsane.
Furthermore, we believe it is
strategic to be able to offer our
products to different countries,
also in consideration of differ-

FONDERIE VALDELSANE S.P.A.
Strada di Gabbricce, 6 - P.O. BOX 30
53035 MONTERIGGIONI (Siena) - ITALY
Tel. +39.0577.304730 - Fax. +39.0577.304755
com@fonderievaldelsane.com

www.fonderievaldelsane.com

ent seasonal consumption, as the
production capacity of the company has increased signiﬁcantly
and is able to respond to the
increased demand for cast iron
and bronze for glass moulds of
high quality.
Our ofﬁces are well organized
and structured in order to provide
immediate assistance to all clients,
from a technical, commercial and
administrative point of view.

WHAT ARE THE UPCOMING
EVENTS OF FONDERIE
VALDELSANE?
We are evaluating various
events that will take place next
year. For the moment, we have
conﬁrmed our participation in the
Glassman Fair to be held in Brazil
and Mir Stekla in Russia. We care
in a particular way about Russia,
where we are dealing with important and experienced partners that
appreciate very much the quality
of our alloys.

HAS THE INTERNATIONAL
REACH OF FONDERIE
VALDELSANE DETERMINED
FURTHER COMMERCIAL
ACTIONS TO PROMOTE THE
BRAND?
Honestly, we have had the
pleasure to see that the FV brand
is, today, an internationally recognized reference name for quality of cast iron and bronze for
glass moulds. On the other hand,
this aspect has determined the
need to protect the glassworks
that use our material, since in
several cases they buy the moulds
already machined by the mould
shops.
Unfortunately, there have been
cases – also very recent – in
which some glassworks with production problems caused by low
quality moulds have come to us
to ﬁnd out why, and the answer
was very simple: the mould supplier declared that the cast iron

came from Fonderie Valdelsane,
but in reality it had been produced by another foundry!
Fonderie Valdelsane has therefore decided to protect its materials from any attempt at fraudulent imitation, registering the
various brands internationally in
order to prevent the occurrence
of these undesirable actions.
Secondly, we always provide
our clients with unique certiﬁcate
of analysis for every single mould
set, with speciﬁc reference number and code, so that the glass
factory can check if the material
is original, at any time.
A way to protect Fonderie
Valdelsane of course, but also in
the interest of all the glassworks
and of the excellent technicians
and engineers who work there,
for whom the use of our mould
castings is essential to ensure
high standards of quality and
efﬁciency. O
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how Allied Glass
went servo with BIS

Allied Glass, based at Leeds, UK, has
been using Bucher Emhart Glass’
servo-driven BIS forming technology
for the last two years. We hear in
Allied’s own words how they got to
grips with their new machine and the
beneﬁts they’ve realized from it.

B

ucher Emhart Glass (BEG) has been
working on servo-driven glass container forming for over two decades,
and launched NIS, its ﬁrst all-servo machine,
in 1999. While NIS is ideal for high-volume,
high-speed production, it’s less suitable for
producers who serve smaller food, beverage,
and cosmetics companies. So in 2010, BEG
launched BIS, which offers the supreme
precision of a fully servo-controlled machine
but can handle a wide variety of container
designs, sizes and weights, in smaller.
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Since then, BIS machines
have been installed at Nampak
Glass (South Africa), Noelle von
Campe (Germany) and Allied
Glass (UK). Allied, based in
West Yorkshire, has two glassware plants and a separate facility
devoted to decoration. The Leeds
plant (the focus of this article)
specializes in ﬂint-glass production, mainly for the premium
spirits market. It has two furnaces, averaging 285 and 255 tonnes
per day respectively, and nine
IS machine lines. Allied’s BIS
machine is used to manufacture
wares from 500ml beer bottles up
to 700ml spirits bottles and 75cl
bottles for water or premium fruit
drinks, all in double-gob using
the blow-and-blow process.

TAKING THE FIRST STEP
Before acquiring its BIS
machine, Allied was 100 per
cent pneumatic. “It was a pretty
big decision for us, switching
to servo and stepping up to 12
sections as well,” says Richard
Summers, Group Operations
Director. “We’re manufacturers, and every minute counts, so
we’ve always played it very safe.
But we wanted more sustainability, and more repeatability, so we
took the decision to push forward
and innovate. We looked at the
machines that were out there,
and BIS seemed right for us.”
However, starting up with BIS
was something of a challenge.
“There was a lot to learn,” agrees
Jamie Kirton, IS Team Leader at
Allied. “We had some teething
troubles on the mechanical side,
and it took a while to understand
how it worked. For example, if
we had a positioning error on
a take-out or an invert, we had
to look for electrical or motor
issues, instead of air-source or
cushioning issues.”
REPEATABLE QUALITY
Hot End specialist John Wray
is a glass-making veteran who’s
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Richard Summers,
Group Operations
Director Allied Glass

been at Allied for 32 years. He
monitors performance, quality and efﬁciency, reports back
to the production manager, and
advises operators. For him, the
key advantage of BIS is its precision. “Once the servos are set,
they’re set,” he says. “You don’t
need any manual intervention, so
there’s less human error.”
John also ﬁnds that BIS’s data
trail is a big help with ﬁnding
and ﬁxing production problems.
“The history is very, very good,”
he says. “You click on it and it
tells you everything you need
to know. The graphical displays
have taught us a thing or two –
even about our old machines.”
That mechanical consistency
helps Allied deliver what the market is demanding. “The industry
now is all about quality,” says
Richard. “We used to be allowed
a certain number of minor faults
per batch run, but now the customer is driving for perfection,
so all containers have to be ﬁt for
purpose. More and more people are now judging the appearance of the container as seriously
as they judge the liquid within.
When people buy high-end spirits as gifts; every bottle must look
pristine. To achieve that, we need
absolute repeatability.
“The overall reliability and
repeatability on BIS is far superior to any other machine we
have,” says Paul Dickinson,
Production Manager.
“Looking back and comparing against the ﬁrst few months
of operation, our pack-to-melt
ratio is probably up to 15 per
cent higher now,” adds Richard.
“I now get some of our cus-
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tomer service representatives telling
me, ‘Please don’t
put it on any other
machine than the
BIS,’ because the
quality is better.”
Servo mechanisms really come into their own when it
comes to job changes, with preset conﬁgurations for different
wares and electronically adjusted
parameters for precise repeatability. Even though Allied’s BIS
machine has 12 sections, compared to eight on most of its
other IS machines, changeovers
are still quicker.
“Generally, we do two to four
job changes in a month,” says
Jamie Kirton. “Ramp-up time is
generally better, because there’s
less to change. The machine does
most of the setting itself. And
because the time from glass to
glass is shorter, we don’t have the
machine or the lehr going cold.”

CLOSED LOOP CONTROL
Allied’s BIS machine features
a closed loop TCS (Temperature
Control System) on the blank
side. This is one of the ﬁrst steps
towards BEG’s “End 2 End”
vision, where data from throughout the production line will be
used to automatically optimize
production in real time.
Closed-loop is an investment,
but it’s proved its worth. “We’re
Yorkshiremen, so we don’t
like spending money!” laughs
Richard Summers. “Talking to
operators who’d never had anything like this before, they were
sceptical. At ﬁrst, people weren’t
sure whether it was even working. But now, if it goes ofﬂine,
they’re shouting, ‘When will it be
ﬁxed?’”
“The closed loop system is
really good,” agrees Paul.
“There’s no operator interaction,
it’s all controlled by computer,
and it controls temperatures really well. Once the operator is able

to step away from the machine,
he gets more chance to check the
quality of his glass – plus there’s
less risk of accidents. I’d have a

closed loop on every machine in
the factory if I could.”
“Not having a guy taking
temperatures every hour across

12 sections saves an enormous
amount of time,” adds Dave
Edwards, Allied’s Site Manager.
“From a glance at the screen, we
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know exactly which sections are
in range and which ones are going
out of range. It’s deﬁnitely one of
the best tools we have on site.”
“Of course, operators are
nervous, asking, ‘Is it going to
put me out of a job?” acknowledges Richard. “But it just moves
the job and the skillset. Operators
can upskill and move on to quality checks. And if we can make
the environment cleaner and quieter, that could help us bring and
retain bright young people into
glassmaking.”
“When we’re showing potential
new people round, they can see
it’s a good environment to work
in,” agrees Dave. “Everything’s
under control.”
“Bottle-making used to be seen
as a black art that took 30 years
to learn,” reﬂects Richard. “In
reality, it’s a science, and people
are seeing that they don’t have to
work in the industry for 20 years
before they make progress. They
just need to understand what the
machine is doing.”
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THE FUTURE IS SERVO
With the training and troubleshooting behind them, Allied
are beginning to see measurable efﬁciency gains from BIS.
“Following our learnings earlier
this year, I believe our BIS is performing around 2% better than
the machine we had before,” says
Paul. “In fact, I believe it’s the
top-performing machine at the
factory at the moment, in terms
of efﬁciency and quality.”
“It’s proved that it can hold its
own and be as good – and better
– than the other machines that we
have,” agrees Richard Summers.
“And the teething troubles we
had, I would deﬁnitely go through
them all again to achieve what
we’ve achieved now.”
That brings us to the big question: would Allied buy BIS again?
“Today, we regard it as one of
the best machines on the plant,”
says Jamie. “Servo machines, in
my opinion, are deﬁnitely the
way forward for Allied as a business.”
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“Servo is the future in glass
forming, 100 per cent,” agrees
Paul. “If we’re going to get a
new machine at Allied, it should
be BIS.”
Those views are echoed in
Allied’s boardroom. “We had a
meeting less than a month ago,”
reveals Richard. “And the guys
were saying, ‘If we were putting
another machine in tomorrow,
we’d choose BIS.” O
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BOHEMI CHEMICALS
high quality customized coatings

T

HE COMPANY
Bohemi Chemicals has been providing high
quality coatings for the hollow glass industry
since 1998 to almost 100 clients all over the world.
Over these 20 years, the company has solved many
customers’ needs, developing expertise in problem
solving regarding the quality of glass bottles in the
glassworks area from the hot end right up to the
labelling process.
Bohemi Chemicals’ philosophy is to focus on a
limited range of products that have cutting edge
quality and that are capable of providing real added
value thanks to being true tailor made solutions that
meet customers’ needs.
PRODUCTS

Hot end coating

Startin S is 99 per cent pure MonoButylTinChloride
(MBTC3), which is sprayed on the bottle just after

Bohemi Chemicals takes us
through the different steps
that glassmakers need to
follow to be sure of having
containers with the correct
quality, protection and sealing
characteristics. These
coatings are not only
used in the luxury
sector, but also
for everyday
containers
for food and
beverages.
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the forming phase at 550-450°C.
This high temperature makes all
organic components evaporate,
laying a homogeneous coat of
stannic oxide capable of closing
the micro cracks of the glass bottle caused by the rough surface of
the mould.
The
overall
mechanical
strength of the bottle is enhanced,
furthermore a grip for the successive cold end coating anchorage is provided.
Other than being 99 per cent
pure, Startin S also presents a
double quantity of stabilizer component making it suitable for
more than six months storage.
Cold end coating

After the annealing lehr, the
bottle temperature is 150-90°C
and it is ready to receive the
second and very important coating – the cold end coating, which
has a strong impact on the overall
result, ﬁnishing and lifecycle of
the bottle.
Based on Polyethylene Waxes
with a 20-25 per cent solid content, once sprayed on the bottle
with appropriate and well ori-
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ented guns, it forms a protective
plastic layer anchored on the hot
end coating.
This layer provides protection
from mechanical solicitations
involving the bottle during its
path to the ﬁnal consumer and
avoids the typical white ring on
the its shoulder. Furthermore, it
gives the bottle an appropriate
slippery surface so that it remains
perfectly vertical while running
on the conveyor belts and during
ﬁlled with liquid.
Bohemi Chemicals supplies
three Cold End Coatings suitable
for different types of production
requiring different quality speciﬁcations: standard bottles, luxury
bottles and tableware.
P4218 M is Bohemi’s standard
quality cold end coating suitable
for a generalist production such
as for wine, beer or water bottles
which do not justify the use of
costly treatments.
P1500 is a very high quality
coating suitable for luxury bottles
such as for cognac, whiskey and
champagne bottles. Thanks to its
superior strength, it has an ideal
application in returnable bottles
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which have to face an extended
lifecycle and periodical sterilizing processes with caustic soda,
which may remove the coating.
P1500 is a very versatile product capable of maintaining its
properties in a wider range of
application parameters such as
concentration percentage, spray
angle and temperature, making
it suitable for production lines
not easily controllable and modiﬁable.
EN21 is the cold end coating for tableware items which
are normally subjected to minor
mechanical stresses thanks to the
dedicated packaging and direct
path to the ﬁnal consumer. EN21
is speciﬁcally formulated for these
types of products to have the best
quality/cost ratio.

SEALING
Glass packaging is widely perceived as a high quality choice
from consumers, and many food
manufacturers base their products’ positioning strategy on this
characteristic. Nowadays we can
ﬁnd a wide range of glass containers such as for yogurts, choc-

olate creams, jams, perfumes and
medicines in supermarkets.
The Food Safety Regulations
impose a strictly procedure for
the packaging and in many case
the container must implement a
protective foil ﬁlm between the
content and the external cap.
Bohemi Chemicals offers the
adhesive to provide strong ﬁxing
between the glass and the foil
ﬁlm.
P 5010 is an aqueous dispersion based on high molecular weight ethylene copolymer
thermoplastic having an excellent
adhesion on glass. It provides a
heat seal ﬁlm capable of perfectly
closing the container with the
aluminium or paper sheet.
Differently from other products which have to be applied
by food producers when they ﬁll
the jars, P5010 can be applied
immediately after the creation
of the container, left to dry and
be secondly thermally reactivated
when the jar is ﬁlled and closed
by the external cap.
In this way glassmakers can
offer a more complete service
and food producers can forget
about the supplying and application of adhesive.
Furthermore, P5010 does not
leave typical and annoying aluminium or paper residues when
the product is opened by the
consumer.

GLASS PAINT
TEMPVER is a thermoplastic
compound of ceramics and pigments mixed with a wax solidifying at ambient temperature, with
a low percentage of cerium and
zero quantity of lead content.
It is applied by screen printing
on a heated mould to allow the
melting of the wax, resulting in a
glossy ﬁnishing.
There are two Tempver speciﬁcations with different chemicals
resistances suitable for sinlge use
or returnable bottles.
Tempver has been recently
added to Bohemi’s products’
range and is currently in the process of certiﬁcation for the most
famous Cola producers.
CERTIFICATIONS
Bohemi Chemicals complies
with all the required regulations
on food and chemicals materials,
and is certiﬁed ISO 9001: 2008,
as well as TUV NORD CERT
for the supply of chemicals and
related after-sales services and
for use in hot and cold treatment
in glass processing.
All company products comply
with European Regulation UE
10/2011 (manufacture of materials and articles that come into
contact with food).
REACH
Certification:
Registration,
Evaluation,
Authorisation and Restriction of
Chemicals.

FOCUS ON CONTAINER
PRODUCTION
Avoiding damage to glass containers during production, ﬁlling
operations and ﬁnal transport to
the shop or restaurant is fundamental. Clients will not be happy
if their expensive bottle of wine
arrives with marks or scratches
on the external surface. Glass
containers also represent a safer
and more environmental-friendly
packaging that does not modify
the taste of the content.
Protection for glass bottles

In glass container manufacture, the treatment process has
great importance since bottles
without protection would be
almost unusable. In almost every
glass plant, containers are coated
with two substances: one at the
hot-end immediately after forming (called hot-end coating HEC) - Startin S -, and the other
at the exit of the annealing lehr

SERVICES
Bohemi Chemicals aim at
offering the best possible customized service regarding the supply
and shipping of products as well
as the relative technical service,
which also includes complete
reports on the bottle (Bohemi
area of competence) suggesting
the best solutions.
The expertise of Bohemi
Chemicals is enhanced and
expanded thanks to numerous
collaborations with universities
and private glass associations.
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(called cold-end coating - CEC).
The two treatments are strongly
connected to each other and thus
can be considered part of the
same process that can be called
‘container protection’.
In recent years, this process
has become more and more
important, mostly for two facts.
The ﬁrst reason is that containers have become lighter in weight
each year and so they lose their
typical internal strength caused
by the abundance of material. The
second is the increased line speed
in ﬁlling plants where containers
are stressed by continuous glassto-glass contact. These changes
have increased the importance of
surface treatment.
The main effects — HEC and CEC

The main effects of glass treatments are to protect increasing
resistance (HEC) - Startin S
- and lubricate and give scratch
resistance (CEC) the ware so
that it can be moved smoothly, without damage, with highspeed handling equipment from
a massed group of bottles on the
lehr into single lines for inspection on through packaging.
We call the mentioned effects
‘primary’, as they improve technical and functional features and
have importance for the safety of
production lines and operators
working on the lines.
The ‘secondary’ class of treatments effects are really important
for marketing and ﬁnal customers. This means that ﬁrst of all
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they should be invisible so they
do not transform products into
ugly bottles. The second effect
is that the coated bottle must be
labelled with a broad range of
adhesives so treatment should be
as little as possible, especially on
the label side.
Container contamination

One more interesting topic
about CEC is what is usually
called container contamination.
During treatment processes the
cold end treatment is applied
by spraying from above. Plants
should reduce the risk of spraying treatments inside the bottles.
Oleic acid is applied by a
vapour process in a hood. It
can supply the necessary lubricity and abrasion resistance and
can be labelled with inexpensive
dextrin glues. This coating is not
considered permanent, it is easily
removed by washing cycles, and
loses its lubricious properties in
storage.
Many breweries will not accept
ware coated with oleic acid
because this material can alter
the ﬂavour of the beer, and the
main applications today are with
water-based polyethylene emulsions, which are usually applied
using spray bridge systems.
These machines spray the
diluted material, which is mixed
with approximately 100 to 200
parts of water, after the annealing lehr, from the shoulder of the
bottle down. The only countermeasure, at the state-of-the-art,
is to use a coating approved by
the FDA also called with ‘food
grade’ certiﬁcation. This means
that the components contained
in the treatment at the expected
solution ratio are not dangerous
for end consumers.
It is clear that the coatings
should in no way affect the colour or ﬂavour of the product
contained within the container.
The CEC products in wide
distribution today are water-
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based polyethylene emulsions.
The recommended amount of
coating to be mixed with water
has to be respected, as overuse of
the concentrate will not enhance
performance values. If the mixture is too heavily concentrated,
appearance of the ware can be
impaired, and the bottles will
appear streaked and can also be
too slippery, resulting in ﬁllingline pop-out. Too heavy concentration will also affect labelling ability and can lead to label
failures. Conversely, too little
concentrate will result in bottles without sufﬁcient coverage to
prevent surface abrasion.
In a similar way as that for
dilution, temperature of application is also another fundamental parameter. It is important
that the coating is applied at a
minimum of 95°C for maximum
labelling success and bottle cleanliness. Since polyethylene emulsion is subject to freezing, proper
cover must be provided during
transportation to or through a
cold climate. Upon reaching the
plant in cold weather, the material must be taken to a storage
area protected from the cold. O

BOHEMI CHEMICALS SRL
Via G. Deledda 39
20080 Zibido San Giacomo (MI) - Italy
Tel.: +39 - 02 - 90005047
Fax: +39 - 02 - 90005684
E-mail: bohemi@bohemichemicals.com

www.bohemichemicals.com

FURNACE TECHNOLOGY

CFD modelling
of regenerative
glass furnace
port-necks and
their new role of
post-combustors
E. Cattaneo, G. Minestrini
STARA GLASS

A. Mola, A. Spoladore
SGRPRO

C. Cravero
UNIVERSITÀ DEGLI STUDI DI GENOVA

Figure 1 – Regenerative glass furnace

Furnace technology

STARA
GLASS

The introduction of a strict
regulation about NOx emission
in the European glass industry
has driven furnace operators
towards the use of more reduced
combustion tunings that, as a
matter of fact, have changed
the role of regenerative furnaces
ports from mere ducts to actual
chemical reactors where the
CO to CO2 oxidation finds
its complexion. This article
explores the ongoing process of
optimization of the design of this
part and focuses on the current
results we have reached, along
with the further efforts we are
making towards a reliable CFD
modelling of regenerative glass
furnace combustion, under stateof-the-art air/fuel ratio conditions.

Figure 2 - Typical ports with their insulation
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T

HE STATE-OF-THEART
Besides few new
innovative heat exchange
architectures that are still
far from taking over the
glass furnace design market, the most advantageous glass furnace type,
from an energy point of
view and, therefore, the
most used globally, is the
regenerative (Figure 1),
where two large chambers ﬁlled with refractory checkers are used to
store the waste gas heat
and to release it into the
combustion air in about
20-minute cycles. These
chambers are connected to the furnace with
two convergent, from an
air point of view, or divergent,
from the waste gas point of view,
ducts, called ports or port-necks
(Figure 2), with the fuel injector
placed under the base, acting as
diffusive burners.
In this kind of glass furnace,
the impressive efﬁciency of the
heat recovery system allows to
pre-heat combustion air up to
1250-1350°C by using 15001600°C waste gas. While parallel studies focus on the further
increase of energy efﬁciency, the
main downside of this technology
is represented by the signiﬁcant
nitrogen oxide (NOx) production deriving from the high combustion density and temperature
of the combustion chamber. In
response to this, the European

Directive 2016/2284/EU has
imposed a continental NOx limit
of 800 mg/Nm3 - 8% O2 for the
new furnaces without a secondary abatement system and a lower
limit, equal to 500 mg/Nm3 8% O2 for the ones that use it.
The furnaces that were already
in operation at the time of the
application of the law might still
have higher limits, but the struggle for NOx containment remains
one of the biggest for the present
and the future of glass industry.
The ﬁrst result of the application of said directive has been a
widely shared change of the air/
fuel ratio trend for furnaces. In
fact, if we plot the waste gas NOx
and CO content measured at the
port in function of its O2 content

Figure 4
HEAS system
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Figure 3 – Typical NOx (O2)
and CO (O2) trends

given by the air excess (Figure 3),
we see that the nitrogen oxides
content linearly grows with the
oxygen presence, while the carbon monoxide content exponentially grows at oxygen decrease.
Of course, CO is an undesired
compound too, because it represents a waste of energy and,
above all, it can harm, also catastrophically, the checkers of the
chambers. However, while NOx
concentration basically ‘freezes’
at the furnace outlet, CO still
ﬁnds the right temperature to
complete its oxidation to CO2 in
ports and top part chambers. The

Table 1

EVOLUTION OF AIR/FUEL TRENDS
Data

Typical 2008

Typical 2018

Waste gas port O2 [%]

1.5-2.5

0.2-1.2

Waste gas port CO [ppm]

0-2000

3000-10000

1000-2000

700-1100

Waste gas port NOx [mg/Nm3 – 8% O2]
Waste gas chamber top O2 [%]

2.5-4.5

1.0-2.5

Waste gas chamber top CO [ppm]

0-200

200-3000

1000-2000

700-1100

Waste gas chamber top NOx [mg/Nm3 – 8% O2]

utilization of reduced combustion
is therefore an extreme measure
for nitrogen oxide containment
that jeopardizes the plant itself,
but it is often the only strategy
producers use.
Because of this scenario, today’s glass market offers
numerous technologies that are
supposed to guarantee a primary
NOx containment, i.e. a nongeneration, among which the
Strategic Waste Gas Recirculation
(SWGR) and the High Efﬁciency
Air-Staging (HEAS) that Stara
Glass developed in the Prime
Glass LIFE project (www.
primeglass.it), together with
the University of Genova and
Stazione Sperimentale del Vetro
(SSV). Our work concerning the
Figure 5 – Example of CFD
analysis on the ports layout

HEAS actually made us focus on
the evolution of the role of the
port in glass furnace combustion.
This technique (Figure 4) foresees to use a not-so-reduced air/
fuel ratio, but to separate a part
of the air ﬂow in the port, driving the biggest quota to the furnace for combustion and a part,
pushed by high velocity air jets,
to the opposite port. In this way,
the combustion inside the combustion chamber is sufﬁciently
reduced to contain the NOx production below the limits of the
law, while the oxidation of waste
gas ﬁnds its completion in the
port, thus avoiding the chemical
aggression of the checkers.
Thanks to its constant heat
balance activity, Stara Glass has
been detecting the waste gas
composition of several dozens
of regenerative furnaces over the

last 15 years, and an indicative
evolution of the air/fuel trends
we have been meeting is shown
in Table 1.
What we can see in the Table
is that today the waste gas port
is no longer a mere duct, it has,
instead, risen to the role of an
actual chemical reactor, and this
imposes us to put its design under
the spotlight, reconsidering the
ports we have been using in the
past and approaching new shapes
and solutions. It must be noted
that the optimization of the port
geometry is a particularly delicate
matter, since the port is utilized
both by the combustion air in one
direction, and by waste gas in the
other. Therefore, we are deﬁning
a new approach to this matter in
cooperation with SSV, UNIGE
and IFRF involved in a previous
LIFE project, and now in a new
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Figure 6 - HEAS geometry
parameters

Figure 7 - HEAS system:
a) oxygen concentration
contours in the hot port;
b) detail of the velocity ﬁeld
in the air staging duct

research project in Southern Italy
focused on the implementation of
the HEAS system.

CFD METHODOLOGIES
FOR PORT NECK AND HEAS
DESIGN
The Stara Glass R&D team
has been collaborating with different scientiﬁc partners for more
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than 10 years to develop innovative modelling for glass furnaces
design optimization, with CFD
methodology certainly being the
most interesting and effective one.
This numerical approach provides
the possibility to analyze different aspects that take place in a
glass furnace starting from the
thermal-ﬂuid-dynamic ones to the
chemical-combustive ones; thanks
to the close collaboration with
the UNIGE researchers various
design tools, useful for the customization of the systems accord-
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ing to the requirements of each
plant, are been developed.
The CFD technique was ﬁrst
used for the analysis of heat
recovery systems with the aim
of optimizing the distribution of
gaseous ﬂows in regenerators,
acting on the chamber aspect
ratio and the inlet and outlet
ducts geometry. In a second
phase, attention was focused on
the ﬂuid-dynamic and combustive phenomena occurring in the
combustion chamber, analyzing
the effects of the variation of the
air-fuel ﬂow geometries and stoichiometry on the trends of CO
and NOx production.
Both lines of research have led
to a better understanding of the
importance of the ports: in the
air phase its shape has a strong
effect on the air/fuel mixing of
the early stages of combustion, in
the waste gas phase, the component, as well as ensuring an optimal distribution of the gases, also
acts as a chemical reactor for the
post-combustion of the CO. It
should be remembered that during the design phase, especially in
revamping projects, the geometry
of the ports is often subject to
strong constraints dictated by the
ﬁxed position of the regenerative
and/or combustion chambers,
for this reason, in recent years
a speciﬁc CFD methodology has
been set up to better tailor the
ports’ layout at each plant. In
particular, the model has been
used to ﬁnd the best choice in
terms of maximum and minimum
cross section shapes, crown and
sole angles, by analyzing:
tUIF BWFSBHF WFMPDJUZ BOE QSFTsure over the port length
(Figure 5);
tUIF nPX QSPmMF JO UIF NBJO
cross sections;
tUIFSFDJSDVMBUJPO[POFTBOEUIF
average residence time;

tUIF XBTUF HBT nPX EJTUSJCVUJPO
on the top of the stacker.
The experience gained in the
application of CFD techniques
for the optimization of the conventional components of a regenerative glass furnace has enabled
us to approach with conﬁdence
the study of innovative, more
complex, systems such as the
aforementioned HEAS. CFD
analysis has been used since the
ﬁrst phases of development of
the HEAS system when radically
different system layouts are been
numerically tested; during the
ﬁrst installations of the system,
the model results were compared
with the experimental measurements, verifying the effectiveness
of the CFD approach as a design
tool. Numerical simulations are
nowadays directed towards the
performance optimization of the
HEAS system tailored to each
port, as well as top regenerator
geometry, speciﬁc air and waste
gas ﬂow and working conditions.
As previously described, HEAS
is a primary NOx reduction technique in which part of the preheated air – about 7-10% – is

deﬂected by the cold to the hot
port by means of a refractory
duct that connects them (Figure
6); the system generates two successive combustion stages: the
main one is carried out in the
furnace in reductive condition,
i.e. with low NOx and high CO
production, combustion is then
completed in the hot port where
the waste gas ﬂow mixes with
the secondary air stream coming
from the cold port (Figure7a). A
couple of compressed air injectors positioned in the duct regulate the secondary air ﬂow rate
(Figure 7b) acting as an ejector:
the major air jet, directed towards
the hot port, increase momentum
while a specular minor air jet is
maintained for ﬁne-tuning and
spear cooling purposes.
HEAS NOx abatement performance is directly related to
the secondary air mass ﬂow rate,
a too high value, however, can
reduce the useful heat in the
combustion chamber and, consequently, obtaining an optimal
mixing of the secondary air jet
with the ﬂow of fumes is important. This aspect can be analyzed

Figure 8 - HEAS secondary air
distribution on the hot regenerator
top for different duct angle (`)

by a non-reactive ﬂow simulation, a simpliﬁed CFD technique
where the chemical species do
not react together, by monitoring the secondary air to exhaust
gas ratio, or Air Ratio (AR)
(Equation 1 below), in the main
cross sections.

Eq. 1
A series of simulation have
been made, changing main
HEAS parameters such as the
duct angle (`), the cold air spears
distance (i) and air jets mass
ﬂow to ﬁnd, by means of the
comparison of the results, the
general performance trends of
the system. In these tests, the AR
is monitored by its average value
and by the evaluation of its distribution on a 3x6 grid on the top of
the stacking.
As an example, Figure 8 shows
a ﬁrst series of test where the
HEAS duct angle is increased
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Figure 9. HEAS performance variation with duct angle (`)

Figure 10. HEAS performance variation
with the air injector position (i)

Figure 11. HEAS performance variation with air injector
mass ﬂow rate
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and, from the comparison of the AR maps, it
is clear that different geometries gives radically different mixing patterns. The trends
can be summarized by the graph in Figure 9
where we can observed that the three solutions give a comparable AR average, i.e. a
similar secondary air mass ﬂow rate, but
with a clear improvement of the ﬂow mixing,
evaluated by the relative standard deviation
of AR.
With the same approach, the air spears
distance with the duct centre (i) has been
gradually increased (Figure 10): in this case,
a rapid decrease of the mass ﬂow extraction
by the cold port is observed without great
difference in terms of mixing uniformity. In
a third series of simulations (Figure 11), the
air mass ﬂow of the major jet is increased
while the minor jet works in constant condition: the secondary air ﬂow increases with a
small inﬂuence on ﬂow mixing, conﬁrming
that the HEAS system can be easily tuned by
controlling the air jets mass ﬂow rate.

CONCLUSIONS
With or without the installation of a
HEAS system, the present trends in worldwide regenerative glass furnace combustion
has driven the ports to acquire a new role of
reactors, for which the task of the designer
is the optimization of their geometry. This
kind of analysis can be made with CFD
techniques and requires the joint action of
CFD and glass furnace experts. In fact, the
optimization of port geometry must be the
best compromise between airﬂow motion,
waste gas ﬂow motion, low-NOx combustion, post-combustion, containment of costs
and of thermal loss. The evolution of computing technologies enables us, today, to
inspect further aspects of regenerative glass
furnace geometries that have been taken
for granted in the last few decades, always
aiming at energy efﬁciency, pollution containment and, in the end, glass production
sustainability. O
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WBT:

CONSTANT GROWTH,
STEP-BY-STEP,
CREATING TRULY
CUSTOMIZED
PRODUCTS
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Glass Machinery Plants & Accessories recently spoke to two of the
key people of WBT to ﬁnd out about the recent important moves and
developments that this company has been carrying out till today.
Growth is ﬁrst and foremost, of course, but, as we were told, this same
growth must follow not only market needs and demands, but also the
same needs of the company itself.

BT was founded by
people with signiﬁcant
experience in their ﬁeld
– that of wire mesh belts, silent
chains and shear blades for the
hollow glass sector. During our
recent visit to the company premises near Lecco, northern Italy,
we spoke to Giuseppe Figini,
General Manager, and Mauro
Ruggieri, Commercial Director,
who gave us some background
information about the company and its founding, along with
important news about how the
company is continuing to grow.

W

Ruggieri: The company was
founded in 2011 and in 2014,
Figini – actually one of the ‘old
generation’ of Fond Metalli –
acquired WBT with two partners and began the production
right away. Figini, in fact, started
working in this sector more than
30 years ago in the workshop,
making his way over the years
to become Head of the Sales
Department for Italy. He therefore has all the skills needed
to manage the company from
sales to production. I (Ruggieri)
on the other hand, joined Fond

Metalli in 2007, for international
sales and technical support.
Figini: We can see that even if
WBT is a relatively young company, both management and staff
have a great deal of experience
in this sector. In fact, in 2014,
WBT started to hire personnel
coming from Fond Metalli, who
had decided not to follow the
company to Padua (where the
company transferred its activities
in 2012 from Lecco).
We have also hired new and
young personnel, who work side
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by side with the more experienced staff, for a generational changeover taking
place step by step.
Our work has therefore
paid off and growth has
been even faster than we
expected. For this reason,
in May last year, with about
15 people working for the
company, we started to
need extra space. We moved
here, the original premises
of Fond Metalli, in an area
of more than 4,000 square
meters. This step, originally scheduled for 2020, has
therefore been anticipated
by three years. Today the
company workforce is made
up of more than 30 people.
GMP&A: Can you give us an
idea of the sectors where
WBT works, and what kind of
products you make for these
sectors?

Ruggieri: The industrial sectors where we work
range from bakery (200300°C) to metal thermal
treatment (over 1000°C).
We also produce belts for
washing machines and belts
for architectural purposes,
but the glass industry sector has always been and still
remains our main sector.
The experience in these
different ﬁelds implies the
use of different materials
suitable for different applications. The subsequent
skills developed from these
types of processing enables
us to identify different solutions for different sectors.
GMP&A: What is the most
important support you are
giving to the companies you
work with in these ﬁelds?

Ruggieri: We work with
both main equipment manufacturers and with end
users such as glassworks,
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as well as supporting them
to identify the best solutions
for their needs.
GMP&A: What are the
percentages of your presence
in the different sectors where
you work?

Figini: We can say that
our production is about
50% for the glass sector,
30% for food industry, 15%
for thermal treatment (also
metals) and the remaining
percentage for other different sectors. Almost all sectors are closely connected to
heat treatment.
GMP&A: What is the turnover
over the years?

Figini: Starting in 2014,
when the company was
acquired (and became a
pure production ﬁrm), we
had a turnover of EUR
500,000.00.
The following year –
2015 – our turnover had tripled, reaching around EUR
1,500,000.00
This year, before the summer holidays, our turnover
had reached the expected
budget for 2018 of EUR
4,000,000.00, and now
we expect to close the year
reaching EUR 5,000,000.00.
We can say that purely out of
choice with regards to timing and not for commercial
or quality reasons, we have
decided – over these ﬁrst
four years of the company
– to work step-by-step with
markets and companies,
growing with these markets,
both industrially and commercially, and consolidating
over time.
GMP&A: How much more
can you and do you want to
grow?

Figini: My ideal company
would be a company near
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I N T E R VIIN
ET
WE R V I E W
customers’ needs. Turnover
is a secondary priority, one
that we believe depends on
customer satisfaction.
In the next few years,
with the current structure,
we are conﬁdent that we
will become an important
ﬁgure in this sector of metal
conveyor belts.
Ruggieri: We can say that
we are talking about a company that has been in the
sector for about 50 years.
Figini: And if we are
speaking about growth we
can go back to our work in
the architectural sector –
which is another possibility
of growth for our products.
As mentioned before, in
the glass industry, WBT
is not only active in wire
mesh belts, but we can also
provide silent chains and
gob shear blades, where the
orders are increasing day
by day.
We are proud to say that
our customers never feel
alone. When client have a
problem, we are near them
to solve their problem
together.
This is the only way to
create truly customized
products. O
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Inspection

INSPECTION

IRIS EVOLUTION NEO
the next era of smart inspection machines

In its constant efforts to
continuously improve
the technology used
by its glass container
inspection equipment,
IRIS has developed an
innovative approach

C

ONTINUOUS
CHALLENGES
The research and
development team at IRIS is
constantly challenging itself to
improve the technology employed
by the company’s glass container
inspection equipment. As a result
of these efforts, an innovative
approach to defect identiﬁcation
has been developed, providing
even better productivity results
and bringing Evolution equip-
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ment into a new era of smart
machines.
While previous technologies relied heavily on operator
knowledge and experience to
help machines identify defects in
glass containers, Evolution NEO
represents an important change
from other inspection machines.
This latest generation technology
includes intelligent defect recognition, whereby Evolution NEO
can detect, recognise and pro-
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that not only detects,
recognizes and
provides information,
but also reduces
signiﬁcantly the need
for operator knowledge
and experience.

vide accurate information about
defects, only requiring the operator to determine their size.

Reduced dependence on human
intervention was a key goal for this
strategic development, alongside a
desire to provide even better productivity results, while bringing the
smart factory concept signiﬁcantly
closer to reality.

R&D AND CONSTANT
INVESTIGATION
Jean-Luc
Logel,
Chief
Executive Officer at IRIS
Inspection machines, emphasis-

es that his R&D Department is
constantly investigating the latest
advances in technology to keep
its machines at the forefront
of innovation. The company
works closely with customers to understand their daily
tasks, identifying unnecessarily
time-consuming functions and
exploring solutions that will
help them to save time and
money.
This development focus has
coincided with the international glass container industry’s
move towards the adoption of
Industry 4.0 business practices.
Logel stresses that the Industry
4.0 revolution is not exclusively
about technology and digitalisation, however. “It also concerns
people, skills and their relationship,” he says. “It’s another
way of working, moving from a
product-centric to customercentric approach.”

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
The Evolution NEO project
has involved more than six manyears of intensive work by IRIS
R&D engineers, whose efforts
have been rewarded with the
realisation of an innovative
defect approach that relates to
defect identiﬁcation, as well as
the creation of statistics by defect
type. Local trend analyses are
produced on the machine, with
information presented in a userfriendly format.
Repeatability of settings is
an important advantage, with
a library of alternatives created
for the initiation of faster, precise and repeatable adjustments.
Less dependent on human intervention, every setting has been
redesigned to be handled by the
machine itself. Evolution NEO
recognises the article and its
exact shape, automatically drawing the inspection zone. This
simpliﬁes job changes for the
operator and reduces the human
error factor signiﬁcantly.

The equipment delivers valuable features that help glass container producers to save time during the manufacturing process.
While operators need accurate
data and images that show the
defect, however, their managers
require an overview for decisionmaking purposes. Evolution
NEO has been specifically
designed to provide the correct
information for the right person.
Featuring advanced statistical
tools, the equipment allows operators to follow defect rejection
rates, while also bringing their
immediate attention to the most
signiﬁcant information analysed
by the machine. Accessed via
a laptop, smartphone or tablet,
this approach provides managers
with an overview of production
quality and productivity. In addition, within its statistical tools,
Evolution NEO integrates a helpful set of different data, including time, mould number, images
etc. The specially designed dashboard permits different analysis
levels to be presented, either in
the form of a quick overview or
deeper analysis. In particular,
alerts can be accessed remotely.
The latest IRIS software
release improves the interoperability between Evolution
NEO machines and hot end
equipment, with the ability to
share defect characteristics and
defect images in real-time, alerting
IS machine operators to instances
of critical defect detection.
An Evolution NEO machine has
been installed and tested for several
months at a leading glass container plant in Europe, with successful
results achieved. The equipment
will be shown at glasstec 2018
exhibition in Düsseldorf, Germany
(Hall 14, Stand No C22). O
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COLD-END EQUIPMENT

ONE CENTRAL CONTROL
ONE SOFTWARE SOLUTION
ONE MIND
Zecchetti –
integrated
partner able
to respond
to the most
complex
and speciﬁc
needs of
plant and
distribution
logistics –
shows us in
this article how it takes care of hollow glass articles from the annealing
lehr up to automated storage of the ﬁnished-dressed pallets,
thanks to tailored experience and innovation.

J

UNCTION RING
BETWEEN THE
PRODUCTION CHAIN
AND THE SUPPLY CHAIN
Where does the production
process end and where do logistic activities start?

There is no clear separation between these two operative areas: Zecchetti, an Italian
Company founded in 1960 in
Montecchio Emilia (RE), has
always positioned itself as a supplier of integrated solutions for

the production-supply chain.
Zecchetti has specialized over
the years in the design and
manufacture of systems for the
cold end area of the glass industry by concentrating its main
activities in the production of
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conveying and palletizing lines
for empty glass articles (namely
bottles and jars).
The consolidated production
range for the cold end includes
bottle conveyors, palletizers,
shuttle cars, tray formers, etc..
that is turnkey lines moving the
articles from the Annealing Lehr
exit to the collection area of the
ﬁnished pallets for being stored
into the warehouse.
In this speciﬁc ﬁeld of operation Zecchetti has been able
to reach peaks of excellence in
terms of performances and reliability.
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LEADERSHIP OF CONVEYING
AND PALLETIZING IN THE
COLD END SECTOR
Thanks to a consolidated annual turnover of EUR 65 million,
Zecchetti is now the Company
with the highest production volumes in the cold end conveying/
palletizing ﬁeld of operation thus
representing, above all, the main
reference partner by the technical
point of view.
With an export quota of
approximately 90 per cent,
Zecchetti’s market coverage is
absolutely global even thanks to
direct subsidiaries and strategic
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partners in various geographical
areas all over the world.
Nowadays the vast majority of
the international customers, both
corporations and domestic producers, rely on Zecchetti systems
for their articles’ handling, knowing they can count on the maximum reliability of the machinery
and on the timely assistance of
the after sales service.

READY TO EVOLVE WITH THE
TIMES
Over the years Zecchetti has
reﬁned its vocation to listen to
the needs of its customers on the

component quality and reliability
(having to operate h24/7 – 365
days/year) the traditional production range for the cold end
area was extended with the proposal of automated warehouses, thus creating a real ‘bridge’
between annealing lehr and automated storage.
The result is that Zecchetti
continues to take care of products, after having palletized them,
also in the area of pallet storage,
beyond the full pallet packaging.

Zecchetti - One for all, all for one
Zecchetti is part of a multi-business group of companies located in
Montecchio Emilia, with activities ranging from the production of earthmoving/building telehandlers – under the Brand DIECI – to the production of
metal furnishings for industry in general – under the Brand FASMA.
The group, continuously growing day-by-day and operating worldwide,
currently counts a total of about 600 employees for a total annual turnover
of around EUR 200 million.
Zecchetti export share: 90%
1960: year of foundation
Almost 60 years of experience and know-how

basis of the conviction that the
most effective way to grow as a
secure and long-lasting partner is
to constructively engage in interaction with end users.
The constant activity of
Research & Development, carried out by a dedicated team,

combined with the strong commitment to synergies with its
customers, enables Zecchetti to
respond quickly to changes in the
packaging market and to the evolutions of glass factories needs.
Always bearing in mind, as
a guideline, the maximizing of

ZW FOR….ZECCHETTI
WAREHOUSING
Starting from 2006, Zecchetti
created its Warehouse Division
for the design and construction
of storage/picking systems.
In this context, Zecchetti has
deﬁned two distinct production
lines:
- a ﬁrst family of solutions,
named ‘Vertical Warehouses’,
housing storage trays automatically moved in and out;
- a second family named
‘TRASLO’ which includes a
wide range of Stacker Cranes
for the Automated Storage/
Retrieval of full pallets into
plant internal shelving or into
self-supported shelving.
TRASLO STACKER CRANES:
RESPONDING TO CUSTOMER
NEEDS
Each automatic storage solution is based on high standards
of quality and efﬁciency, which
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can be customized time after
time according to the different
needs of each individual client.
The different layout and conﬁguration requirements of the
automatic storage periphery subsystems can be easily satisﬁed
thanks to Zecchetti pallet handling equipment such as roller/
chain conveyors, AGV, Shuttle
Cars and Pallet Tracking Systems
which belong to the Zecchetti
range of products.
This means that choosing
Zecchetti as a partner for the
cold end gives the possibility of
having a single interlocutor with
whom to dialogue, and a single
fully integrated control system.

AUTOMATION: SYNONYMOUS
WITH SECURITY
The automation solutions
proposed by Zecchetti combine
numerous advantages: not only a
rationalization and an enhancement of spaces, but also increased
security for goods and operators.
In fact, the Automated
Warehouse ensures a safer and

ZECCHETTI

Srl

alilei, 1-1/A
Via Galileo G
a (RE) - Italy
tecchio Emili
42027 Mon
522-867411
Tel.: +39-0
522-866034
-0
Fax: +39
zecchetti.it
E-mail: info@

etti.it

www.zecch

ergonomic work environment for
the operative staff, and complete
product traceability, thus enabling to monitor product status
in real time.
Needless to say that the system control software can be fully
interfaced with company ERP.

MADE IN ITALY
Zecchetti’s goal is to reiterate
its choice of quality in the reali-

zation of its automatic systems,
guaranteeing 24/7 operations
and the complete realization of
the machinery in Italy, guarantee
of ﬁrst class mechanical and electronic know-how.

ZECCHETTI:
A TRULY INTEGRATED
PARTNER
The growing interest of the
glassware industry and the

recent references of Automated
Warehouses integrated with the
upstream palletizing systems,
along with truck automatic loading/unloading systems supplied
to glass industries in China and
Thailand, consolidate the role of
Zecchetti as a single integrated
partner for handling and storage along the different phases of
the cold-end logistics-production
chain. O
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HIGH-TECH PRODUCTION

LOOKING TO THE
FUTURE WITH
COLLABORATION
AND COMMITMENT
In this article, Luben
Glass gives us an
update not only on its
recent developments
with regards to its
products, but also
speaks about how

ttention to production, combined with ﬂexibility and
attention to the needs of its clients, are aspects that
have always characterized the history of the Luben
Glass brand. Active for many years in the development of new
products using of innovative technologies, the company has,
at present, a team of highly qualiﬁed employees, who are an
important resource for the effective work of research and
innovation of its products.

A

WORKING CONSTANTLY ON CUTTING-EDGE
TECHNOLOGIES
Thanks to the work and expertise of the personnel
assigned to the various departments, with particular reference to production and R&D, Luben Glass

these products are
now conform to
Industry 4.0, thanks
to speciﬁc software,
developed to monitor
and fully manage all
aspects of glassworks
production
processes.
glass machinery plants & accessories 5/2018
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HIGH-TECH PRODUCTION
works constantly on evolution
that has always characterized it
and which, over the years, has
led to the creation and consolidation of new companies dedicated
to the development of high-tech
plants, software for the advanced
management of production processes, and systems aimed at saving energy.
This policy generates the constant enrichment of the company
know-how, which, through the
design and development phases,
supports cutting-edge advanced
technologies, including latest
generation Cad Cam software,
process and Reverse Engineering
technologies, as well as the development and implementation of
3D mathematical models ever
more faithful to reality, essential
to design and build products that
respond more and more faithfully to the continuous needs and
demands of the market.
The production of mechanical components and spare parts
for forming machines has always
played a major role in the production organization of the company
which, right from the beginning,

has been committed to creating high quality products that
take into account the problems
related to production and to the
simpliﬁcation of the operations
that glassware operators have to
face each and every day. This has
led to the creation of numerous
products such as mould holders, take-outs, bafﬂes, blowhead
and neck ring arms, etc., protected by international patents,
often built to speciﬁc customer
customization. The high level of
skills of Luben Glass’ technicians, the quality of the materials
used and the attention paid to
their processing, together with
the quality controls carried out
during all the processing phases,
are the strengths that have always
characterized all the products of
the Luben Glass brand.

MEETING GROWING
NEEDS WITH QUALITY AND
EFFICIENCY
Over the years, the company
has become a point of reference
for European glassworks and not
only, standing out for its ability
to meet the growing needs of a

global market that is increasingly
attentive to quality and efﬁciency,
propose to its customers with
new plant solutions such as:
- the new ILS Evo lubricating system, evolution of the ILS
model, consisting of latest-generation plant engineering solutions
protected by international patents
and a structured and advanced
software for monitoring and
managing production processes
as per Industry 4.0;
- the DLCS dynamic lubrication control system, evolution
of the MDS micrometric dosing
system, with which it is possible
to realize multiple plant conﬁgurations aimed at offering different
technical possibilities based on
the need to have a more efﬁcient
lubrication of the shear blades,
and for the cold end treatment
of the containers, in combination
with the portal unit that can be
equipped with rotating dispensing guns with the DPC dynamic
position control system for a better distribution of the product on
the article;
- the revolutionary LMS Evo
laser measurement system for
the 3D control of the moulds that
enables to have certiﬁed volume
measurement and the development of dimensional reports of
control, up to the functionality of
reverse engineering to obtain 3D
models.

SPECIFIC SOFTWARE
All the products that Luben
Glass offers its customers are
designed according to Industry
4.0 criteria, and built in order
to offer a rigorous and attentive
response to the concept of smart
industry and energy saving. The
intelligent use of energy resources is monitored and controlled
also thanks to the development
of state-of-the-art software systems such as the proven ECS
software system for the management of the compressor room,
able to guarantee real control of
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the efﬁciency of the connected
compressors and manage functionality based on the concept of
energy saving. On the basis of
this Luben Glass software platform, developed to monitor and
fully manage all aspects of glassworks production processes,
the company has developed the
revolutionary integrated management system TCS total control system, an advanced MES
software/system able to interface
with any type of machine, plant
and/or factory systems (SCADA,
ERP, etc.). With a single software architecture, acquiring data
from every interfaced element,
TCS able to monitor and manage
every aspect of the entire production process, also creating and
managing automatisms aimed at
improving energy and process,
according to a 360-degree intelligent management perspective.

IMPORTANT PARTNERSHIPS
With more and more attention
to the continuous needs of the
market, Luben Glass has, over
the last few years, established
important partnerships with leading companies in their respective
market segments aimed at offering an increasingly wider service to its customers, with new
products such as, for example,

process water cooling systems
(with speciﬁc reference to the
innovative and extraordinary adiabatic technology that allows the
total elimination of Legionella,
and savings of about 95% of
water and 65% of energy compared to traditional systems), as
well as the realization of energy
recovery systems such as heat
recovery from the melting furnace by means of ORC turbines,
heat recovery deriving from
the annealing oven, channeling
it into unheated areas, or the
installation of electronic frequency regulation systems (Inverters)
used to modulate the rotation
speed of the fans for cooling the
forming machine.
Luben Glass, which has always
been recognized by its customers
as a serious and reliable partner,
looks to the future with the aim

of guaranteeing increasingly proactive assistance to its customers through effective collaboration and solid commitment in
the continuous improvement of
skills, with the aim of providing
better service to become a reference point for the global hollow
glass industry. O

LUBEN GLASS SRL
Via Meucci, 23
26010 Offanengo (CR) - Italy
Tel.: +39 - 0373 - 244396
Fax: +39 - 0373 - 244401
E-mail: info@lubenglass.it

www.lubenglass.eu
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www.xparvision.com

Bright ideas. Better glass.

COMPANY COLLABORATION

working together, automation
based upon intelligence
In July XPAR Vision
on has
signed a strategic
ic
supply agreement
with FAMA
(Fabricacion
de Maquinas)
from Mexico.
According to this
agreement FAMA
will integrate XPAR
Vision’s products
into their newly
y

FAMA’s President Juan Farias (left)
and XPAR Vision’s CEO
Paul Schreuders signing
the supply agreement

introduced IS machines
nes
and sell them to their market
market.
Within the scope of supply are
XPAR Vision’s Infrared Dual
camera system (IR-D), Infrared
Gob weight Control system
(IGC), Gob Assist (GA) and
Blank side Temperature Control
system (BTC).

C

OMPLETE INSPECTION
SYSTEMS
XPAR Vision’s Infrared
Dual camera system (IR-D) analyzes every single bottle at the hot
end in real time. Subsequently
the system decides if a bottle
is within quality requirements,
or not (inspection). Critical
defects can be rejected. From
the data collected by the IR-D
the forming process itself can
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Company collaboration

XPAR VISION and FAMA

Company collaboration

COMPANY COLLABORATION

be visualized through process
characteristics based trend data
(monitoring). Utilization of the
IR-D and following up on warning and alarm notiﬁcations helps
optimizing the forming process
including mould design, IS maintenance, job change, swabbing,
etc. Furthermore the IR-D data is
useable for the purpose of automated closed loop control.
XPAR Vision’s Infrared Gob
weight Control (IGC) controls
the weight of the gobs automatically. Nowadays the IGC
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has both tube control as well as
needle control. A constant gob
weight is – or should be – a starting point for every glassmaker,
to increase the forming process
stability.
XPAR Vision’s Gob Assist
(GA) measures the loading of
the gob into the blank mould
in real-time and analyzes it, in
terms of position, length, speed
and time of arrival. In order to
produce good bottles, the loading process itself should be managed. The GA is an indispensable
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tool for this, giving warning and
alarm notiﬁcations once loading
parameters exceed deﬁned limits. The acquired data enables to
maintain stable gob loading and
to achieve optimal gob loading
faster after an equipment and/or
job change.
XPAR Vision’s Blank side
Temperature Control system
(BTC) measures the temperatures of blank moulds, neck
rings, plungers and parisons. In
order to achieve the highest level
of control, temperature informa-

are not interested in re-inventing the wheel and starting from
scratch. Instead we seek strategic
partnerships with companies that
offer mature and reliable technology to the glass industry. Our
offering to market includes forming process automation up to the
highest level, as we believe that it
is becoming harder and harder
to retain glass forming knowledge and experience within the
glass industry. This knowledge
and experience we have to build
in into our solutions.”

tion should be used in closed
loops with IS timing systems, as
single input or in combination
with other sensor information.

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP
For FAMA the cooperation
with XPAR Vision is strategically important. Fama’s President
Mr. Juan Farias states: “We have
many reliable actuators in our
portfolio, that can be used to
control the forming process in
closed loop applications. But
when it comes to sensors, we

MORE COMPETITIVE
Also for XPAR Vision the
cooperation with FAMA is strategically important. “Following cooperations with other IS machine
manufacturers, this agreement
with FAMA is again an appreciation of our most advanced and
broad hot end sensor technology
portfolio and again an important
step in our efforts to optimize
the container glass production
process, in order to make the
industry more competitive with
other packaging materials,” says
Paul Schreuders, CEO of XPAR
Vision. “The more we are able to
bind forces with glass manufacturers and also with peer suppliers, the more effective we will be
giving glass a better position in
the ﬁeld of packaging materials.”
IN DEPTH TRAINING
Within the coming months
FAMA representatives will be
trained to fully understand the

capabilities of the technologies. Farias: “This in depth
training is absolutely
necessary,
because
we want to be the
solution
provider
and not just equipment supplier. In
depth understanding of the capabilities consequently
allows us to deﬁne
our path forward, with
regards to integrating the
XPAR Vision systems into our
machines and control systems.
We believe that process automation is important to boost our
industries performance, in terms
of defects produced and efﬁciency, but also in terms of weight
and carbon footprint reduction,
as such making glass a more sustainable and competitive packaging material.” O
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Cold-end equipment

COLD-END EQUIPMENT

OMS Group:

COMPETENCE
AND EXPERIENCE
IN INTEGRATED
PACKAGING LINES
From complete strapping stretch and shrink ﬁlm hooding to pallet
protection, this is what the product range of the company in this article
– OMS Group – covers. But let’s not stop there because these products,
some of which are presented here, are backed by more than half a
century of competence and experience.

MS Group is a world
leader in the development and production
of equipment and systems for
the glass industry. Established in
1949 and based in Paruzzaro, 50
kilometres west of Milan, northern Italy, OMS Group has a longestablished tradition of designing
and manufacturing world-class
strapping, wrapping and hooding
systems for end-of-line packaging of palletized products for all
market sectors.
In addition to its Italian headquarters, the group also has

O
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11 subsidiaries located in Italy,
Europe, US, Asia and Oceania.
At glasstec this year, OMS
Group will be present with its
integrated systems for packaging
lines and facilities, offering ever
improved performance and cost
savings for glassmakers.

THE COMPANY –
EXPERIENCE, MACHINES
AND PHILOSOPHY
The Group’s competence and
experience in the ﬁeld of integrated systems for packaging
lines and facilities, accumulated
in more than half a century, are
without equal.
OMS constantly develops and
updates its technological platforms aimed at customized and
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innovative solutions for its clients,
offering the beneﬁts of improved
performance and cost savings.
A complete production of endof-the-line packaging machines
for the glass sector: complete
strapping stretch and shrink ﬁlm
hooding.
Our machines’ reliability is
guaranteed by years of experience, a qualiﬁed staff and a
structure which exploits the most
modern organizational criteria.
Consolidation and enlargement of the worldwide sales and
assistance network as well as
continuous research to continuously improve machine performance in order to reduce costs
and to use materials with the least
possible environmental impact.

PRODUCT RANGE
AT530

This combined automatic
machine is speciﬁcally designed
for the hollow glass industry
and, on a single work station,
applies and thermo shrinks the
hood onto the pallet of bottles.
Depending on the chosen model,
the machine can use and automatically select up to three different coils of ﬁlm with side gussets. The ﬁlm is retracted onto
the product by four independent
ﬂameless burners.
Top pallet protection

OMS’ automatic system can
apply and thermo-shrink a sheet
of plastic ﬁlm on top of the load,
hermetically and mechanically to
protect the top part of the load,
which is generally subject to tears
due to stacking. This operation
guarantees improved hermetic
and mechanic sealing.

Horizontal strapping 06CL

OMS’ horizontal strapping
machine for palletized hollow
glass features an arch driven on a
linear rack where a light compactor is mounted on four sides to
guarantees the perfect positioning of the strap on the pallet,
simpliﬁed head maintenance with
quick release connectors and
strapping programs that can be
easily managed from the operator panel.

Vertical Pressing &
Strapping 078RP

The vertical strapping machine
for palletized products has a top
press capacity of up to 3,000
Kilos. The machine can apply
multiple strapping patterns in
both directions (from 2x0 up to
4x4), thanks to the programmable side shifting device working
in combination with the turntable
placed below the machine.O

OMS GROUP
- OFFICINA
MECCANICA
SESTESE SPA
Via Borgomanero, 44
28040 Paruzzaro (NO) - Italy
Tel.: +39 - 0322 - 541411
Fax: +39 - 0322 - 230046

www.omsspa.com
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Mixing technology

MIXING TECHNOLOGY

EUROSTAR’s
Glass Technology Mixer
Mixers capable of homogeneous
mixtures in a shorter time, a determining
factor in obtaining quality glass is the
frontline product of the company of this
article –Eurostar. The mixers are presented here,
giving the idea of their high power and robust construction, which
makes them ideal even under the most adverse conditions.
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ocated South of Udine, in the
industrialized North-East
Region of Italy, Eurostar’s
premises presently covers a total
area of 11.000 square metres.
The company has been manufacturing planetary mixers and relative accessories for diverse industries since 1999, with experience
in this ﬁeld on the worldwide
market initiated 20 years earlier.
The company was founded with the aim to provide the
industry and OEM’s with planetary mixers with a high level
of integrated innovations, made
possible thanks to the company
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Our mixer is the result

team with more
of years of experience, and today
than 20 years of
engineering experwe are able to provide technical
tise and in the ﬁeld
expertise, equipment, parts, and
experience
gained
services: a valuable investment.
around the world.
Company vision was
to respond to the fast moving
needs of the glass industry in the
products to an even wider marbest way possible, which led the
ket, further enhancing the comcompany to develop and design
pany’s engineering and conspecialized mixers that needed
struction skills and capability.
‘proven reliability and mixing
Now with years of experience
technology know how’.
in designing and manufacturing
The market response and
quality products, Eurostar has
success pushed Eurostar to
become a premier and reliable
expand the marketing of these
planetary mixer provider.
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INNOVATIVE PROGRESS
BROUGHT FORWARD
In 2009 Eurostar C.T. brought
a new concept into the glass
industry: the GTM planetary
mixer, with performances that
have been approved by the most
stringent ﬂoat glass tests, certimFECZ1IJMJQT-JHIUJOH#7
This concept was followed by
the further development of the
mixing process to enhance GTM
performances in 2014, once again
DFSUJmFECZ1IJMJQT-JHIUJOH#7
THE GTM SERIES PLANETARY
MIXER FOR GLASS
PREPARATION
Designed, engineered and built
TQFDJmDBMMZGPSUIFHMBTTJOEVTUSZ 
without compromising in quality

and sturdiness, from the
smallest GTM375 to the
GTM7500 liter.
The heart of any
mixer is the gearbox, and the Eurostar
C.T. gearbox has been
designed and built solely for use in planetary
mixers, embodying high
quality and structural
design. Hardened gears
all in an oil sump for
correct lubrication and
cooling. Wide slewing
ring for smooth and
reliable operations. The
hydrodynamic coupling
provides an ideal protection to the transmission
against overloads, with
the GRDS an additional control
on eventual coupling slippage
monitoring that the load does
not go beyond the safe limit.
Expectations in the glass industry
are to have reliable and sturdy
equipment for around the clock
operations, limited maintenance
that prevent costly repairs and
shutdowns, also with
t 4JNQMFNBJOUFOBODF
t &OFSHZTBWJOH
t -PXSVOOJOHDPTUT
All glass production begins
with the weighing and mixing of
the ingredients to create a batch
for the melting furnace. Mixing
is extremely important to determine the quality of the glass and
the melting process saving fuel
costs. Hence, optimal control of
the mixing process is essential,
the base function of
a mixer is to ensure
that the dosed
materials becomes
a homogeneous mix
in the shortest possible time, to obtain
this we have the
unique interchangeable and reversible
mixing blades that
rotate in a synchronized manner and

are able to distribute all the material uniformly in the pan without
favouring the different nature of
the materials; each revolution
changes the ﬂow pattern so to
cover the complete vessel area.
All wear elements are nickel-free,
ﬂoor wear liners 12 millimetres
in Hardox® 500, circularity and
planarity of the vessel within 2
millimetres.
t SFEVDFE NJYJOH UJNF DBO
increase plant output thus the
general throughput and quality;
t &GmDJFOU
t -FTTXFBSQBSUT
In most modern glass proDFTTFTNJYFSTBSFmUUFEXJUImMUFS
systems in order to reduce dust
emissions, nonetheless mixers
must have the characteristic to
withhold dust that is inside the
mixing vessel and not leak it out.
The GTM has been engineered in
all details that the dust remains
enclosed inside the mixer so that
UIFmMUFSEPFTJUTKPC
t FGmDJFOUVTFPGFRVJQNFOU
t FOWJSPONFOUBMMZGSJFOEMZ

EUROSTAR
CONCRETE
TECHNOLO
GY SPA
Via Delle Indu
strie 49
33050 Lauz
acco - Pavia
di Udine (UD
Tel.: +39 ) - Italy
0432 - 6552
70
Fax: +39 0432 - 6551
66
E-mail: ectm
ix@ectmix.c
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www.ectmix
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Silver anniversary

SILVER ANNIVERSARY

Ghirardini
Alessandro
ger
Sales Mana
FERMAC

FERMAC

ﬂexibility and customization –
anticipating market demand

C

OMPANY
AND MARKET
DEVELOPMENT
Fermac was founded in 1993
and this year celebrates its 25th
anniversary. Based in Parma,
Northern Italy, the company is
market leader in the design and
production of decoration systems
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for hollow glass items. With a
family business structure, Fermac
today has 32 employees, most of
them dedicated to mechanical
and electronic engineering.
The market for glass decoration has substantially changed in
these past 25 years, with designs
and artworks becoming more
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and more sophisticated, along
with the shapes of the containers.
From typical cylindrical round
shape bottles, today we have difﬁcult shapes to decorate; they can
be oval, square, conical or even a
combination of all of these. This
has involved a natural evolution
in equipment technology.

Since its founding 25 years ago, Fermac has grown in dimensions
and technology, but without losing its family business structure. Being
an important year for the company, this year at glasstec Fermac will
have on show its most recent developments with regards to CYMK
printing and a digital primer for Hot Stamping application.

JetArt

EVERYTHING STARTS FROM R&D
At Fermac everything starts
from our R&D department. Once
a new project has been presented
and approved, then everything is
designed in-house and patented.
A network of sub-contracting

companies who work almost
in exclusivity for Fermac build
the different parts which are
then assembled in our workshops. Fermac takes care of
quality control, sales and after
sale service.
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Silver anniversary

SILVER ANNIVERSARY

kJet
F1800N In

Cosmetics and perfumery;
high-end spirits

At present, most of the
machines required by customers are electronic, two- or up to
ﬁve axes, to be able to decorate
odd shapes, even all around the
circumference of the containers. As said, this is a trend that
customers have been requesting over the last years, but has
always been a necessity if we
consider the cosmetic and perfumery segment.
Therefore, Fermac’s main
targets are also the high end
spirits market, such as vodka,
tequila, gin etc., as well as the
cosmetic segment, where it is
highly competitive.
The commercial department
at Fermac is made up of Senior
Managers who are based in the
headquarters in Italy, plus a network of more than 20 agencies
worldwide to ensure a correct
customer base with tendencies
and feedback.
Company turnover comes
mainly from export as Fermac
has sold its machines in more
than 50 countries worldwide.
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ANTICIPATING MARKET
NEEDS
Fermac’s philosophy has
always been to anticipate the
market demands, more than just
follow the stream. With this aim,
we presented the ﬁrst machine
based on ink jet/digital technology for the ﬁrst time four
years ago at glasstec. This trend
continued at glasstec 2016, with
the ﬁrst high speed rotary digital
machine.
At glasstec 2018 Fermac will
present a further innovation
with a modular unit able to print
CYMK and, alternatively, a digital primer for Hot Stamping
application to simulate precious
metals effects. This line has
been conceived together with
our partner, CER.
The main target for this inkjet technology on our JET ART
Serie is to reach those customers who need small/medium
volumes of custom-made packaging with artworks which are
not possible with any other conventional decorating process.
The type of ink used is an
environment friendly UV dedi-
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cated ink, with proven resistance for up to 700 washing
cycles. This UV ink has been
developed exclusively with
another Fermac partner, the
Mankiewicz company.
The system has LED curing
lamps, therefore with very limited power consumption.
For all these reasons, Fermac
believe that this is the way to
follow for the future in decoration. Flexibility, customization,
limited space of the lines and
low ecologic impact, and this is
the challenge that we have for
the years to come. O
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Visit us at:
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Glass is our Passion

COATING TECHNOLOGY

ZECA
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Coating technology

COATING TECHNOLOGY

P

ACKAGING
DESIGNED WITH THE
PRODUCT IN MIND
Zeca has been developing,
manufacturing and supplying
customised solutions for wrapping and packaging of chemical,
cosmetic, pharmaceutical and
food products since 1983.
Zeca packaging is designed
with the product in mind
and every order is a stimulus in the search for innovative techniques and materials
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to meet speciﬁc needs. The experience, technology and the skills
the company has accumulated
over the years enables it to work
in partnership with customers
to manufacture wrapping and
packaging that respond to their
instructions and the characteristics of their products.
Zeca products only leave the
company when they are safe and
guaranteed, and the company
has the declaration of conformity
from the Bureau De Veriﬁcation
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Technique (BVT Paris) for
the approval of packaging.
Specialised staff carry out testing
of the packaging and the company issues the Approval Certiﬁcate
under ADR group I, II or III.

…products designed
as solutions to
VSHFLðFSUREOHPV

THE COMPANY
Zeca, based in Piacenza, northern Italy, was founded thanks to an idea
developed by professor Antonio Campagnoli, who, at the beginning of
the 1980s, decided to give entrepreneurial form to his passion for applied
science. Professor Campagnoli is, in fact, a professor of chemistry and a
researcher, and has long-standing partnerships with leading companies
JO IJT mFME BOE WBSJPVT SFTFBSDI CPEJFT BOE JOTUJUVUJPOT )F IBT BMXBZT
EJTUJOHVJTIFE IJNTFMG CZ BQQMZJOH TDJFOUJmD QSJODJQMFT UP SFTPMWJOH TQFDJmD
QSPCMFNTGPSXIJDIJUJTEJGmDVMUUPmOEBTPMVUJPO
)JTMJGFIJTUPSZJTJOUFSTQFSTFEXJUIBOVNCFSPGEJTDPWFSJFTBOEJOWFOUJPOT 
from the use of aluminium applied to TNT as a thin layer and used as an
antibacterial painkiller in the Army Nuclear, Bacteriological, Chemical
(NBC) kit, to the creation of cosmetic formulas based on rock alum,
following a study of the problems caused by soldier wearing
CPPUT JO UIF (VMG 8BS  UIF DSFBUJPO PG UIF mSTU SFE EZF OPU
containing selenium for use in the manufacture of ceramics
for food, and the composition of glass that does not allow
atmospheric transfer, for the transport of chemotherapy
drugs, just to name a few examples.

VIPLATURA – A SPECIAL
COATING TECHNOLOGY
Viplatura is an exclusive process, conceived and implemented by Zeca srl, for the coating
of glass containers with plastic
material. It was created as a solution for the transport of dangerous substances, to prevent materials from leaking in the case of
glass breakage, and it combines
functional advantages with versatility and perfect appearance.

The Viplatura
process involves
the immersion of
the container in a
plastic bath until it
is covered, with the
possibility of signiﬁcantly varying the
thickness of the coating in order to affect
its technical characteristics. This is why
it is used in the cosmetic packaging sector and the chemical
reagent containers sector (including extremely
dangerous substances).
In the case of breakage of the bottle, the
coating retains the splinters and the substance is
contained, thus preventing injuries and contamination.
Viplatura increases surface grip, therefore making it easier to handle the
bottles.
The hygienic characteristics of glass work in harmony
with the functional characteristics of plastic materials.
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Coating technology

COATING TECHNOLOGY
üQRWRQO\DVROXWLRQIRUVDIHW\EXWLVHYHQ
DQH[FHOOHQWVROXWLRQIRUFXVWRPLVLQJ
DVWDQGDUGERWWOH
Different colours
and effects

Further beneﬁts of Viplatura
are resistance to chemical agents
such as weak acids, strong acids,
weak bases, strong bases, alcohols and aliphatic hydrocarbons,
thermal and electrical insulation,
photo-protection from UV light.

The coating can be coloured, opaque, glossy, transparent, powdered, rigid or soft
to the touch and special effects
can be obtained, such as ﬂuorescence, luminescence or ecoleather. Coated containers can
be screen printed, pad-printed or
hot stamped.
Viplatura can be applied in
various sectors such as:
t $PBUJOHPGDPOUBJOFSTGPSEBOgerous/toxic substances;
t $PBUJOHPGDPOUBJOFSTGPSSBEJoactive substances;
t $PBUJOHGPSDVQTBOEHMBTTFT
t "OUJ67 DPBUJOH GPS DPOUBJOers (up to 95%);

t "OUJBDDJEFOU DPBUJOH GPS
chemical instruments subjected to strong pressure or
depression;
t "OUJTMJQDPBUJOH
t $PBUJOHGPSDPTNFUJDTCPUUMFT
jars;
t $PBUJOH GPS HMBTT GPPE DPOtainers;
t $PBUJOH PG NFDIBOJDBM QBSUT
for the automotive sector.
Zeca is now improving and
developing to take Viplatura to
an eco-friendly level, in order to
make it become suitable for food
contact. O
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COMPANY PROFILE AND UPDATE

high level service in
unique feature pieces

Being at the forefront of the glass
manufacturing industry is one thing, but
maintaining this position for more than 250
years is another. But this is what Beatson Clark
has and is doing. In this article, the company
gives us an overview and example of how it
works with its clients – also on limited editions.
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Dean Arey
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ORE THAN 250 YEARS
OF HISTORY
Beatson Clark has
been at the forefront of the glass
manufacturing industry in the
UK for over 260 years. Through
the industrial revolution and two
world wars, the company has
managed to not only survive, but
thrive, for over two centuries.
Beatson Clark was founded
in 1751 in Rotherham, South
Yorkshire and turns over GBP
50 million per year. The company spent the ﬁrst 200 years
manufacturing glass bottles
for the pharmaceutical indus-

try. Although it remains the UK’s
largest manufacturer of pharmaceutical glass bottles, Beatson
Clark made a pivotal decision
in the 1980s to diversify into the
food and beverage markets.
Increased and expanded
production

This was a turning point in
the company’s history. Not only
did it provide the opportunity to

increase product output, but it
also allowed them to expand into
new and bigger markets. The
food sector, which contributes
GBP 28 billion to the UK economy, is now Beatson Clark’s largest market, generating much of
its revenue.

THE PRESENT DAY
Beatson Clark is one of six
glass manufacturing companies
remaining in the UK. It is not the
biggest, with a team of 350 people, but Beatson Clark certainly
punches above its weight in terms
of output, producing over half a
billion units per year and with a
factory capacity of 145 thousand tonnes.
Beatson Clark remains on
the original site in Rotherham
260 years on, a point which
the company is particularly
proud of. The Rotherham
plant has six and eightsection double gob machines,
which means Beatson Clark
is capable of running relatively small production runs
compared to its competitors.
Developing completely unique
products

Charlotte Taylor, Marketing
Manager at Beatson Clark, said:
“Our size makes us more ﬂexible and we are able to create
products tailored to our customers. We pride ourselves in
being agile and responsive, and
because we offer smaller production runs than other manufacturers, and innovative services such
as embossing on ﬁnish moulds,
we’re able to work with smallerniche brands to develop unique,
high-quality products.
“We’ve found that most customers aren’t looking for off-the-shelf
designs – they want packaging that
reﬂects their brand, and which will
make their product stand out in a
competitive market.”
The company has an in-house
design team which works with
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customers to develop the design of
their glass containers before they
are produced in the glassworks.
“A lot of customers walk
through our doors with an
idea of what they want,” said
Charlotte. “In most cases, they

want something that is completely unique. Our designers
work with them to make their
vision a reality.”
This strategy is working
well for the company. With
the growth of new start-up
businesses, Beatson Clark’s
personal
service
and
customer-centred approach
appeals to companies
looking to challenge the
market with new and different products.

WORKING ON
LIMITED EDITIONS
This high-level service has attracted the
business of many identiﬁable brands in the
food and drinks market
including BrewDog and
Very Lazy.
In October 2016 Beatson
Clark announced its contract
to work on a range of limited
edition bottles for BrewDog, a
Scottish craft beer company. The
brewery contracted Beatson to
design and manufacture glass
bottles for its Abstrakt range of
beers and high strength Hopshot
beer, described as 'boundary
pushing beers'. Beatson Clark
and BrewDog continue to work
together today.
In a highly competitive marketplace for food and drink,
Beatson Clark has found
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that more brands are looking
for different ways to stand out.
Over the past decade, the glass
manufacturer has increased its
services for additional decoration
on the containers they make, and
the most popular decoration is
embossing. It also offers spray
coating to change the colour of
the bottle and screen printing
- the modern alternative to labelling. Printed crowns also continue the branding message for
its drinks customers.

IN-HOUSE DESIGN TEAM
The in-house designers at
Beatson Clark have won awards
for their designs. As well as offering over 250 standard products
in both white ﬂint and amber,
they work with 3D CAD systems
to deliver over 30 new designs
every year.
One of these new designs was
created for the Very Lazy range of
products. Very Lazy, which produces a range of ready-chopped
ingredients including garlic, chili
and ginger, approached Beatson
Clark about updating their packaging.
Using the latest sculpting software, Beatson Clark’s in-house
design team created a new 8oz
square jar with the Very Lazy
logo embossed on two sides. The
new jars went on the shelves in
March this year.
Nine out of every ten bespoke
designs Beatson Clark produces includes unique embossing.
From logos, names to slogans
and patterns, many of Beatson
Clark’s customers enhance their
containers with quality decorations to make them completely
unique.
Beatson Clark’s highly experienced in-house design team is
headed up by Dean Arey.
Dean commented: “Advances
in technology have revolutionised
what we can now achieve with
embossing, and using the latest
sculpting software means that
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the results are better deﬁned and
easier to manufacture.

IMPORTANT INVESTMENTS
Beatson Clark’s services have
evolved and changed in line
with market requirements and
expectations. The company has
invested GBP 20 million in new
equipment and software over the
past decade to maintain its excellent customer service record and
standard of quality products.
Earlier this year, the company
also announced the news of a further GBP 2 million investment in
new equipment, installing a new
amber bottle making machine
and upgrading the forehearth.
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Improvements to the forehearth
will enhance glass homogeneity,
delivering better quality glass to
the machine which will produce
high-quality bottles and jars using
the latest technology. The new
machine was installed to keep up
with the growing demand in the
beer bottle industry.
The company also has plans
to install two new Tiama MX4
inspection machines, a high-tech
innovation which will use light
sensors to check for smears, splits
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and wall thickness in the glass.
Beatson Clark prides itself on
providing the best customer service, which is why it has also
invested in a QAD Enterprise
Resource Planning System.
New strapping facilities were
also recently trialled and installed
at Beatson Clark’s glassworks in
Rotherham. The new advanced
method of strapping the pallets
will signiﬁcantly reduce the de-palletisation time for high speed lines.
Ultimately, it’s this investment and the company’s continued ﬂexibility that have allowed
Beatson Clark to remain competitive today after more than

two and a half centuries in the
business.
What has made the company so
successful is its ability to diversify
and offer a tailored service to its
customers. Its reputation within
the industry is second to none
and its experience is why some
of the biggest, most recognisable
brands in the food and drinks
market continue to use Beatson
Clark time and time again. O

BEATSON CLARK LTD
Greasbrough Road
Rotherham - South Yorkshire S60 1TZ
United Kingdom
Tel.: +44 - 1709 - 828141
Fax: +44 - 1709 - 835388
E-mail: sales@beatsonclark.co.uk

www.beatsonclark.co.uk
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FAMA
celebrating 75 years of experience
Glass Machinery Plants &
Accessories (GMP&A): 75 years
is an important anniversary for a
company but your roots go back
even further if we consider that
FAMA was set up as the technological ‘arm’ of Vitro. What can
you tell us about the ﬁrst years
of the company back in 1943?
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What kind of technology was
used at that time?
FAMA: During its ﬁrst years,
FAMA tried to meet the demand
of spare parts and molds for
the glass factories of the group.
FAMA use to have 6 machines
and 37 people in a 13,000
square meter area located in
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ering integral
solutions for glass
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ture and assemble glass products
and more efﬁcient machinery.
FAMA’s technical department
engaged in the manufacture of
drawings, planning of work and
the general coordination of the
machinery workshop.

GMP&A: In 1950 FAMA
started to export its moulds
and machinery – what was the
response from the global marketplace?
FAMA: Although exports of
molds and machinery started in

the northern part of the city
(Monterrey, Mexico), where
our ﬁrst foundations were being
constructed.
GMP&A: In 1944 FAMA built
its own foundry – was this a
move to be even more in control
of the production and manufacturing aspects of the company?
FAMA: This allowed us to
imagine the future expansion of
FAMA. During that time, it represented the new era of independence of the Mexican industry, where FAMA played part as
a raw material source. (cast iron
and foundry).
GMP&A: What was the
reaction from the market when
FAMA’s ﬁrst IS machine was
produced? Where was it sold at
to which companies and markets?
FAMA: The ﬁrst individual
section was built to manufac-
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the ﬁfties, it would not start
international operations until the
sixties, when FAMA would place
the products globally.
GMP&A: 1970 was the next
big and important step for FAMA
– international operations. What
can you tell us about this period?
How did the company carry out
these international operations?
FAMA: FAMA developed and
patented several glasswork products, manufacturing machines
including machine E, the Seven
System and the Eight System.
Several Machine E versions were
well known and exported to other
countries.
GMP&A: Since then FAMA
has continued to grow and
expand. Which countries are you
working with now?
FAMA: Mainly America.
GMP&A: Which fairs will you
be attending this year?
FAMA: We attended Glassman
Latin America in Guadalajara in
March, and we will be attending
glasstec at the end of October. O
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www.fama.c
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The glass industry
is demanding.
Drive and transport
solutions not only
need to reliably
master operating
processes, they
also need to be
highly resistant to
harsh conditions
and incredibly
efﬁcient. In this
article, Renold
gives us an idea
of the important
role its inverted
tooth chains play in
transporting hollow
glass in today’s
glassworks.

RENOLD
inverted tooth chains
for cost-effective production
134
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Uwe Gillert

Key Account Glass Industry
UWE.GILLERT@RENOLD.COM

G

lass is a highly versatile
and malleable material. It
also offers unique characteristics which make it indispensable in numerous products.
Today, glass not only plays an
important role as an object of
everyday use but can be increasingly found in new areas – in
research, science, and numerous
cutting-edge industries:
t'PPEBOECFWFSBHFQBDLBHJOH
t)PVTFIPME  HBTUSPOPNZ  GVSnishings
t.PUPSWFIJDMFT FMFDUSJDBMEFWJDes
t8JOEPXT  GBDBEFT  DPOTUSVDtion industry
t0QUJDT TPMBS SFTFBSDI TDJFODF
t.FEJDJOF  QIBSNBDFVUJDBMT 
cosmetics
t$IFNJDBM BOE HFOFSBM JOEVTtrial applications

SAFE, RELIABLE DRIVING
AND GENTLE TRANSPORT
Renold has created a full range
of inverted tooth chains which
are temperature-resistant up to
×$ BOE PQFSBUF BU TQFFET
up to 50 m/s., during smooth,
precise operations with minimal

chain link impact and extremely
low, even wear. The interlocking power transmission eliminates slippage. The Renold rolling pivot joint minimizes elongation, which has a positive impact
on the service life of the chain.
0QUJNJ[FE MJOL QMBUF GPSNT QSPvide even larger sliding areas.
0UIFSGBDUPSTUPCFUBLFOJOUP
account include:
t5IFFMPOHBUJPOCFIBWJPVSPGBO
inverted tooth chain refers to
the operation-related elongation of the chain under tensile
stress. After a certain amount
of elongation, the chain ceases
to run smoothly and must be
replaced.
t*O HMBTT QSPEVDUJPO  FTQFDJBMMZ
during transport, properly regulated cooling is important for
the gradual stabilization of hot
products.
t&WFSZ NBDIJOF  TZTUFN  BOE
application requires an individually conﬁgured solution that is

ideal for the speciﬁc installation
situation, including spatial conditions.
t*OUFSNTPGUFNQFSBUVSFCFIBWiour, both the product throughout the production process as
well as the operating characteristics of the inverted tooth chain
must be taken into account.
t5IF QSPQFSUJFT PG UIF JOWFSUed tooth chain materials must
be optimized for the speciﬁc
application conditions.
t" DPNQSFIFOTJWF SBOHF PG
individually conﬁgurable products, components, and optional
extras is required to cater to the
wide variety of applications in
the glass industry.

CONVEYOR CHAINS IN THE
HOLLOW GLASS INDUSTRY
8IFUIFS BT BO *4NBDIJOF
conveyor or a cross conveyor in
front of the furnace – inverted
tooth conveyor chains offer ideal
guiding characteristics.
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Machine conveyor on IS-machines

.BDIJOF DPOWFZPST UBLF UIF
hot bottles and transport them to
the ware transfer. Their features:
stable standing surface, high
resistance to abrasion, minimal
spacing at the machine bed, low
sliding friction, air permeability
for conveyor cooling, minimal
heat withdrawal by the chain,
heat resistance even during preheating, chemical resistance
against annealing agents.
Long service life, reliable transport

Rolling pivot joint with low
sliding friction, link plates with
'&PQUJNJ[FE DPOUPVST NBEF PG
high-strength heat-treated steel
or stainless steel, laser-welded outer links, sprockets with
hardened involute toothing for
smooth, impact-free meshing –
there are plenty of reasons why
inverted tooth conveyor chains
offer consistently precise and
SFMJBCMF PQFSBUJPO 'BDUPS JO UIF
virtually unlimited options to
tailor the inverted tooth chains
to the speciﬁc requirements of
equipment and overall applications.
t-PXWJCSBUJPO  TNPPUI PQFSBtion
t)JHIQSPEVDUJPOTQFFET
t-PX SFKFDU SBUF GPS JODSFBTFE
efﬁciency
t.JOJNBMTMJEJOHSFTJTUBODF
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Cross conveyor at the cooling
furnace

$SPTTDPOWFZPSTUBLFPWFSUIF
previously stabilized glass containers and transport them to
the cooling furnace. Their fea-
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tures: a stable standing surface,
high abrasion resistance, minimal
spacing at the cooling furnace,
low sliding friction for easy shifting, resistance against thermal
stress caused by radiant heat,
and chemical resistance against
annealing agents.
Higher productivity, lower costs

8IFUIFS GPS TIBQJOH PO B
blowing machine or precisely
coordinating the movements of
a rotary table system – inverted
tooth drive chains are always the
right choice when smooth runOJOH BOE BDDVSBDZ DPVOU 0O
*4NBDIJOFT  PVS JOWFSUFE UPPUI
drive chains in the take-out gear

ensure power with precision.
t3FEVDFEEPXOUJNFT
t*NQSPWFEEZOBNJDT
t*ODSFBTFE UFNQFSBUVSF SFTJTUance
t$POTJEFSBCMZMPOHFSTFSWJDFMJGF
compared to belt drives
Renold inverted tooth chains
used in a take-out gear helps

hollow glass manufacturers to
reduce costs by increasing proEVDUJWJUZ -POHFS TFSWJDF MJGF
means less downtime for maintenance and repair work on
UIF *4NBDIJOF 8JUI PQUJNVN
dynamics, the installation of an
)1$ UZQF JOWFSUFE UPPUI DIBJO
from Renold can reduce the
installation width and weight of
the drive components.
In the take-out gear, wear
of the drive element must be
reduced to a minimum to
ensure exact positioning in
the long term. Inverted tooth
chains with a two-pin rolling
pivot joint with hardened axle
and rolling pivots maintain
smooth operation and thus
ensure repeatability of the
swivel motion, even over a
MPOHQFSJPE5IF)1$UZQF
inverted tooth chain used
in the take-out gear generates almost exclusively
low-wear rolling friction
and is suitable for speeds
up to 50 m/s.

DRIVE AND TRANSPORT
SOLUTIONS FOR A
WIDE VARIETY OF
PRODUCTS
In addition to their
attractive technical prop-

erties, the absolute ﬂexibility of
individually manufactured inverted tooth chains makes them
ideal for nearly every application.
Regardless of whether the product is large and heavy or small,
lightweight, and prone to tipping,
our inverted tooth chains are
q pp
well-equipped
for all situations,
pplicafrom transport to drive ap
applicas
tions. They can implement strong
speeds
forces, torques, and high speeds
cision
as reliably as unerring prec
precision
moving
– for both fast and slow-m
slow-moving
applications.
t4VJUBCMF GPS
WBDVVN BQ
QQMJDBt4VJUBCMF
GPS WBDVVN
BQQMJDBtions
t"MTP GPS HMBTT BSUJDMFT XJUI
IPVU B
t"MTPGPSHMBTTBSUJDMFTXJUIPVUB
standing surface
t'PS DSZTUBM HMBTT BOE TNBMMM HMBTT
t'PSDSZTUBMHMBTTBOETNBMMHMBTT
products
t'PS SPCVTU
IFBWZ HMBTT
HMBTT
t'PS
SPCVTU BOE
BOE IFBWZ
products

RENOLD INVERTED TOOTH
RENOLD
TOOTTH
CHAINS FOR AUTOMATION
AUTOMATIO
ON
SOLUTIONS
Renold inverted tooth chain
technology maintains the world’s
w
largest delivery program:
t1JWPU
XJUI QJO
QJO TZTt1JWPU KPJOU
KPJOU XJUI
tem, laser-welded outer links,
unique rounded edges
t$POUJOVPVT PQUJNJ[BUJPO
t$POUJOVPVT
PQUJNJ[BUJPO
O BOE
BOE
product variety
t"QQMJDBUJPOTQFDJmD
t"QQMJDBUJPOTQFDJmDWFSTJPOT
WFSTJP
POT
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t*OWFSUFE UPPUI DIBJOT BOE
sprockets from a single source
t*OEJWJEVBMDPOmHVSBUJPOTCBTFE
on modular concept
t8JEF SBOHF PG NBUFSJBMT  DPOstructions, guide types, pitches
Continuous optimization of link
plate forms

Renold consistently translates
practical knowledge into new
QSPEVDU TPMVUJPOT 0OF FYBNQMF
is the enlarged contact surface
for inverted tooth chains with
BO FYUFOEFE QJUDI $PNQBSFE UP
multiguides, the problem of vertical wear caused by abrasion on
the teeth is reduced across the
entire chain width.
Special versions and optional
extras

&BDIEBZJTEJGGFSFOUGSPNUIF
OFYU8JUITQFDJBMMJOLQMBUFTBOE
speciﬁc contact surfaces, the
wide range of applications for
inverted tooth conveyor chains
can be broadened even further.
$FSBNJDTVQQPSUTBSFPOFFYBNple for especially gentle transport
with minimal temperature loss.
Laser-welded outer links

-BTFSXFMEFE JOWFSUFE UPPUI
chains have a smooth contact
surface on both sides and can
be routed directly alongside the
EFBE QMBUFT JO UIF *4NBDIJOF
PS UIF TJEF SBJMT .JOJNVN TJEF
gaps ensure reliable transfer on
the machine conveyor and to the
cross conveyor as well as easy
sliding of the products into the
cooling furnace.
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t$POOFDUJOH MJOLT XJUI VOJGPSN
plate width
t/P MBUFSBM NPWFNFOU PG KPJOU
pivots
t-BSHFS TJEF TVSGBDF QSFWFOUT
lateral wear

WHY ARE INVERTED TOOTH
CHAINS WITH ROLLING
PIVOT JOINTS THE RIGHT
CHOICE?

Unique two-pin rolling pivot joint

Renold’s inverted tooth chain
solutions have a unique two-pin
rolling pivot joint, where an axle
pivot rolls against a rolling pivot.
The pivots are pressed into the
link plates under tensile force,
preventing any further movement. Because the pins maintain
permanent contact, the layout
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of the inverted tooth chain has
no impact. Inverted tooth chains
with rolling pivot joints therefore permit a variety of design
options and can be tailored to
individual production processes
and requirements. Because the
nk plates are static in relation to
t
link
the pins, any loss of strength due
in
to thermall strain is insigniﬁcant.
8JUI UIFJS MPX GSJDUJPO DPFGmcient, inverted tooth conveyor
chains can also be operated without any lubrication.
$POWFSTFMZ  PO UIF POFQJO
joint, the link plates slide onto
an oval pin as they mesh with the
sprocket. This results in wear on
both the pin and the link plates.
Because the holes punched in
the link plates are usually not

cylindrical, the surface pressure
between the pin and link plates
is increased, creating additional
wear.

INTERLOCKING
CONNECTION: INVERTED
TOOTH CHAIN AND
SPROCKET
The correct meshing of chain
and sprocket is a prerequisite for
trouble-free, continuous operation. All relevant dimensions and
proﬁles are optimally aligned to
achieve slip-free movement.
8IFOFWFS UFDIOJDBMMZ GFBTJble, sprockets are manufactured
according to the speciﬁc needs of
the customer. The design of the
toothing is adapted to the guide
type of the selected inverted tooth
DIBJO0GDPVSTF BMMTQFDJBMWFSsions are also available with guide
slots for various chain widths and
can be prepared for centre and
TJEF HVJEFT $ TUFFM TQSPDLFUT
with hardened tooth ﬂanks are
used as a standard with proven
SFTJTUBODF UP XFBS 'PS BO FWFO
longer service life for cross conveyors subject to extreme thermal
loads, without compromising on
strength, we also use vacuumhardened tool steel.
OPTIMAL JOINT KINEMATICS
Elongation

Due to sliding friction and
increased wear of the joint, elongation in 1-pin chains can be
up to three times higher than in
QJOTZTUFNT3FOPMEQJOSPMMing pivot joint with hardened axle
and rolling pivots only creates
SPMMJOH GSJDUJPO 0WFS UJNF XFBS
also occurs at the contact line of
the pins; however, this wear is
evenly distributed on both pins
as well as the inner and outer
links. The meshing conditions
remain constant over the entire
period of use. These characteristics are the basic prerequisite for
precise angle synchronization in
applications for the hollow glass
industry.

As shown in the diagram,
studies have demonstrated that
the elongation of inverted tooth
chains is up to three times less
with rolling pivot joints instead
PG TJOHMF QJO KPJOUT 4JOHMF QJOT
generate constant sliding friction
which accelerates wear.
Renold rolling pivot joints only
HFOFSBUF SPMMJOH GSJDUJPO 'PS BO
RT type inverted tooth chain,
this means a minimal elongation of 0.17% after approximately
4000 test hours, i.e. about 1.7
mm elongation per meter of the
chain. This horizontal wear is
negligible when it comes to the
performance and reliability of
inverted tooth chain applications.
Inverted tooth chains with a onepin system, in contrast, exhibit an
elongation of approximately 11
to 14 mm per meter, based on a
comparison with Renold KT type
chains as an example for single
pins.
8JUI B TJNQMF DPNQBSJTPO PG
friction coefﬁcient μ for rolling
and sliding friction, it’s easy to
see that rolling friction requires
far less force.

since glass is often processed at
UFNQFSBUVSFTBCPWF×$
t)JHI SFRVJSFNFOUT GPS ESJWF
synchronization and accuracy,
since even minor deviations can
leave marks or scratches on the
product, and glass is fragile
after cooling.
8SBQ ESJWFT BSF ESJWFT UIBU
enable the cost-effective implementation of larger centre distances. Various drive elements,
such as belts, roller chains, and
inverted tooth chains are available. Belts, regardless of whether
toothed, ﬂat, or wedge-shaped,
can usually be ruled out, since
the temperatures are too high.
Roller chains often lack the
required accuracy due to sliding
friction and wear. Inverted tooth
chains with rolling pivot joints
are the only viable option ideally equipped to meet all requirements and should always be the
ﬁrst choice.

Rolling pivots are laser-welded
in the outer plates of Renold
inverted tooth conveyor chains.
The rivet heads no longer protrude and the belts can be placed
ﬂush to the sides without any
gaps. This increases the operational reliability of the chain and
the chain width remains constant
throughout its service life.

CHAIN DRIVE FOR SHAPING
ON A BLOWING MACHINE
Inverted tooth drive chain for
shaping on a blowing machine
for the production of high-quality drinking glasses (goblets/
wine glasses). An inverted tooth
chain at each of the 18 stations
drives the mould for the bowl, an
additional inverted tooth chain
rotates the stem to weld it to the
bowl. Both parts must be rotated
with equal precision in order to
join the elements.
5IF BQQMJDBUJPO VTFT BO )1$
inverted tooth chain. A special
feature: both drives are positioned laterally, i.e. with vertical
axes.

INVERTED TOOTH DRIVE
CHAINS IN THE HOLLOW
GLASS INDUSTRY
Glass is a special product. It
places highly speciﬁc demands on
production equipment and tools
for production and processing.
The main requirements include:
t)JHI UFNQFSBUVSF SFTJTUBODF 

TAKE-OUT GEARS IN
CONTAINER GLASS
PRODUCTION
These gears are used to lift
glass while it is still glowing
PVU PG UIF *4NBDIJOF BOE POUP
sheets from which the glass items
are shifted onto an inverted tooth
conveyor chain. The rotation

Friction coefﬁcient: steel on steel
Sliding friction μ = 0.1, rolling
friction μ = 0.01
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usually does not exceed 180° by
much; the entire gear housing is
rotated. The gear rotates around
the drive shaft, enabling a swivel
motion.
A difﬁcult factor in this process is repeated reversing with
relatively high accelerations.
Inverted tooth chains meet these
demands over a long period.
They are unaffected by radiant
heat and continuous directional
changes with rapid accelerations.
In addition, the drives demonstrate exceptional precision and
robustness.

WHY IS TRANSPORT SO
CRITICAL IN HOLLOW GLASS
PRODUCTION?
The glass product comes out
PG UIF *4NBDIJOF XJUI B UFNQFSBUVSFPGPWFS×$BOENVTU
be gently and reliably transported
to the individual processing stagFT )PXFWFS  UIF QSPEVDU JT OPU

yet fully stabilized and is highly
delicate.
Additional production steps
are required along the path from
UIF *4NBDIJOF UP UIF DPPMJOH
GVSOBDF'JSTU CFMUDPPMJOHTUBCJlizes the product. The next step is
hot-end coating. Transport must
be accomplished without any slippage to ensure that the product
stays properly positioned. The
spacing between the products is
reduced in the ware transfer for
optimum space utilization in the
DPPMJOHGVSOBDF$POUBDUCFUXFFO
the products must be avoided at
all costs.

BASE CRACKS
To withstand harsh operating conditions, inverted tooth
chains are usually made of highTUSFOHUI IFBUUSFBUFE TUFFM -JLF
all metals, steel is an excellent
heat conductor, which presents
a problem: the glass needs to

cool down during transport in
order to stabilize, but at the right
rate. If the hot product makes
contact with the inverted tooth
chain, heat ﬂows from the glass
to the chain. The inverted tooth
chain dissipates warmth from the
glass more quickly than it can
be resupplied by the surrounding glass. This results in areas
with different temperatures at
the contact points with the glass,
creating tension that can become
visible through micro-cracks
CBTFDSBDLT 8IFOUIFQSPEVDU
is cooled with air on the belt, this
effect does not occur. Air acts as
an insulator so the glass can continue to supply adequate warmth
and cool down slowly and evenly.

FLAME POLISHING
During ﬂame polishing, burners on the conveyor belt partially melt the product surfaces.
Inverted tooth chains can sustain
damage from exposure to high
UFNQFSBUVSFT 4UBJOMFTT TUFFM DBO
provide an adequate solution for
these applications.
HOT-END COATING
)PUFOE DPBUJOH TNPPUIFOT
surfaces and creates an excellent surface for subsequent coldFOE DPBUJOH $PBUJOH BHFOUT JO
combination with lubricants can
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damage the inverted tooth chain.
)PXFWFS  UIFSF BSF TUFQT ZPV
can take to protect the quality of
inverted tooth chains.

WAYS TO REGULATE THE
COOLING PROCESS
'JSTU UIFNFMUJUTFMGJTBEFDJTJWF
factor. A high alkaline content
(Arabic: “al qalya” = potassium
carbonate) reduces the tendency
towards base crack formation.
1PUBTTJVN DBSCPOBUF PS QPUBTI
is a network modiﬁer and ﬂuxing
agent.
/FUXPSL NPEJmFST BMUFS UIF
properties of glass by depositing atoms in the quartz network
and therefore disrupting the even
network structure. As a ﬂuxing
agent, potash lowers the melting temperature and thus the
processing temperature. A lower
processing temperature means
a smaller temperature difference between the glass and the
inverted tooth chain, and thus a
reduced heat transfer from the
glass into the chain.
An additional factor in preventing base cracks is the design
and shape of products. The base
of a bottle is curved inward
and the remaining circular ring
equipped with additional ﬂuting.
This reduces the contact surface with the inverted tooth chain

considerably.
'JOBMMZ UIFDPOTUSVDUJPOPGUIF
inverted tooth chain has a signiﬁcant impact on cooling processes. Tightly constructed chains
have a larger closed surface than
those with spacers or an openly
conﬁgured extended pitch.

THE RIGHT MATERIAL
4IPVME B DPNCJOBUJPO PG BMM
measures not eliminate base
cracks, stainless steel inverted
tooth chains could help to solve
UIF QSPCMFN 4UFFM XJUI B IJHI
nickel content reduces the withdrawal of heat from glass, which
is determined by thermal conducUJWJUZ NFBTVSFEJO8N, XBUU
per meter kelvin).
$PNQBSFE UP IFBUUSFBUFE
steels, the use of stainless steel
reduces the withdrawal of heat by
an approximate factor of 3. This
also reduces energy consumption
and cuts down on melt quantities.
IMPROVED SLIDING
CHARACTERISTICS
4PNF HMBTT CBTFT IBWF NJOJmal contact with the inverted
tooth chain. This disrupts the
sliding quality when shifting the
products on and off the chain.
The same applies to angled ﬂuting in the glass base. Renold has

developed a solution for these
challenges: toothed plate edges
are rounded off in an extra work
step. This keeps the contact area
to a minimum while reducing
sliding forces. In addition, the
risk of toppling during lateral
shifting is minimized, which is
especially important for tall, topheavy products. Rounded edges
can cut the forces required for
lateral shifting (both static and
sliding friction forces) by roughly
one half.
t3FEVDFTUIFSJTLPGCBTFDSBDLT
t3FEVDFT UPQQMJOH JO UPQQMF
prone bottles
t3FEVDFT UIF TMJEJOH SFTJTUBODF
of glassware
t*NQSPWFTTMJEJOHQSPQFSUJFT

THE RIGHT LAYOUT
Inverted tooth chains have a
lamellar design, which always
results in a gap between the individual link plates. The additional
integration of spacers and/or the
use of extended pitches increase
this gap, which promotes cooling.
ADVANTAGE: VARIETY
OF CHAIN TYPES
The correct selection of the
inverted tooth chain type, construction, and speciﬁc version
enables an ideal combination for
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Hollow glass equipment

HOLLOW GLASS EQUIPMENT
ations, and belt cooling requirements, the type and properties of
the product itself play a key role.
0GUFO  JOEJWJEVBM UFTUJOH  DPNbined with speciﬁc experience, is
required to ﬁnd the best solution:
t34  4UBOEBSE GPS VOJWFSTBM
VTF4VJUBCMFGPSNFEJVNTJ[FE
and large products. Air permeBCJMJUZBQQSPY
t353%'PSTNBMMHMBTTXBSF
and products prone to tipping.
"JS QFSNFBCJMJUZ BQQSPY 
-JNJUFECFMUDPPMJOH
t55&5  4VJUBCMF GPS VOJWFSsal use, also for small glassware
and products prone to tipping
thanks to a level surface. Air
permeability approx. 31%.
Good belt cooling.
t54&4  'PS NFEJVNTJ[FE
to large products. Air permeBCJMJUZ BQQSPY  &YDFMMFOU
CFMU DPPMJOH )JHIMZ TVJUBCMF
for glasses with a solid base or
large volume.

the speciﬁc requirements of an
application and the product to be
NBOVGBDUVSFE 0ODF BMM BTQFDUT
are considered, the result is economical production costs combined with error-free transport.
In short: utmost efﬁciency.
Despite this customizing, it
is a fact that few production
facilities manufacture the same
product day in and day out.
Instead, products tend to change
frequently: bottles are followed
by foodstuff jars, top-heavy
products by broad-based, stable
bottles. The main objective is
therefore to ﬁnd the best possible compromise, for example,
between cooling and standing
surface properties.
This requires ample experience
from practical applications and
extensive conﬁguration options.
8FDBOPGGFSZPVCPUI0VSSBOHF
of inverted tooth chains provides
unparalleled options worldwide.
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8FIBWFBMTPCFFODBUFSJOHUPUIF
speciﬁc needs of the glass industry for over 50 years.

ADVANTAGE: INDIVIDUAL
CONSTRUCTION
$PNQBSFE UP PUIFS QSPWJEFST 
Renold not only offers 1.5 mm
link plates in several different
DPOTUSVDUJPOT  CVU BMTP  NN
link plates with six additional
construction combinations. This
is the largest range of inverted
tooth chain versions worldwide.
The possibilities are virtually endless. This wide range of conﬁguration options only provides an
advantage in combination with
knowledge about critical factors.
The main objective is usually to
implement a suitable compromise for systems and the products to be manufactured.
In addition to the speciﬁc
functionality of the inverted tooth
chain, existing installation situ-
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PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
AND INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS
Because requirements change,
improvements are always possible, and a technological edge
can mean the world, Renold uses
the latest technical methods and
ﬁeld-speciﬁc knowledge needed
for the customers’ tasks, calculating and developing the most
suitable conﬁgurations. Inverted
tooth chains and sprockets are
perfectly matched throughout
planning. O
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KYP Accesories
Moderne Mecanique
OCMI OTG
Spami-OptrelStevanato Group

AUTOMATIC
WAREHOUSES
ACID POLISHING
EQUIPMENT
Luben Glass

AIR COOLING
SYSTEMS

AMPOULE
AFTER-FORMING
MACHINES/
LINES
KYP Accesories
Moderne Mecanique
OCMI OTG
Spami-Optrel-Stevanato
Group

KYP Accesories

AIR COOLING
SYSTEMS
FOR IS MACHINE
Revimac-Bottero

AIR COMPRESSORS
Pneumofore

ALLOYS FOR
MOULDS
Fima-Olimpia Fonderie
Fonderie Bartalesi
Fonderie Valdelsane

AMPOULE
FORMING
MACHINES/LINES
KYP Accesories
Moderne Mecanique
OCMI OTG
Spami-Optrel-Stevanato
Group

AMPOULE
PACKAGING
MACHINES
KYP Accesories
Moderne Mecanique
OCMI OTG
Spami-Optrel-Stevanato
Group

BATCH AND
CULLET HANDLING
SYSTEMS
EME
Falorni Tech
ZIPPE

BATCH/CULLET
PREHEATERS
Colorobbia
EME
GCG - Glass Consulting
Group
Sorg Nikolaus
ZIPPE

Zecchetti

BATCH PLANTS

AUTOMATION

Colorobbia
EME
Falorni Tech
GCG - Glass Consulting
Group
Glass Service
Horn
Tecoglas Limited
Teichmann, Henry F. /
E.W. Bowman
Vidromecanica
ZIPPE

EME
Fama
ZIPPE

BAG FILTERING
PLANTS
BDF Industries

BATCH
CHARGERS
BDF Industries
Colorobbia
EME
Falorni Tech
GCG - Glass Consulting
Group
Glass Service
Horn
MT Forni Industriali
Sorg Nikolaus
Stara Glass
Tecoglas Limited
ZIPPE

BLOWING
MACHINES
Bucher Emhart Glass
Forma Glas
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner
Waltec Maschinen

BURN-OFF
MACHINES
Forma Glas
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner
Waltec Maschinen
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BURNERS &
ACCESSORIES
BDF Industries
Car-Met
Falorni Tech
GCG - Glass Consulting
Group
KYP Accesories
Glass Service
Horn
Luben Glass
Moderne Mecanique
MT Forni Industriali
OCMI OTG
Sorg Nikolaus
Stara Glass
Tecoglas Limited
Waltec Maschinen

BURNERS/
LOW NOx
BDF Industries
Falorni Tech
GCG - Glass Consulting
Group
Glass Service
KYP Accesories
Sorg Nikolaus
Stara Glass

BURNERS/
OXY-FUEL
BDF Industries
Falorni Tech
Glass Service
KYP Accesories
MT Forni Industriali
Sorg Nikolaus

Moderne Mecanique
OCMI OTG

COLOURS &
ENAMELS

Stara Glass
Stewart Engineers
Tecoglas Limited
VMA
VPInstruments
Waltec Maschinen
XPAR Vision
ZIPPE

CAST IRON
FOR MOULDS

Bohemi Chemicals
Colorobbia
GCG - Glass Consulting
Group
Fluorital

CONVEYING
& STOCKING
SYSTEMS

CARPOULE
FORMING
MACHINES/LINES

Fima-Olimpia Fonderie
Fonderie Valdelsane

COATING OF
GLASS - SYSTEMS
& MATERIALS
(HOT- / COLD-END)
Bohemi Chemicals
Fluorital
Graphoidal
Developments
Horn
Luben Glass
Stewart Engineers
Tecoglas Limited
Vidromecanica

COGENERATION
AND
TRIGENERATION
THROUGHT
HEAT RECOVERY
SYSTEMS
BDF Industries

CAD DRAWING
Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies

CARPOULE
AFTER-FORMING
MACHINES/LINES
Moderne Mecanique
OCMI OTG
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COLD-END LINES
All Glass
Bucher Emhart Glass
Emmeti-Sipac
ERMI Glass Control
Forma Glas
Heye International
Iris Inspection Machines
KYP Accesories
MSK Covertech
OMS
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Regina Catene Calibrate
Stara Glass
Zecchetti

CONSULTING
SERVICES
BDF Industries
Bucher Emhart Glass
Colorobbia
Falorni Tech
futronic
GCG - Glass Consulting
Group
Horn
Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies
Luben Glass
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner
Stewart Engineers
Tecoglas Limited
Teichmann, Henry F. /
E.W. Bowman

CONTROL &
AUTOMATION
SYSTEMS
BDF Industries
Bottero
Bucher Emhart Glass
Colorobbia
ERMI Glass Control
Falorni Tech
futronic
GCG - Glass Consulting
Group
Glass Service
GPS - GlasproduktionsService
Horn
Iris Inspection
Machines
Luben Glass
MSK Covertech
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner

All Glass
MSK Covertech
OMS
Ramsey Products
Regina Catene Calibrate
Renold
Thimon

CONVEYOR BELTS
Car-Met
Forma Glas
Luben Glass
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner
Pennine
Ramsey Products
Regina Catene Calibrate
Renold
Revimac-Bottero
Vidromecanica
WBT
ZIPPE

CONVEYOR CHAINS
& SPROCKETS
(HOT-END)
Luben Glass
Pennine
Renold
Revimac-Bottero
Ramsey Products
Sheppee International
WBT
ZIPPE

CRACK-OFF
MACHINES
Forma Glas
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Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner
Waltec Maschinen

CROSS-CONVEYORS
BDF Industries
Bucher Emhart Glass
Car-Met
Fama
Forma Glas
GPS - GlasproduktionsService
Heye International
MT Forni Industriali
Ramsey Products
Regina Catene Calibrate
Renold
Revimac-Bottero
Sheppee International
Vidromecanica
Waltec Maschinen
WBT

CULLET
SEPARATION
& TREATMENT
SYSTEMS
EME
Falorni Tech
GCG - Glass Consulting
Group
Vidromecanica
ZIPPE

DATAMATRIX
READING DEVICES
TIAMA

DECORATING
MACHINES
Fermac
Forma Glas
Koenig & Bauer
Kammann

DECORATION
CUTTING
MACHINES
Waltec Maschinen

DECORATIVE
ENAMELS
Fluorital
GCG - Glass Consulting
Group

DEDUSTING
& FILTERING
SYSTEMS
BDF Industries

DOSING SYSTEMS:
COLD-END
EMULSIONS
GCG - Glass Consulting
Group
Graphoidal
Developments
Luben Glass
Revimac-Bottero
Vidromecanica

DOSING SYSTEMS:
COLD-END
SPRAY

futronic
GPS - GlasproduktionsService
Heye International
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner
Revimac-Bottero
Sheppee International

GCG - Glass Consulting
Group
Glass Service
Horn
Preriscaldo Forni
Sorg Nikolaus
Tecoglas Limited

DROPPER
AFTER-FORMING
MACHINES/
LINES

ELECTRODE
HOLDERS
INSTALLATION
COLD AND HOT
FURNACE

Moderne Mecanique
OCMI OTG

DROPPER
FORMING
MACHINES/LINES
Moderne Mecanique
OCMI OTG

ELECTRIC
BOOSTING SYSTEMS

Preriscaldo Forni

EMISSION
MONITORING
SYSTEMS
BDF Industries
Stewart Engineers

EMULSION
DOSING
SYSTEMS

AB. Technologies

BDF Industries
Colorobbia
Falorni Tech
GCG - Glass Consulting
Group
Glass Service
Sorg Nikolaus

DOSING SYSTEMS:
CUTTING GOB
LUBRICATION

ELECTRONIC
CONTROL
SYSTEMS AND IT

ENERGY
RECOVERING
SYSTEMS

Graphoidal
Developments
Luben Glass
Revimac-Bottero

BDF Industries
futronic
Glass Service
Sorg Nikolaus
Waltec Maschinen
ZIPPE

BDF Industries
Falorni Tech
Luben Glass
Stara Glass
ZIPPE

DRIVE SYSTEMS /
VARIABLE
SPEED
BDF Industries
Bottero

ELECTRODE
HOLDERS
Colorobbia

Graphoidal
Developments
Luben Glass
Revimac-Bottero

ENGINEERING
SERVICES
Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies
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ENGRAVING
MACHINES
TIAMA

EXHAUST
SILENCERS MUFFLERS
Generalmatic

FEEDERS &
MECHANISMS
BDF Industries
Bottero
Bucher Emhart Glass
Fama
Forma Glas
Glass Service
GPS - GlasproduktionsService
Heye International
Luben Glass
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner
Revimac-Bottero
Waltec Maschinen

FIBERGLASS
/ GLASSWOOL
PRODUCTION
LINES,
EQUIPMENT &
PRODUCTS
Colorobbia
Falorni Tech
Glass Service
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner
Teichmann, Henry F. /
E.W. Bowman
WBT

FINISHING
MACHINES
KYP Accesories
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FIRE
POLISHERS &
EQUIPMENT

FORMING: TIN/
FLOAT BATH
FURNACE

futronic
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner
Vidromecanica
Waltec Maschinen

Stewart Engineers

FLOW METERS
VPInstruments

FOREHEARTHS
& SYSTEMS
BDF Industries
Bottero
Colorobbia
Falorni Tech
Fusiontec-Revimac
GCG - Glass Consulting
Group
Glass Service
Horn
MT Forni Industriali
Revimac-Bottero
Sorg Nikolaus
Stara Glass
Tecoglas Limited
Teichmann, Henry F. /
E.W. Bowman

FORMING
MACHINES
Amig
BDF Industries
Bottero
Bucher Emhart Glass
Forma Glas
GPS - GlasproduktionsService
Heye International
KYP Accesories
OCMI OTG
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner
Revimac-Bottero
Spami-Optrel-Stevanato
Group
Waltec Maschinen
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FURNACES:
BUBBLING
SYSTEMS
BDF Industries
Falorni Tech
GCG - Glass Consulting
Group
Glass Service
Preriscaldo Forni
Sorg Nikolaus
Stara Glass

FURNACES:
CLEANING
SYSTEMS
Glass Service
Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies
Preriscaldo Forni

FURNACES:
DRAINING
SYSTEMS
Falorni Tech
GCG - Glass
Consulting Group
Glass Service
Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies
Preriscaldo Forni
Sorg Nikolaus
Stara Glass

FURNACES:
ELECTRIC
Colorobbia
Falorni Tech
Glass Service
KYP Accesories

Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies
Sorg Nikolaus

FURNACES:
HEAT-UP
BDF Industries
Falorni Tech
Glass Service
Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies
Preriscaldo Forni
Sorg Nikolaus
Stara Glass

FURNACES:
HOT CULLET
FILLING
Falorni Tech
Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies
Preriscaldo Forni
Stara Glass

FURNACES:
MELTING
BDF Industries
Colorobbia
Falorni Tech
Glass Service
Horn
Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies
MT Forni Industriali
Sorg Nikolaus
Stara Glass
Tecoglas Limited
Teichmann, Henry F. /
E.W. Bowman

FURNACES:
METAL
STRUCTURES
BDF Industries
Car-Met
Colorobbia
Falorni Tech
Glass Service
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Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies
Stara Glass
Teichmann, Henry F. /
E.W. Bowman

Teichmann, Henry F. /
E.W. Bowman

Vidromecanica
ZIPPE

GASES

FURNACES:
OXY-FUEL OR
RECUPERATIVE

Glass Service

GOB WEIGHT
CONTROL SYSTEMS

BDF Industries
Colorobbia
Falorni Tech
Glass Service
Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies
MT Forni Industriali
Sorg Nikolaus
Stara Glass
Teichmann, Henry F. /
E.W. Bowman

FURNACES:
PREHEATING
SYSTEMS
Colorobbia
Commersald Impianti
Falorni Tech
Glass Service
Horn
Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner
Preriscaldo Forni
Sorg Nikolaus
Tecoglas Limited

FURNACES:
REPAIR,
MAINTENANCE &
REVAMPING

GLASS BRICK
PRODUCTION
LINES
Amig
Colorobbia
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner
Waltec Maschinen

GLASS LEVEL
CONTROL
DEVICES
BDF Industries
Falorni Tech
GCG - Glass Consulting
Group
Glass Service
Horn
MT Forni Industriali
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner
Sorg Nikolaus
Stara Glass
Tecoglas Limited
ZIPPE

GLASS
METALISATION
PROCESS
MATERIALS
Fluorital

BDF Industries
Colorobbia
Falorni Tech
Glass Service
Horn
Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies
Sorg Nikolaus
Stara Glass
Stewart Engineers
Tecoglas Limited

GLASS RECYCLING
PLANTS
Colorobbia
Falorni Tech
GCG - Glass Consulting
Group

BDF Industries
Bucher Emhart Glass
GPS - GlasproduktionsService
Heye International
Waltec Maschinen
XPAR Vision

HANDLING
EQUIPMENT
All Glass
BDF Industries
Bottero
Bucher Emhart Glass
Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies
Luben Glass
MSK Covertech
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner
OMS
Regina Catene Calibrate
Revimac-Bottero
Sheppee International

HEAT
RECUPERATORS
BDF Industries
Falorni Tech
Glass Service
Horn
Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies
Luben Glass
MT Forni Industriali
Sorg Nikolaus
Stara Glass
Tecoglas Limited

HEAT
REGENERATION
PLANTS
Falorni Tech
Glass Service
Horn

Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies
Luben Glass
Tecoglas Limited

HEAT RESISTORS
Horn
Tecoglas Limited

HEATING SYSTEMS
Colorobbia
Falorni Tech
Glass Service
Horn
Tecoglas Limited

HIGH
TEMPERATURE
INSULATION
PRODUCTS
Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies

HOT-END PROCESS
MONITORING
SOLUTIONS
TIAMA

HOT GLASS
CONTACT
MATERIALS
Bucher Emhart Glass
Luben Glass
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner
Sheppee International

HOT GLASS
SCRAPERS
Car-Met
Falorni Tech
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GCG - Glass Consulting
Group
Vidromecanica
ZIPPE

INFRARED
THERMOMETERS
GCG - Glass Consulting
Group
KYP Accesories
Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies

INJECTION
MACHINES
Heye International
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner

INSPECTION
HOLES IN THE
BOTTOM FURNACE
Preriscaldo Forni

INSPECTION
MACHINES:
COLD-END
AGR International
Bucher Emhart Glass
ERMI Glass Control
Forma Glas
Heye International
KYP Accesories
Iris Inspection Machines
Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies
Regina Catene Calibrate
Stara Glass
TIAMA
VMA

INSPECTION
MACHINES:
HOT-END
BDF Industries
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Bucher Emhart Glass
Heye International
KYP Accesories
Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies
Moderne Mecanique
OCMI OTG
Stara Glass
TIAMA
XPAR Vision

Heye International
Luben Glass
Revimac-Bottero

LABORATORY
FURNACES
POLARISCOPES

SKS - Sorg Karrena
Service

MARKING
MACHINES
Sorg Nikolaus

MT Forni Industriali

INSPECTION
MACHINES: VIALS
& AMPOULES
AGR International
Iris Inspection Machines
KYP Accesories
Moderne Mecanique
OCMI OTG
Spami-Optrel-Stevanato
Group

I.S. MACHINES
BDF Industries
Bottero
Bucher Emhart Glass
Fama
GPS - GlasproduktionsService
Heye International

I.S. MACHINE
LUBRICATION
SYSTEMS
BDF Industries
Bucher Emhart Glass
GPS - GlasproduktionsService
Graphoidal
Developments
Heye International
Luben Glass
Revimac-Bottero

LASER
CUTTING
MACHINES
Forma Glas
Waltec Maschinen

LEHR DRIVES
Heye International

LEHRS:
ANNEALING
Antonini
Falorni Tech
Heye International
KYP Accesories
Moderne Mecanique
MT Forni Industriali
OCMI OTG
Vidromecanica

LEHRS:
DECORATING
Antonini
MT Forni Industriali
Vidromecanica

AGR International
BDF Industries
Bucher Emhart Glass
futronic
Horn
KYP Accesories
Luben Glass
Stara Glass
Tecoglas Limited
VMA
VPInstruments
Waltec Maschinen
XPAR Vision

MIXERS
EME
Eurostar Concrete
Technology
GCG - Glass Consulting
Group
KYP Accesories
MT Forni Industriali
Teka
ZIPPE

MONITORING
SOFTWARE
VPInstruments

I.S. MACHINE
RECONDITIONING

MAINTENANCE
AND REPAIR
SERVICES

BDF Industries
Bucher Emhart Glass
GPS - GlasproduktionsService

Forma Glas
Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies
Revimac-Bottero
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MEASUREMENT
& CONTROL
SYSTEMS

MOULDS
Busellato Glass Moulds
Changshu Jianhua Mould
Technology
Fama
Fonderie Bartalesi
Luben Glass
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Merkad
Ofﬁcine SL
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner
Perego Giancarlo
Strada
Waltec Maschinen

Luben Glass

MOULDS:
CLEANING/
POLISHING
MACHINES

Luben Glass

BDF Industries
Ecotecne
Luben Glass

MOULDS:
COMPONENTS
& ACCESSORIES
Busellato Glass Moulds
Changshu Jianhua Mould
Technology
Luben Glass
Merkad
Ofﬁcine SL
Perego Giancarlo

MOULDS:
INSPECTION
SYSTEMS
Luben Glass

MOULDS:
POLISHING
MACHINES

MOULDS:
PREHEATING
OVENS
Antonini
Car-Met
MT Forni Industriali
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner
Revimac-Bottero
Vidromecanica

MOULDS:
WELDING LINES
Commersald Impianti

MOULDS &
PLUNGERS
COATING
SYSTEMS &
MATERIALS

Perego Giancarlo
Revimac-Bottero
Strada

PALLETIZING/
DEPALLETIZING
LINES
All Glass
Emmeti-Sipac
Messersì Packaging
MSK Covertech
OMS
Regina Catene Calibrate
Zecchetti

PASTE MOULD
MACHINES
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner

PLANT UTILITIES
Colorobbia
GCG - Glass Consulting
Group
Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies
Luben Glass
Pneumofore

PLATINUM
FEEDER SYSTEMS

Bucher Emhart Glass
GPS - GlasproduktionsService
Luben Glass
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner
Perego Giancarlo
Revimac-Bottero
Waltec Maschinen

POLISHING/
GRINDING
MACHINES
Forma Glas
Luben Glass
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner

POPPET VALVES
Generalmatic

PRESS MACHINES
Amig
Bucher Emhart Glass
Forma Glas
Waltec Maschinen

PRESS & BLOW
MACHINES

Busellato Glass Moulds
Changshu Jianhua Mould
Technology
Commersald Impianti
Merkad

BDF Industries
Forma Glas
Glass Service
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner

Amig
Bucher Emhart Glass
GPS - GlasproduktionsService
Heye International
Messersì Packaging
Waltec Maschinen

Graphoidal
Developments
Luben Glass

NECK RINGS

PLUNGER HONING
MACHINES

PRESS
RECONDITIONING

Bottero

Luben Glass

MOULDS:
MAINTENANCE
EQUIPMENT

BDF Industries
Bucher Emhart Glass
Busellato Glass Moulds
Changshu Jianhua Mould
Technology
Fama
Fonderie Bartalesi
Heye International
Luben Glass

PLUNGERS &
MECHANISMS

PUSHERS

MOULDS:
LUBRICANTS &
SPRAY EQUIPMENT

Ecotecne

BDF Industries

BDF Industries
Bottero
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Car-Met
EME
Forma Glas
GPS - GlasproduktionsService
Heye International
Luben Glass
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner
Sheppee International
Waltec Maschinen

RAW
MATERIALS

REFRACTORIES
INSTALLATION
SERVICES
Bucher Emhart Glass
Colorobbia
Falorni Tech
Fusiontec-Revimac
Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies
SKS - Sorg Karrena
Service
Teichmann, Henry F. /
E.W. Bowman

SANDBLASTING
MACHINES
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner

SAW
MACHINES
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner

Bohemi Chemicals
Colorobbia
Fonderie Bartalesi
GCG - Glass Consulting
Group
Minerali Industriali

REPLACEMENT
PARTS

SECOND-HAND
EQUIPMENT

Luben Glass
Waltec Maschinen

RECYCLING
PROCESSES

ROBOTS: BALL
GATHERERS

EME
Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies

Falorni Tech
Glass Service
Waltec Maschinen

BDF Industries
ERMI Glass Control
Falorni Tech
Forma Glas
Heye International
Horn
KYP Accesories
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner
Tecoglas Limited
Vidromecanica

RECYCLING
SYSTEMS

ROBOTS:
HANDLING &
PACKAGING

Colorobbia
Falorni Tech
GCG - Glass Consulting
Group
Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies
ZIPPE

REFRACTORIES
Bucher Emhart Glass
Falorni Tech
Fusiontec-Revimac
Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies
Luben Glass
S.I.G.MA.
Waltec Maschinen
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All Glass
Emmeti-Sipac
Falorni Tech
KYP Accesories
Messersì Packaging
MSK Covertech
Spami-Optrel-Stevanato
Group
Thimon
Waltec Maschinen

ROTATING
TABLES
Messersì Packaging
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner
Waltec Maschinen
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SERVICES
EME
Forma Glas
Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies

SHEAR BLADES
BDF Industries
Heye International
Luben Glass
WBT

SHEAR BLADES
LUBRICANTS
Graphoidal
Developments
Luben Glass

SHEAR SYSTEMS
BDF Industries
Bottero
Falorni Tech
Forma Glas
GPS - GlasproduktionsService
Graphoidal
Developments
Heye International
Luben Glass
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner
Revimac-Bottero
Waltec Maschinen

SHUTTLE CARS
Zecchetti

STRETCH &
SHRINK FILM
WRAP MACHINES
All Glass
Messersì Packaging
MSK Covertech
Thimon
Zecchetti

SHRINK OVENS
Messersì Packaging
Thimon

SILKSCREEN
INKS
Fluorital

SILKSCREEN
PRINTING LINES:
HOLLOWARE &
TABLEWARE
Fermac
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SILKSCREEN
PRINTING
LINES: VIALS &
AMPOULES
Moderne Mecanique
OCMI OTG

SOFTWARE
BDF Industries
Bottero
Bucher Emhart Glass
futronic
Heye International
Luben Glass
TIAMA
Vertech’
VPInstruments
Waltec Maschinen

SPINNING
MACHINES
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner
Waltec Maschinen

STACKERS
All Glass
BDF Industries
Bottero
Bucher Emhart Glass
Car-Met
Emmeti-Sipac
Fama
Luben Glass
MT Forni Industriali
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner
Regina Catene Calibrate
Revimac-Bottero
Sheppee International
Vidromecanica
Waltec Maschinen
Zecchetti

STEMWARE
PRODUCTION LINES
Falorni Tech

Forma Glas
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner
Vidromecanica
Waltec Maschinen

STEMWARE
SEALING
MACHINES
Falorni Tech
Forma Glas
OCMI OTG
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner
Waltec Maschinen

STIRRERS
BDF Industries
Bottero
Colorobbia
Falorni Tech
Fusiontec-Revimac
GCG - Glass Consulting
Group
Glass Service
Luben Glass
MT Forni Industriali
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner
Revimac-Bottero
Stara Glass
Vidromecanica

SUCTION
GATHERERS
Falorni Tech
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner

TAKE-OUT
DEVICES
& EQUIPMENT
BDF Industries
Bottero
Bucher Emhart Glass
Falorni Tech
Forma Glas
GPS - GlasproduktionsService

Luben Glass
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner
Ramsey Products
Renold
Vidromecanica
Waltec Maschinen

TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENT &
CONTROL
BDF Industries
Bucher Emhart Glass
Falorni Tech
Graphoidal
Developments
KYP Accesories
Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies
XPAR Vision

TEMPERING
LINES
Vidromecanica
Waltec Maschinen

THERMAL
CLEANING
SYSTEMS FOR
FURNACES
Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies
Preriscaldo Forni

THERMAL
SHOCK
TEST MACHINE
Vidromecanica

THERMOCOUPLES
& ASSEMBLIES
Falorni Tech
GCG - Glass Consulting
Group

Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies
Seter

THERMO SHOCK
MACHINE
BDF Industries

TIN OXIDE
ELECTRODES
& CONNECTORS
Horn
Tecoglas Limited

TRAY
FORMERS
Zecchetti

TOOLS &
EQUIPMENT
Bottero
Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies
Luben Glass
VPInstruments
WBT

TUBING LINES
Falorni Tech
Olivotto-Antas-LynchLindner

TURNKEY
PLANTS
ENGINEERING &
CONSTRUCTION
Amig
BDF Industries
Colorobbia
Falorni Tech
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EME
Glass Service
Lizmontagens Thermal
Technologies
Spami-Optrel-Stevanato
Group
Stewart Engineers
Teichmann, Henry F. /
E.W. Bowman
Waltec Maschinen

UV LAMPS
Graphoidal
Developments

VACUUM PUMPS

OCMI OTG
Spami-Optrel-Stevanato
Group

Pneumofore

VIAL AFTER
- FORMING
MACHINES/
LINES
KYP Accesories
Moderne Mecanique
OCMI OTG
Spami-Optrel-Stevanato
Group

VACUUM PLANTS
& ACCESSORIES

VIAL FORMING
MACHINES/LINES

Pneumofore

Moderne Mecanique

VIAL PACKAGING
MACHINES
KYP Accesories
Moderne Mecanique
OCMI OTG
Spami-Optrel-Stevanato
Group

VIBRATING
EQUIPMENT
Stara Glass
ZIPPE

e
n
i
l
n
o
s
s
a
gl service
web

WASTE GAS
CLEANING
SYSTEMS
BDF Industries

WASTE GASES
DUCT WORKS AND
VALVES CLEANING
SYSTEMS
BDF Industries

WATER CLEANING
SYSTEMS
BDF Industries
Graphoidal
Developments
ZIPPE

In the following pages, readers will ﬁnd a highly useful guide to advertisers
of this issue who are exhibiting in Düsseldorf, Germany, at glasstec 2018

COMPANY

HALL & STAND

AGR INTERNATIONAL

14

C28

ALL GLASS

13

G15

ANTONINI

13

BDF INDUSTRIES

COMPANY

HALL & STAND

F03

OCMI-OTG
AMIG - MODERNE MECANIQUE
MT FORNI INDUSTRIALI
OCMI INDIA

13 F15-F19

13

E55

OLIVOTTO GLASS TECHNOLOGIES

13

D53

BUCHER EMHART GLASS

13

D33

OMS GROUP

13

E71

BUSELLATO GLASS MOULDS

13

D12

GIANCARLO PEREGO

13

G71

CAR-MET

13

G09

RAMSEY PRODUCTS

13

A61

COMMERSALD IMPIANTI

13

A03

REGINA CHAIN

15

C13

EMMETI / SIPAC

13

C64

REVIMAC - BOTTERO GROUP

13

E15

EUROSTAR

15

A56

S.I.G.MA. GROUP

13

E72

FAMA

13

F29

NIKOLAUS SORG

15

B39

FERMAC

12

A19

STARA GLASS

13

A30

FIMA-OLIMPIA FONDERIE

13

A48

STRADA

13

E45

FONDERIE BARTALESI

13

A13

TECO GROUP

13

B62

FONDERIE VALDELSANE

13

B03

HENRY F. TEICHMANN

13

B47-5

FUSIONTEC

13

E15

GCG - GLASS CONSULTING
GROUP

TIAMA

14

F34

13

A31

VERTECH’

14

A34

GLASS SERVICE

13

F13

VIDROMECANICA

14

F13

HEYE INTERNATIONAL

14

C12

VMA

14

A21

HORN GLASS INDUSTRIES

13

B33

VPINSTRUMENTS

14

E56

IRIS INSPECTION MACHINES

14

C22

WALTEC

13

B45

KOENIG & BAUER KAMMANN

12

B33

WBT

10

H19

LIZMONTAGENS

15

C41

XPAR VISION

13

D15

LUBEN GLASS

14

F03

ZECCHETTI

13

F73

MERKAD MAKINA

14

G03

ZIPPE

13

A31

Pick up your free copy at:
Hall 14 Stand F62
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HALL 14
STAND C28

AGR INTERNATIONAL

AGR INTERNATIONAL

PEOPLE TO CONTACT AT OUR STAND
Marco Palma ¤Û;aj][lgjÛg^ÛJYd]kÛ¬ÛJ]jna[]ÛÛÝÛÛDavid Dineff - Marketing Director

PRODUCT BEING PROMOTED
Agr will introduce its latest offering in its dimensional gauging product group, the Dimensional Sampling Gauge Series
400. While retaining much of the framework of the previous versions, the DSG400 incorporates new hardware,
features and capabilities that further improve the handling, throughput, precision, communication and measurement
functions of the Dimensional Sampling Gauge (DSG) product line. The DSG400 also provides optimized bottle positioning and software in conjunction with seamless integration of Agr’s Thickness 360® measurement system to facilitate
highly accurate thickness measurement of the complete body sidewall, on even small pharmaceutical ware.
Another introduction will take place with Agr’s all-new coating measurement system, the Combined Coating Measurement System (CCMS). The system will provide customers with the capability of utilizing one
machine to measure both ﬁnish and body coating. To facilitate ease of use and accuracy,
the new unit features one-touch operation and totally automated measurement.
Agr invites visitors to its stand for an in-depth discussion and demonstration of the
new DSG400 and CCMS - to learn how its brands can be protected by incorporating
Agr equipment in their quality management program.
In addition, the Agr booth will also feature a display by American Glass Research, with
representatives from American Glass Research present to discuss
the latest portfolio of services for the glass container industry, allnew training programs, design and testing services as well as expanded analytical test offerings.
Agr International, Inc. offers a complete line of equipment and services to the glass container industry. As an industry leader for over 90 years, Agr is committed to provide the
glass container industry with the most technologically advanced products available for
quality control and productivity improvement.

ALL GLASS S.R.L.
PEOPLE TO CONTACT
AT OUR STAND

ÝÛGYdd]laraf_£
Depalletizing systems
ÝÛ :gd\¤<f\Ûdaf]k

COMPANY PROFILE
ALL GLASS S.r.l. is a well-known reliable
supplier in the glass industry.
The company is able to design and supply
turnkey cold-end lines, ranging from lehrs
to palletizers, including cullet conveyors,
accumulating tables, bottle inverters, elevators and lowerators.
Our range of products can also provide
customers with the following, according to
their requests:
ÝÛ kh][aYdÛ\]na[]kÛkm[`ÛYkÛnaZjYlaf_ÛlYZd]kÛ
dividers, sorters, spacers, orientators,
motorized edges, etc.;
ÝÛ eYfmYdÛYf\ÛYmlgeYla[Û\]hYdd]lar]jk
ÝÛ hYdd]lÛljYfkhgjlÛdaf]kÛ^mddqÛ]imahh]\Ûoal`ÛYddÛ
necessary accessories such as deviators,
rotating and modular built chain and roller
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conveyors, shuttle cars and LGV;
ÝÛ k]ea¤YmlgeYla[Û Yf\Û YmlgeYla[Û k`jafcÛ
packaging machines for pharmaceutical
and food glass containers;
ÝÛ egmd\Ûhj]¤`]Ylaf_Û^mjfY[]k
With the aim of increasing the ﬂexibility of
its pal-depal systems, ALL GLASS started
installing 4- and 6-axes robots some years
ago, and, thanks to their simple use and
reduced maintenance, the number of such
installations is growing monthly.
Moreover, thanks to the extensive and diversiﬁed experience of the company’s technical management in the glass industry,
it can follow its customers step by step,
providing reliable after-sales service and
assistance.
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www.agrintl.com

HALL 13
STAND G15

PRODUCTS BEING
PROMOTED

Francesco Diemmi,
Matteo Bevini,
Costantino Pecciarelli,
Paolo Beatini
Sales Managers

615 Whitestown Road
Butler, PA 16001
USA
+1-724-482-2163
 +1-724-482-2767
agrsales@agrintl.com

ALL GLASS S.R.L.
Via Cesare Sarti, 20
43029 Traversetolo (PR) - Italy
+39 - 0521 - 340810
 +39 - 0521 - 340805
info@allglass.it

www.allglass.it
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ANTONINI S.r.l.
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HALL 13
STAND F03
ANTONINI S.R.L.
Via Medaglie d’Oro della Resistenza 2
50053 Empoli (FI) - Italy
+39 - 0571 - 93221
 +39 - 0571 - 931828
com@antoninisrl.com

PEOPLE TO CONTACT AT OUR STAND
Barbara Antonini, Francesca Antonini,
Massimo Antonini, Lorenzo Frediani, Giuseppe Gobbo,
Andrea Bassi, Giacomo Orselli
Sales Managers

www.antoninisrl.com

PRODUCT BEING PROMOTED
ÝÛ8ff]Ydaf_Ûd]`jkÛ
ÝÛKgm_`]faf_Ûd]`jkÛ
ÝÛ;][gjYlaf_Ûd]`jkÛ
ÝÛDgmd\Ûhj]`]Ylaf_Ûgn]fkÛ
ÝÛ8ff]Ydaf_Ûd]`j
ÝÛ;][gjYlaf_Ûd]`j
ÝÛK]eh]jaf_ÛC]`jk
ÝÛEakÛC]`j

ÝÛK`]jeYdÛk`g[cÛd]`j
ÝÛDgmd\Ûhj]`]Ylaf_Ûcadf
ÝÛ:gd\Û]f\ÛkhjYqÛ
and dosing unit
ÝÛJ[jYh]j
ÝÛLh_jY\af_Û
and overhauling

BDF INDUSTRIES S.p.A.
PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED
ÝÛ=FID@E> Gob Forming, Delivery, Distributor
IS Machines, Servo Mechanisms (feeder, invert), Ware
?Yf\daf_Û¨8GÛhmk`]jÛ[gfn]qgjÛljYfk^]jÛo`]]dÛ[jgkkÛ[gfn]qgjÛ klY[c]jÛ Yf[addYja]k©Û MYjaYZd]Û <imahe]flÛ =gjeaf_Û
Gjg[]kkÛ ¨Zdgo¤ZdgoÛ hj]kkÛ Yf\Û ZdgoÛ EEG9©Û :gfljgdÛ Jqkl]ekÛ¬ÛGjg[]kkÛ:gfljgdÛ8f[addYja]kÛ

HALL 13
STAND E55

BDF INDUSTRIES S.P.A.
Viale dell’Industria, 40
36100 Vicenza - Italy
+39 - 0444 - 286100
 +39 - 0444 - 286299
bdf@bdf.it

Sales Department:
sales@bdf.it
Marketing Department:
marketing@bdf.it

ÝÛD<CK@E>Û<f_af]]jaf_ÛYf\Û^]YkaZadalqÛÛklm\a]kÛ=mjfY[]kÛ
Ngjcaf_¤<f\kÛ ¬Û =gj]`]Yjl`kÛ I]_]f]jYlan]Û <f\¤=aj]\Û
¬Û :jgkk¤=aj]\Û I][mh]jYlan]Û Jlajj]jkÛ 9Yl[`Û :`Yj_]jkÛ
Glass Level 3.1.
ÝÛ8LKFD8K@FEÛ9Yl[`ÛGdYflÛ:gfljgdÛÛ=mjfY[]Û:gfljgdÛ
Ngjcaf_Û<f\Û¬Û=gj]`]Yjl`kÛ:gfljgdÛ<f]j_qÛDgfalgjaf_Û
<eakkagfÛDgfalgjaf_ÛnaYÛGC:ÛYf\ÛJ:8;8ÛJqkl]ekÛLladala]kÛ
ÝÛ<E<I>PÛ=adl]jaf_ÛYf\Û<f]j_qÛI][gn]jqÛJqkl]ekÛ:ggeneration and Trigeneration Systems. Waste Gases
Treatment, Compressor Line Control System, Smart
Glass Factory.
ÝÛJ<IM@:<J Assistance for installation and overhauling,
Gob Forming and Delivery, IS Machines, Servo MechanikekÛ NYj]Û ?Yf\daf_Û MYjaYZd]Û <imahe]flÛ =gjeaf_Û Gjg[]kkÛ:gfljgdÛJqkl]ekÛ¬ÛGjg[]kkÛ:gfljgdÛ8f[addYja]kÛ@JÛ
Machine overhauling, Melting minor repair
ÝÛ<E>@E<<I@E>ÛTurnkey plants and plant co-management.

www.bdf.it

PEOPLE TO CONTACT
AT OUR STAND
Our sales and technical staff
will be glad to meet you.
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BUSELLATO GLASS MOULDS
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HALL 13
STAND D12
BUSELLATO GLASS MOULDS

PEOPLE TO CONTACT AT OUR STAND

Via Enrico Mattei, 13 - 30020
Summaga di Portogruaro (VE)
Italy
+39 - 0421 - 276987
 +39 - 0421 - 276100
info@busellatoglassmoulds.com

Walter Busellato - Managing Director
Barbara Cusan - Foreign Trade Manager
COMPANY PROFILE

www.busellatoglassmoulds.com

Founded in 1976 as a workshop for the repair and maintenance of glass moulds, Busellato Glass Moulds is now wellknown for its ability to create moulds for the most complex
glass containers of any size and shape: round, square, triangular, etc, from 5 milliliters to 13 liters capacity, all with intri[Yl]Û\][gjYlagfkÛYf\Û]f_jYnaf_kÛ@fÛ~kÛ9mk]ddYlgÛ>dYkkÛ
Moulds adopted automatic metallization, becoming the ﬁrst
egmd\ÛeYc]jÛafÛ<mjgh]ÛlgÛo]d\ÛalkÛZjgfr]ÛYmlgeYla[YddqÛK`]Û
company is an emblem of innovation and technology. With
the second generation of the family now in charge, the company’s expansion and activities are continuing to develop at
a fast pace. The current challenge is to enable this specialist
mould manufacturer to satisfy the most diverse and difﬁcult
requests by availing itself of experienced and well trained
mould manufacturing staff. The company’s expert technicians are already prepared to comply with the most demanding customers needs. Today the company occupies 4,500
square meters of production area and 1,100 square meters
of ofﬁce space. In response to clients’ growing demand for
economization and quality control, an area exclusively dedicated to mould maintenance has been established and is now
fully operational.

EMHART GLASS SA
PEOPLE TO CONTACT
AT OUR STAND
Martin JetterÛ¤ÛGj]ka\]flÛ
Werner GessnerÛ¤ÛMa[]ÛGj]ka\]flÛg^ÛJYd]k
Matthias KümmerleÛ¤ÛMa[]ÛGj]ka\]flÛK][`fgdg_q
Representatives of Emhart Glass

PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED
Gjg\m[lkÛ gfÛ \akhdYqÛ YlÛ l`]Û Bucher Emhart Glass
Zggl`ÛoaddÛaf[dm\]ÛYfÛ9@JÛk][lagfÛ]imahh]\ÛafÛljahd]¤
gob and quad-gob conﬁgurations, showing the
ease of switching between centre distances, and
carrying out rapid job changes. In addition, this
9@JÛ k][lagfÛ oaddÛ \]egfkljYl]Û YddÛ l`]Û dYl]klÛ k]fkgjÛ
technologies enabling closed loop functionalities.
9m[`]jÛ<e`YjlÛ>dYkk¿Û_dYkkl][ÛklYf\ÛoaddÛYdkgÛ^]Yture the ﬁrm’s FleXinspect T vision inspection machine in its very latest conﬁguration and powered
ZqÛJ:FLKÛ
8\\alagfYddqÛ9<>ÛoaddÛ^]Ylmj]Ûl`]Û=d]p:gfljgdÛ:]fl]j
YÛeYbgjÛZmad\af_ÛZdg[cÛ^gjÛl`]Û<f\ÛlgÛ<f\ÛkljYl]_q
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HALL 13
STAND D33

EMHART GLASS SA
Hinterbergstrasse 22
CH-6330 Cham
Switzerland
+41 - 41 - 7494200
+41 - 41 - 7494271

www.emhartglass.com

P R E V I E W S

CAR-MET Srl

2 0 1 8

HALL 13
STAND G09
CAR-MET SRL

PEOPLE TO CONTACT AT OUR STAND

Via Cavour, 9 - 31010 Cimetta Di
Codogne’ (TV) - Italy
+39 - 0438 - 794784
 +39 - 0438 - 795320
info@carmetspa.it

Antonio Zanin ¤Û Gj]ka\]fl
Mario Zanin - Sales Manager
@fl]jfYlagfYdÛ:8I¤D<KÛ8_]flk

www.carmetspa.it

PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED
ÝÛ 8ff]Ydaf_ÛYf\
decorating lehrs
ÝÛ K]eh]jaf_Ûdaf]k
ÝÛ C]`jkÛ^gjÛkh][aYdÛmk]

ÝÛ Dgmd\Ûhj]¤`]Ylaf_Ûgn]fk
ÝÛ JlY[c]jk
ÝÛ :jgkkÛ[gfn]qgjk
ÝÛ ?glÛ_dYkkÛk[jYh]jk

COMPANY PROFILE
:8I¤D<K has been dedicating its activities to the hollow
glass and decorating industry for 53 years. It has developed its own technology aiming to improve the performance
of its machines, always assuring lower consumption.
Strategic choices have been made to offer customers the
highest technology available on the market.
:8I¤D<KÛ `YkÛ [gehd]l]Û [gfljgdÛ g^Û l`]Û [gfkljm[lagfÛ g^Û alkÛ
machines: design, structure, mechanical components,
combustion installation, burners and electrical installation,
which are carried out inside the Italian plant. This system
enables to control and assure quality standards, enabling
to respect delivery terms, to have spare parts always available and to be always in the condition to satisfy customers’
requests.

COMMERSALD IMPIANTI S.r.l.
PEOPLE TO CONTACT AT OUR STAND
Û

DYkkaegÛKja_Yja - General Manager
Claudio Corni - Welding Division
Anna Loschi - Sales Division

HALL 13
STAND A03

COMMERSALD
IMPIANTI S.R.L.
Via Labriola, 42 - 41123 Modena
Italy
+39 - 059 - 822374
 +39 - 059 - 333099
info@commersald.com

www.commersald.com

PRODUCT BEING PROMOTED
s GK8Ûoal`Ûhgo\]jÛ
welding machines
s IgZglÛhdYflkÛ^gjÛGK8Ûo]d\af_Û
complete with:
¤Û GK8Ûo]d\af_ÛeY[`af]Û
Cartesian motion system;
¤Û E:ÛeY[`af]k
s Gjg_jYeeaf_Û[gfkgd]
s GK8Ûo]d\af_Ûhgo\]jkÛ
s ?<8KÛ¤Û@f\m[lagfÛhj]¤`]Ylaf_Ûkqkl]ek
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EMMETI S.p.A. / SIPAC S.p.A.

2 0 1 8

HALL 13
STAND C64

PEOPLE TO CONTACT
AT OUR STAND
EMMETI S.p.A.

@Ye]kÛK]kYmjaÛ
Gj]ka\]flÛ¤Û<ee]la
Corrado Azzali
Gj]ka\]flÛ¤ÛJahY[Û
Fausto Savazzi
Ma[]ÛGj]ka\]flÛ¦Û<ee]la
Fabrizio Boschi
Sales Director
;ge]fa[gÛKYjYflgdgÛ
Andrea Bertinelli
Sales Managers
Elisa Zambrelli
Sara Morini
Customer Care Service

Via G. Galilei 29
42027 Montecchio Emilia (RE)
Italy
+39 - 0522 - 861911
 +39 - 0522 - 861912
emmeti@emmeti-spa.it

www.emmeti-spa.it
SIPAC S.p.A.
Via Berettinazza 25
43010 Fontevivo (PR) - Italy
+39 - 0521 - 611811
 +39 - 0522 - 611850
sipac@sipac.pr.it

www.sipac.pr.it

PRODUCTS BEING
PROMOTED
sÛ
s
s
sÛ
sÛ
s
s
s

GYdd]lar]jkÛ¬Û;]hYdd]lar]jk
Conveying lines
Cold-end lines
9mdc£:Yk]ÛhYdd]lar]jk
:Yk]£:jYl]ÛhY[c]jk
Robotic pal & depal
Vertical tray formers
Labellers

EUROSTAR
CONCRETE TECHNOLOGY SpA

HALL 15
STAND A56

PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED
ÝÛeap]jkÛÝÛZYl[`ÛhdYflkÛÝÛ]f_af]]jaf_Û¬Û[gfkljm[lagfÛg^ÛhdYflk

COMPANY PROFILE
Eurostar has been manufacturing planetary mixers and relative accessories since 1999, while key staff has 30 years
of experience.
GdYf]lYjqÛeap]jkÛZjaf_Ûf]oÛYÛeapaf_Û[gf[]hlÛaflgÛl`]Û_dYkkÛ
industry: ingenious design, revolutionary lay-out, combined
eapaf_ÛklYj£ZdY\]Ûegn]e]flkÛ
and high speed, place this mixer close to the top in terms
of performance, homogeneity
Yf\Û[q[d]Ûlae]ÛG]jlaf]flÛ\YlYÛ
YnYadYZd]Û ^jgeÛ G`adahkÛ Ca_`laf_Û
test certiﬁcate.
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EUROSTAR CONCRETE
TECHNOLOGY SpA
Via Delle Industrie 49
33050 Lauzacco
Pavia di Udine (UD) - Italy
+39 - 0432 - 655270
 +39 - 0432 - 655166
ectmix@ectmix.com

www.ectmix.com

PEOPLE TO CONTACT
AT OUR STAND
Mario Zaccaron
Managing Director
KaraYfgÛKjYf_gfaÛCm[YÛDgj]Yd]
Area Manager

P R E V I E W S

FAMA - FABRICACIÓN
DE MÁQUINAS S.A. DE C.V.

2 0 1 8

HALL 13
STAND F29

PEOPLE TO CONTACT AT OUR STAND
Carla Cortés - Marketing Coordinator

PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED
ÝÛ 9glld]ÛYf\Û_dYkkÛ[gflYaf]jÛeY[`af]k
ÝÛ Dgmd\kÛ^gjÛ_dYkkÛhjg\m[lagf

COMPANY PROFILE
FAMAÛakÛYÛeYfm^Y[lmjaf_Û[gehYfqÛoal`ÛYÛ[geeall]\ÛYf\Ûkh][aYdar]\ÛklY^^ÛlgÛg^^]jÛeY[`af]jqÛ\]ka_fÛeYfm^Y[lmjaf_ÛYf\Ûj]hYajÛk]jna[]kÛegd\kÛkh][aYdÛ]imahe]flÛ^mjfY[]Û]f_af]]jaf_Û
hdYflÛ\]ka_fÛYf\ÛYmlgeYlagfÛhjg[]kk]kÛ^gjÛl`]Û_dYkkÛaf\mkljqÛ
D]]laf_Û[mklge]jk¿Ûf]]\kÛg^ÛimYdalqÛYf\Ûk]jna[]kÛYlÛ[geh]lalan]Û hja[]kÛ =8D8¿kÛ hjg\m[lkÛ Yf\Û k]jna[]kÛ _]f]jYl]Û Y\\]\Û
nYdm]Û^gjÛ[mklge]jkÛklg[c`gd\]jkÛkmhhda]jkÛYf\Û]ehdgq]]k

FAMA - FABRICACIÓN
DE MÁQUINAS S.A. DE C.V.
Keramos # 225 Col. Del Prado
64410 Monterrey, N.L.
Mexico
+52 - 81 - 8863282
 +52 - 81 - 88632886
ventasfama@vitro.com

www.fama.com.mx/en

HALL 12
STAND A19

FERMAC S.r.l.
PEOPLE TO CONTACT AT OUR STAND
Stefano Paini ¤ÛGj]ka\]fl
Alessandro Ghirardini, Sebastien AntoineÛ¤ÛJYd]kÛ;]hYjle]fl

FERMAC S.R.L.
Via La Spezia, 162/A
43126 Parma
Italy
+39 - 0521 - 989056
 +39 - 0521 - 989118
sales@fermac.it

www.fermac.it

PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED
FermacÛakÛ[]d]ZjYlaf_ÛalkÛl`ÛYffan]jkYjqÛafÛ~ ÛYf\Û^gjÛl`akÛkh][aYdÛ
g[[YkagfÛalÛoaddÛZ]Û]p`aZal]\ÛYÛf]oÛkqkl]eÛg^Û\][gjYlagfÛ^gjÛ?glÛJlYehaf_ÛYhhda[YlagfÛZqÛ\a_alYdÛhjae]jÛ\mjaf_Û>dYkkl][Û~ 
@fÛl`akÛf]oÛkqkl]eÛYÛ=]jeY[Û:CÛeg\]dÛoaddÛhjaflÛYÛLMÛhjae]jÛoal`ÛafcÛ
b]lÛK`]j]ÛoaddÛYdkgÛZ]ÛYÛ?glÛJlYehaf_ÛmfalÛZqÛgmjÛ=j]f[`ÛGYjlf]jÛ:<IÛ
af¤daf]ÛlgÛ[gehd]l]Ûl`]Ûhjg[]kkÛoal`Û`glÛ^gadÛYhhda[Ylagf
K`]Û \a_alYdÛ afcÛ hjae]jÛ akÛ kmhhda]\Û ZqÛ gmjÛ k][gf\Û hYjlf]jÛ :q[gfb]l¤

DYfca]oa[rÛZYk]\ÛafÛ?YeZmj_Û
>]jeYfq
9]ka\]Û l`akÛ kh][aYdar]\Û Yf\Û kgh`akla[Yl]\Û Yhhda[YlagfÛ o`]fÛ
fglÛjmffaf_ÛYkÛYfÛ\a_alYdÛ?JÛeg\md]Ûl`]Û:CÛA<KÛ8IKÛeg\]dÛ[YfÛ
YdkgÛ Z]Û [gfn]jl]\Û aflgÛ YÛ klYf\Û
¤Ydgf]Û mfalÛ Y\\af_Û \a_alYdÛ khglÛ
[gdgmjÛ gfÛ YÛ k][gf\Û YnYadYZd]Û
klYlagfÛ
K`]Û YaeÛ g^Û l`akÛ kljYl]_qÛ akÛ lgÛ
Z]Û YZd]Û lgÛ g^^]jÛ [mklge]jkÛ l`]Û
egklÛ [gehd]l]Û \a_alYdÛ hjaflaf_Û
kqkl]eÛ fglÛ gfdqÛ afÛ :DPBÛ ZmlÛ
YdkgÛ^gjÛgl`]jÛcaf\kÛg^Û\][gjYlagfÛYlÛYÛdgo]jÛ[gklÛ
K`]Û;@>@K8CÛA<KÛ8IKÛdaf]ÛYdkgÛaf[dm\]kÛYÛ=C<OÛdaf]YjÛmfalÛYf\Û=ÛA<KÛ
8IKÛjglYjqÛeg\]dÛ
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2 0 1 8

FIMA-OLIMPIA FONDERIE S.p.A.

HALL 13
STAND A48

PEOPLE TO CONTACT AT OUR STAND
Alessandro FontanelliÛ¤ÛJYd]kÛDYfY_]jÛÛÛÝÛÛAndrea Vienni - Gjg\m[lagfÛDYfY_]j

FIMA-OLIMPIA
FONDERIE S.P.A.
Via di Poneta 17 - 50021 Barberino
Val d’Elsa (FI) - Italy
+39 - 055 - 8073048
 +39 - 055 - 8073171
LQIR#¿PDROLPSLDLW

ZZZÀPDROLPSLDLW

PRODUCTS BEING
PROMOTED
Jh][aYdÛ [YklÛ ajgfkÛ ^gjÛ _dYkkÛ
af\mkljqÛegmd\k
ÝÛ[Yklaf_kÛ^gjÛegmd\kÛ
ÝÛf][cÛjaf_kÛ
ÝÛZY^y]kÛ
ÝÛZgllgeÛhdYl]k

6SHFLDOFDVWLURQVIRUWKHJODVVLQGXVWU\

FONDERIE BARTALESI S.r.l.

HALL 13
STAND A13

PEOPLE TO CONTACT AT OUR STAND
Fabio Petri ¤ÛJYd]kÛDYfY_]j
Stella Maria D’Ascola - @ehgjl¤<phgjlÛ;]hYjle]fl

INNOVATION
“The future of bronze moulds lies in the
new B02 S1 alloy”
K`]Ûf]oÛ9ÛJ~ÛYddgqÛoYkÛ\]n]dgh]\ÛafÛ
j]khgfk]ÛlgÛl`]Ûf]]\kÛg^Ûe]lYdogjcaf_Û
^gmf\ja]kÛ Yf\Û l`]Û \]eYf\kÛ g^Û _dYkk¤
ogjckÛYf\Ûegmd\ÛeYfm^Y[lmj]jk
K`akÛf]oÛYddgqÛ^]Ylmj]k
¤Û]p[]dd]flÛYfla¤Û`glÛ[gjjgkagf
¤Û ]p[]dd]flÛ o]d\YZadalqÛ ^gjÛ YÛ [geZafYlagfÛ
g^Û ]d]e]flkÛ l`YlÛ aehjgn]Û l`]Û o]d\af_Û
hjg[]kk
¤Ûkaehdax]\Ûe]lYddarYlagf
¤Û`a_`]jÛl`]jeYdÛ\a^^mkanalq£[gf\m[laZadalq
¤Ûaf[j]Yk]\ÛeYjc]lÛh]j^gjeYf[]
¤Û fgÛ dgkkÛ g^Û `Yj\f]kkÛ \mjaf_Û o]d\af_Û gjÛ
_dYkkÛ^gjeaf_ÛYkÛoal`Ûgl`]jÛYddgqk

¤Û dgo]jÛ l`]jeYdÛ ]phYfkagfÛ [g]^x[a]flÛ
[gehYj]\Û lgÛ gl`]jÛ YddgqkÛ _mYjYfl]]af_Û
`a_`]jÛegmd\ÛklYZadalqÛgfÛl`]ÛeY[`af]k
K`]Û[`YjY[l]jakla[kÛg^Ûl`akÛf]oÛ9ÛJ~Û
YddgqÛ_mYjYfl]]ÛYfÛaehgjlYflÛaf[j]Yk]ÛafÛ
l`]Ûogjcaf_Ûda^]Ûg^Ûegmd\k
CYZgjYlgjqÛl]klkÛ[gfxje]\ÛafÛ_dYkkogjckÛk`goÛl`YlÛl`]Ûogjcaf_Ûda^]Ûg^ÛZjgfr]Û
egmd\kÛg^l]fÛ]f\kÛ\m]ÛlgÛgn]jÛ[YhY[alq¿Û
YkÛo`]fÛl`]Ûegmd\kÛmf\]j_gÛeYafl]fYf[]Û Yf\Û [gfk]im]flÛ j]egnYdÛ g^Û eYl]jaYdÛ
[Ymk]\ÛZqÛhgdak`af_Ûl`]Ûegmd\kÛZ][ge]Û
Za__]jÛYf\Û`Yn]ÛdYj_]jÛ[YhY[alqÛ
K`]Û9ÛJ~ÛYddgqÛgfÛl`]Ûgl`]jÛ`Yf\Û`YkÛ
dgo]jÛYZjYkagfÛl`mkÛaf[j]Ykaf_Ûl`]Ûogjcaf_Ûda^]Ûg^Ûegmd\k

PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED
ÝÛ Jh][aYdÛZjgfr]ÛYddgqkÛ^gjÛegmd\kÛÝÛE][cÛjaf_kÛoal`ÛgjÛoal`gmlÛEa¤@fk]jl
ÝÛ 9gllgeÛhdYl]kÛÝÛ9Y^y]kÛÝÛ8[[]kkgja]kÛÝÛ:YklÛajgfÛ^gjÛegmd\kÛYf\ÛY[[]kkgja]k
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FONDERIE BARTALESI S.R.L.
Via Tevere 1
53036 Poggibonsi (SI) - Italy
+39 - 0577 - 936669
 +39 - 0577 - 982221
info@fonderiebartalesi.com
estero@fonderiebartalesi.com

ZZZIRQGHULHEDUWDOHVLFRP

P R E V I E W S

FONDERIE VALDELSANE S.p.A.

2 0 1 8

HALL 13
STAND B03

PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED

FONDERIE VALDELSANE S.P.A

K`]Û[gehYfqÛakÛYÛd]Y\]jÛeYfm^Y[lmj]jÛg^Û[YklÛajgfkÛYf\ÛYddgqkÛ^gjÛ_dYkkogjcÛegmd\kÛ_]f]jYddqÛ[gfka\]j]\ÛYkÛYÛ
imYdalqÛj]^]j]f[]ÛafÛl`]Ûafl]jfYlagfYdÛeYjc]lÛK`akÛq]Yj Fonderie ValdelsaneÛoaddÛZ]Û_dY\ÛlgÛ\akhdYqÛalkÛdYl]klÛ[YklÛ
ajgfÛhjg\m[lkÛegj]Û\mjYZd]Û]Ykq¤lg¤ogjcÛYf\Ûl`]jeYddqÛj]kaklYflÛl`YfÛ]n]jÛ=mjl`]jegj]Ûl`]Û[gehYfqÛoaddÛZjaf_
lgÛ>dYkkl][Ûl`]ÛegklÛj][]flÛj]kmdlkÛ^gjÛkh][aYdÛZjgfr]Ûegmd\kÛK`YfckÛlgÛl`]Û]^^gjlkÛYf\Ûafn]kle]flkÛafÛj]k]Yj[`Û
Yf\Ûhjg\m[lagfÛl][`fgdg_a]kÛl`]Û[gehYfqÛakÛfgoÛYZd]ÛlgÛg^^]jÛ`a_`ÛimYdalqÛegmd\kÛafÛZjgfr]Û\ana\]\ÛafÛÛlqh]kÛ^gjÛ
YfqÛkh][ax[Ûj]imaj]e]flÛK`]ajÛk]jna[]kÛYj]Ûl`]ÛZ]klÛgf]kÛafÛl`]ÛeYjc]lÛK`YfckÛlgÛalkÛGYll]jfkÛ;]hYjle]flÛYf\Û
`a_`¤l][`fgdg_a[YdÛCYZgjYlgjqÛ=gf\]ja]ÛMYd\]dkYf]ÛakÛYZd]ÛlgÛg^^]jÛYÛjYf_]Ûg^ÛnYdmYZd]ÛY\\alagfYdÛk]jna[]kÛaf[dm\af_Û
[mklgearYlagfÛg^Ûhjg\m[lkÛ^YklÛ\]dan]ja]kÛhj]ÛYf\Ûhgkl¤kYd]kÛYfYdqkak

Strada di Gabbricce 6 - P. O. Box 30
53035 Monteriggioni (SI) - Italy
+39 - 0577 - 304730
 +39 - 0577 - 304755
com@fonderievaldelsane.com

ZZZIRQGHULHYDOGHOVDQHFRP

PEOPLE
TO CONTACT
AT OUR STAND
Roberto Gerbi - :<F
Stefano Gerbi
JYd]kÛ;aj][lgj
Claudio Anniballi
K][`fa[YdÛ;aj][lgj
Manuel Papi
<phgjlÛDYfY_]j

FUSIONTEC S.r.l.
PEOPLE TO CONTACT AT OUR STAND
Gilberto VolpatoÛ ¤Û Gj]ka\]fl
Rolando BajoÛ ¤Û DYfY_af_Û;aj][lgj
Pietro AgnettiÛ ¤Û <phgjlÛDYfY_]j

PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED
Refractory materials for
ÝÛ =gj]`]Yjl`kÛYf\Û
ÝÛ <ph]f\YZd]kÛ
Ngjcaf_¤]f\k
^gjÛ^]]\]j
ÝÛ D]dlaf_Û^mjfY[]k
ÝÛ Jh][aYdÛZdg[ck

COMPANY PROFILE

HALL 13
STAND E15

FUSIONTEC S.UO
Via Mario Carraro, 9/11
36075 Montecchio Maggiore (VI)
Italy
+39 - 344 - 0468762
fusiontec@fusiontec.eu

ZZZIXVLRQWHFHX
5HIUDFWRU\
6XSHUVWUXFWXUH

)XUQDFH
%RWWRP3DYLQJ

FUSIONTECÛakÛYÛI]naeY[Û[gehYfqÛ^gmf\]\Û
oal`Û l`]Û hmjhgk]Ûg^Û afl]_jYlaf_Û mf\]jÛ gf]Û
jgg^Û YddÛ Y[lanala]kÛ j]dYl]\Û lgÛ l`]Û af\mkljaYdÛ
eYfm^Y[lmjaf_Ûg^Ûj]^jY[lgjqÛeYl]jaYdk
=mkagfl][Û akÛ kh][aYdar]\Û afÛ l`]Û hjg\m[lagfÛ
g^Ûkmh]jkljm[lmj]ÛYf\Û_dYkkÛ[gflY[lÛZdg[ckÛ
^gjÛ ^gj]`]Yjl`kÛ Yf\Û ogjcaf_¤]f\kÛ Zdg[ckÛ
^gjÛ e]dlaf_Û ^mjfY[]kÛ YkÛ kY^]lqÛ Yf\Û afkmdY)HHGHU([SHQGDEOHV
lagfÛZgllgeÛhYnaf_Ûlad]kÛYf\Û^]]\]jÛ]ph]f\YZd]k
FmjÛ eYfm^Y[lmjaf_Û hjg_jYeÛ af[dm\]kÛ YÛ oa\]Û jYf_]Û g^Û egfgdal`a[Û al]ekÛ l`YlÛ khYfÛ
^jgeÛ~ÛlgÛÛB_ÛafÛo]a_`lÛ
FmjÛaf¤`gmk]Ûogg\Ûogjcaf_Ûk`ghÛakÛ[YhYZd]Ûg^Ûhjg\m[af_Ûgn]jÛ ÉÛg^Ûl`]ÛhYll]jfkÛ
j]imaj]\Û^gjÛYÛ[gehd]l]Ûk[gh]Ûg^Ûkmhhdq
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GCG
GLASS CONSULTING GROUP SRL
PEOPLE TO CONTACT
AT OUR STAND
Raffaele ScaglioniÛ¤ÛDYfY_af_Û;aj][lgj

2 0 1 8

HALL 13
STAND A31

PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED
ÝÛ^]]\]jÛ[gdgjYlagf
ÝÛ^mjfY[]Û^gj]`]Yjl`k
ÝÛ_dYkkÛ^jalk
ÝÛl`]jege]ljq
ÝÛZYl[`ÛhdYflk
ÝÛ l`]jeg[gmhd]kÛ
ÝÛ[geZmklagfÛ]imahe]fl xZjghla[

COMPANY PROFILE
K`]Û [gehYfqÛ oYkÛ [j]Yl]\Û afÛ ~ Û ZqÛ _dYkkÛ l][`fa[aYfkÛ `a_`dqÛ ]ph]ja]f[]\Û afÛ l`]Û _dYkkÛ k][lgjÛ g^Û
[gflYaf]jkÛlYZd]oYj]Ûh]j^me]jqÛ_dYkkÛYf\Ûkh][aYdÛ
_dYkk
K`jgm_`Û[gflafm]\Û^g[mkÛgfÛj]k]Yj[`ÛYf\Û[dgk]Û[ggh]jYlagfÛoal`Û_dYkkeYc]jkÛGLASS CONSULTING
GROUPÛ [YfÛ ima[cdqÛ \]n]dghÛ Yf\Û kmhhdqÛ kh][aYdÛ [gdgmjaf_Û ^jalkÛ o`a[`Û Yj]Û Y\Yhl]\Û lgÛ l`]Û _dYkkÛ [gehgkalagfÛYf\Û^gj]`]Yjl`Ûhjg[]kkaf_ÛhYjYe]l]jkÛg^Û
]Y[`Û[mklge]j

Via Monte Bardone, 2
43123 Parma (PR) - Italy
+39 - 0521 - 242823
 +39 - 0521 - 494747
r.scaglioni@glassconsultinggroup.it

ZZZJODVVFRQVXOWLQJJURXSLW
ZZZJODVVIULWVHX

HALL 13
STAND F13

GLASS SERVICE S.r.l.
PEOPLE TO CONTACT
AT OUR STAND

PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED

Fulvio Puccioni
K][`fa[YdÛF^x[]
Giulio Isernia, Fulvia Corradini,
Oleg Volodarsky,
Roman Kotzelko, Anne Dorazio
Helmut Horn, Enea Zappullo
JYd]kÛF^x[]

ÝÛZYl[`ÛhdYflkÛÝÛe]dlaf_Û^mjfY[]kÛ
ÝÛI]xf]jÛYf\Û^gj]`]Yjl`kÛ
ÝÛ[geZmklagfÛhdYflkÛ
ÝÛYf[addYjqÛ]imahe]flkÛÝÛ_Yl`]j]jÛjgZglk

GLASS SERVICE SUO.
Via Cascina Lari
56028 San Miniato (PI) - Italy
+39 - 0571 - 4442
 +39 - 0571 - 417051
glass-service@glassservice.it

ZZZJODVVVHUYLFHLW

COMPANY PROFILE
Glass ServiceÛ hjgna\]kÛ l`]Û `a_`]klÛ klYf\Yj\kÛ g^Û l][`fgdg_qÛ
Yhhda]\Û lgÛ l`]Û `gddgoÛ _dYkkÛ af\mkljqÛ K`]Û @lYdaYfÛ [gehYfqÛ \]ka_fkÛ hjg\m[]kÛ Yf\Û eYaflYafkÛ
YÛ oa\]Û Yf\Û [gehd]l]Û jYf_]Û g^Û
]imahe]fl
GLASS MELTING TECHNOLOGY
DIVISION
ÝÛ YmlgeYla[ÛYf\Ûk]ea¤YmlgeYla[Û
ZYl[`
Û hdYflkÛ Yf\Û [mdd]lÛ j][q[daf_Û
hdYflk
ÝÛÛ\YqÛlYfckÛYf\ÛhglÛ^mjfY[]k
ÝÛÛj][mh]jYlan]ÛYf\Ûj]_]f]jYlan]Û
[gflafmgmkÛe]dlaf_Û^mjfY[]k
ÝÛ Zggklaf_Ûkqkl]ek
ÝÛÛ^gj]`]Yjl`k
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GCG
GLASS CONSULTING GROUP SRL
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ÝÛ [gdgmjaf_Û^gj]`]Yjl`kÛoal`Û^jalÛ
\gkaf_Ûkqkl]ek
ÝÛ ZYl[`Û[`Yj_]jk
ÝÛ `]YlÛ j][mh]jYlgjkÛ ^gjÛ \YqÛ
lYfckÛYf\Û[gflafmgmkÛ^mjfY[]k
ÝÛ YmlgeYla[Û [gfljgdÛ d]n]dÛ eY[`af]kÛoal`ÛhdYlafmeÛhjgZ]ÛgjÛ
jY\YjÛeg\]d
ÝÛ klajj]jkÛYf\Ûklajjaf_ÛeY[`af]k
ÝÛ [gfljgdÛZgYj\k
ÝÛ [geZmklagfÛ kqkl]ekÛ ^gjÛ YfqÛ
caf\Ûg^Û^m]d
ÝÛ Zmjf]jkÛ^gjÛYfqÛcaf\Ûg^Û^m]d
ÝÛ kh][aYdÛeY[`af]jqÛ^gjÛl`]Û_dYkkÛ
af\mkljq
Dgj]gn]jÛ l`]Û [gehYfqÛ hjgna\]kÛ [gehd]l]Û YkkaklYf[]Û k]jna[]Û ^gjÛ [mklge]jkÛ Ykk]eZdaf_Û
Yf\Û eYaflYafaf_Û YddÛ l`]Û kmhhda]\Û

hdYflkÛ JlYjl¤mhÛ Yf\Û ljYafaf_Û Yj]Û
YdkgÛhjgna\]\
ROBOTICS DIVISION
>dYkkÛk]jna[]ÛakÛlg\YqÛYÛd]Y\]jÛafÛ
l`]Ûx]d\Ûg^ÛjgZgla[kÛ^gjÛl`]Û_dYkkÛ
af\mkljq
ÝÛ >Yl`]jaf_Û jgZglkÛ ¨Û Yf\Û Û
Yp]k©

P R E V I E W S

HEYE INTERNATIONAL GMBH
COMPANY PROFILE
Your partner on the smart road to Industry 4.0
FmjÛkeYjlÛhdYflÛhgjl^gdagÛakÛZYk]\Ûgf
ÝÛ ?aG<I=FIDÛ¤ÛJeYjlÛ=gjeaf_ÛJgdmlagfk
ÝÛ ?aJ?@<C;Û¦ÛJeYjlÛ@fkh][lagfÛJgdmlagfkÛ
ÝÛ ?aKILJKÛ¤ÛGYkkagfÛYf\Û<ph]ja]f[]
We are Glass People - join us on the road
to a smart glass plant!

Stephan Meindl ¤Û:<FÛ¶ÛD;
Ekaterina FirsovaÛ¤Û9mkaf]kkÛLfalÛ;aj][lgjÛ=dgYl
Ulrich ImhofÛ¤Û9mkaf]kkÛLfalÛ;aj][lgjÛ
:gflYaf]j£Jh][aYdÛ>dYkk
Matthias Kunz, Sebastian Gallenberger,
Roman Yusufov, Raimund Hüttner,
Andreas Mattes, Johannes Wittmann

HALL 14
STAND C12

PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED
ÝÛ ?]q]ÛJeYjlÛGdYflÛ:gf[]hlÛ
ÝÛ ?]q]ÛGdYflÛGadglÛ
ÝÛ @ffgnYlan]ÛJoYZZaf_ÛIgZglÛ
ÝÛ JeYjlÛ [dgk]\Û dgghÛ kgdmlagfkÛ ^gjÛ ZdYfcÛ Yf\Û
ZdgoÛka\]Û
ÝÛ ?a_`Ûh]j^gjeYf[]Û[ggdaf_kÛÛ
ÝÛ JeYjlCaf]ÛÛ¤Ûf]plÛ_]f]jYlagfÛg^Ûafkh][lagfÛ
eY[`af]kÛ
ÝÛ E]plÛ_]f]jYlagfÛg^Û?]q]ÛGjg[]kkÛ:gfljgd

HORN GLASS INDUSTRIES AG
PEOPLE TO CONTACT
AT OUR STAND

2 0 1 8

HEYE INTERNATIONAL
GMBH
Lohplatz 1
31683 Obernkirchen - Germany
+49 - 5724 - 26-0
 +49 - 5724 - 26539
sales@heye-international.com

ZZZKH\HLQWHUQDWLRQDOFRP

HALL 13
STAND B33
HORN GLASS
INDUSTRIES AG
Bergstrasse 2,
D-95703 Plössberg - Germany
+49 - 9636 - 92040
 +49 - 9636 - 920410
info@hornglas.de

ZZZKRUQJODVVFRP

PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED
HORN Glass IndustriesÛ hdYfkÛ Yf\Û Zmad\kÛ _dYkkÛ
e]dlaf_Ûl][`fgdg_qÛYf\Ûlmjfc]qÛhdYflkÛ^gjÛl`]ÛygYlÛYf\Û[gflYaf]jÛ_dYkkÛaf\mkljqÛK`]Û`a_`¤h]j^gjeYf[]Û_dYkkÛe]dlaf_Û^mjfY[]kÛYf\Ûlmjfc]qÛhdYflkÛ
Yj]Û \]dan]j]\Û lgÛ _dYkkÛ eYfm^Y[lmj]jkÛ YddÛ gn]jÛ
l`]Ûogjd\ÛYf\Ûk]jn]Ûl`]Ûhjg\m[lagfÛg^ÛZ]n]jY_]Û
Zglld]kÛ ^gg\Û [gflYaf]jkÛ \jafcaf_Û _dYkk]kÛ _dYkkÛ
hYf]kÛ_dYkkÛlmZ]kÛ_dYkkÛxZ]jkÛgjÛkh][aYdÛ_dYkk
Nal`Û egj]Û l`YfÛ ~Û q]YjkÛ g^Û ]ph]jlak]Û afÛ l`]Û
[gfkljm[lagfÛg^Û_dYkkÛe]dlaf_Û^mjfY[]kÛ?FIEÛakÛ
o]ddÛcfgofÛYkÛkh][aYdaklÛYf\Û]ph]jlÛafÛl`]Û_dYkkÛ
af\mkljqÛFn]jÛl`]Ûq]YjkÛ?gjfÛ`YkÛ[gflafm]\ÛlgÛ
]pl]f\ÛalkÛ[YhYZadala]kÛYf\Û`YkÛ_jgofÛ^jgeÛZ]af_Û
YÛ_dYkkÛe]dlaf_Û^mjfY[]ÛZmad\]jÛaflgÛgf]Ûg^Ûl`]Ûd]Y\]jkÛg^Ûl`]Ûaf\mkljqÛafÛlmjfc]qÛgh]jYlagfk
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IRIS INSPECTION MACHINES

HALL 14
STAND C22

PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED
PEOPLE TO CONTACT
AT OUR STAND
Sonia Debets, Hung Han,
Gaetane Le Dru
8j]YÛJYd]kÛDYfY_]jk

EVOLUTION NEO Range: Intelligent Inspection machine
ÝÛ <ngdmlagfÛE<FÛ~ÛJa\]oYddÛYf\ÛJa\]oYddÛklj]kk
ÝÛ <ngdmlagfÛE<FÛÛ9Yk]Û=afak`ÛYf\ÛDEI
ÝÛ <ngdmlagfÛE<FÛLdlaeYl]Û
Û G]j^me]kÛYf\Û:gke]la[kÛ@fkh][lagf
ÝÛ <ngdmlagfÛE<FÛ;aeÛ;ae]fkagfÛe]Ykmj]e]flk

IRIS INSPECTION MACHINES
Parc du Chêne
14 rue du 35ème Régiment
d’Aviation - 69500 BRON - France
+33 - 4 - 72783527
 +33 - 4 - 72783507
contact@iris-im.fr

ZZZLULVLPFRP

COMPANY PROFILE
IRIS Inspection machinesÛ`YkÛZ]]fÛ\]ka_faf_Û \]n]dghaf_Û Yf\Û eYfm^Y[lmjaf_Û
afl]dda_]flÛ afkh][lagfÛ kgdmlagfkÛ ^gjÛ _dYkkÛ
[gflYaf]jkÛkaf[]ÛÛNal`ÛYÛl]YeÛg^Û
hYkkagfYl]Û]f_af]]jkÛ@I@JÛeYkl]jkÛl`]Û
]flaj]Ûhjg\m[lagfÛg^ÛeY[`af]kÛ^jgeÛa\]YÛ
lgÛ [gf[]hlÛ lgÛ :GLÛ ZgYj\Û hjg\m[lagfÛ
Yf\Ûgf¤kal]ÛafklYddYlagf
K`]Û <ngdmlagfÛ E<FÛ jYf_]Û akÛ l`]Û dYl]klÛ
_]f]jYlagfÛg^Û_dYkkÛ[gflYaf]jÛ\]^][lÛ\]l][lagfÛl][`fgdg_qÛZYk]\ÛgfÛYjlax[aYdÛafl]dda_]f[]ÛE<FÛafljg\m[]kÛYfÛaffgnYlan]Û
YhhjgY[`ÛlgÛ\]^][lÛ\]l][lagfÛYmlgeYla[Û
\]^][lÛa\]flax[YlagfÛlj]f\ÛYfYdqk]kÛYf\Û
nYdmYZd]Û afkh][lagfÛ ^]Ylmj]kÛ `]dhÛ _dYkkÛ
[gflYaf]jÛ hjg\m[]jkÛ lgÛ kYn]Û lae]Û Yf\Û
af[j]Yk]Ûl`]Ûhjg\m[lanalqÛ\mjaf_Ûl`]ÛeYfm^Y[lmjaf_Ûhjg[]kk

KOENIG & BAUER
KAMMANN GMBH

HALL 12
STAND B33

PEOPLE TO CONTACT AT OUR STAND

KOENIG & BAUER KAMMANN
GMBH

Matthias Graf - DYfY_af_Û;aj][lgj
Axel Bohlmeier, Jean-Louis Burgy, Daniel Gildehaus,
Wilhelm Glauber, André Tiesmeier
8j]YÛJYd]kÛ;aj][lgjk

Bergkirchener Str. 228
32549 Bad Oeynhausen - Germany
+49 - 5734 - 51400
 +49 - 5734 - 51405130
mail@kammann.de

ZZZNDPPDQQGHHQ

PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED
Koenig & Bauer Kammann GmbH is proudly presenting its product range
including the new and innovative High Speed machine family.
8nYadYZd]Û\][gjYlagfÛhjg[]kk]k
ÝÛ J[j]]fÛGjaflaf_
ÝÛ ;a_alYdÛ Gjaflaf_Û ¦Û CYl]klÛ _]f]jYlagfÛ mhÛ lgÛ
~Û\haÛgfÛnYjagmkÛk`Yh]kÛYf\ÛeYl]jaYdk
ÝÛ ?glÛJlYehaf_
ÝÛ CYZ]ddaf_
K15 Family
K`]Û emdla^mf[lagfYdÛ eY[`af]Û hdYl^gjeÛ oal`Û ¤Û
^j]]dqÛ[gfx_mjYZd]ÛogjcÛklYlagfkÛ^gjÛYddÛ\][gjYlagfÛ
hjg[]kk]kÛMYjagmkÛ\][gjYlagfÛhgkkaZadala]kÛkm[`ÛYkÛ
k[j]]fÛ hjaflaf_Û \a_alYdÛ hjaflaf_Û `gl¤klYehaf_Û Yf\Û
dYZ]ddaf_Û[YfÛZ]Û[Yjja]\ÛgmlÛgfÛB~ÛYf\Û]n]fÛ[geZaf]\ÛafÛgf]Ûjmf
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K20 Family
K`]ÛBÛ^YeadqÛg^^]jkÛl`]ÛdYl]klÛ_]f]jYlagfÛ:E:¤
[gfljgdd]\Û k]jngÛ \jan]Û l][`fgdg_qÛ ^gjÛ l`]Û \][gjYlagfÛg^ÛYfqÛYjla[d]Ûk`Yh]kÛ¨jgmf\ÛgnYdÛYf_mdYjÛ
yYlÛ`Yf\d]\ÛYjla[d]k©ÛafÛl`]Û`a_`]klÛimYdalq
K28 A
K`]ÛB Û8ÛYddgokÛhjaflÛaeY_]Ûafkh][lagfÛ
YkÛ YÛ \gofklj]YeÛ kgdmlagfÛ gfÛ l`]Û ]palÛ
[gfn]qgjÛg^Ûl`]Ûhjaflaf_ÛeY[`af]
HS – High Speed Family
K`]Ûhjg\m[lÛ^YeadqÛ^gjÛ`a_`ÛgmlhmlÛ\][gjYlagfÛ
mkaf_Ûl`]Ûl`]jeghdYkla[Ûk[j]]fÛhjaflaf_Ûhjg[]kkÛ gfÛ Zg\qÛ Yf\Û f][cÛ oal`Û YÛ kh]]\Û g^Û mhÛ lgÛ
ÛYjla[d]k£eaf

P R E V I E W S

LIZMONTAGENS
THERMAL TECHNOLOGIES
PEOPLE TO CONTACT
AT OUR STAND
João de Brito
:`YajeYfÛg^Ûl`]Û9gYj\
Jorge Delgado Alves
:<FÛ¤Û:`a]^Û<p][mlan]ÛF^x[]j
Philippe Descoureaux
;aj][lgjÛ¤Û@fl]jfYlagfYdÛFh]jYlagfk
Pedro Delgado Alves
;aj][lgjÛ¤ÛK][`fa[YdÛFh]jYlagfk
Christophe Romet
<p][mlan]Û>dYkkÛ;aj][lgj
Michael Rose
Fh]jYlagfYdÛ>dYkkÛ;aj][lgj
Rui Delgado Alves
DYjc]laf_Û¬Û:geemfa[YlagfÛDYfY_]j

PRODUCTS BEING
PROMOTED
ÝÛ<f_af]]jaf_Û
ÝÛ:gfkljm[lagfÛeYfY_]e]fl
ÝÛGjg[mj]e]flÛ
ÝÛJ]jna[]kÛ
ÝÛ:gfkmdlYf[q

2 0 1 8

HALL 15
STAND C41
LIZMONTAGENS THERMAL
TECHNOLOGIES

COMPANY PROFILE
Lizmontagens Thermal Technologies Group (LTT)ÛakÛl`]Û_dgZYdÛ
d]Y\]jÛ afÛ _dYkkÛ ^mjfY[]Û [gfkljm[lagfÛYf\Ûgf]Ûg^Ûl`]Ûogjd\¿kÛ
d]Y\af_Ûj]^]j]f[]kÛafÛ`]YlÛ[gflYafe]flÛ^gjÛl`]Ûaf\mkljqÛ
EXPERTISE
CKKÛ >jgmhÛ ^g[mkk]kÛ alkÛ Y[lanala]kÛgfÛl`]Û^gddgoaf_ÛYj]Yk
ÝÛ :gfkljm[lagfÛ Yf\Û eYafl]fYf[]Ûg^Ûaf\mkljaYdÛ^mjfY[]k
ÝÛ ;]ka_fÛ [gfkljm[lagfÛ Yf\Û
eYafl]fYf[]Û g^Û af\mkljaYdÛ
[`aef]qk
ÝÛ Jmhhdqaf_Û af\mkljaYdÛ eYl]jaYdkÛ ^gjÛ l`]Û l`]jeYdÛ af\mkljq
ÝÛ K][`fa[YdÛ k]jna[]kÛ ^gjÛ af\mkljqÛ Ykkg[aYl]\Û oal`Û l`]Û
Ykk]eZdqÛ Yf\Û eYafl]fYf[]Û
g^Ûj]^jY[lgjqÛdafaf_k
SCOPE
ÝÛ;]egdalagfÛYf\ÛoYkl]ÛeYfY_]e]fl

LUBEN GLASS Srl

ÝÛ Jl]]dÛ kljm[lmj]Û ^YZja[YlagfÛ
Yf\ÛafklYddYlagf
ÝÛ :gfljgdd]\Û^mjfY[]Û[ggdÛ\gof
ÝÛJh][aYdÛk]jna[]kÛ¨`glÛ\jaddaf_Û
Yf\Û]d][ljg\]Ûafk]jlagf©
ÝÛ I]^jY[lgjqÛ eYl]jaYdÛ eYfY_]e]flÛYf\Ûhjg[mj]e]fl
ÝÛÛKglYdÛj]^jY[lgjqÛafklYddYlagf
ÝÛ =mjfY[]Û [gfkljm[lagfÛ Yf\Û
j]hYaj
ÝÛ @f\mkljaYdÛ[`aef]qÛ[gfkljm[lagfÛYf\ÛeYafl]fYf[]
ÝÛÛ:gd\ÛYf\Û`glÛj]hYajk
ÝÛÛCa_`l¤mhÛ[gfljgd
ÝÛÛ?glÛk]Ydaf_ÛYf\ÛafkmdYlagf
ÝÛ Gjg[mj]e]flÛ Yf\Û kYd]Û g^Û
l`]jeYdÛhjg\m[lk
SERVICE AND
MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS
N]Û g^^]jÛ [gehj]`]fkan]Û
eYafl]fYf[]Û [gfljY[lkÛ [gn]jaf_Û YddÛ af\mkljaYdÛ `]Ylaf_Û
afklYddYlagfkÛ ^gjÛ l`]Û e]\ameÛ
Yf\Û dgf_Û l]jeÛ N]Û eYfY_]Û
l`]ÛYddg[YlagfÛg^Ûf][]kkYjqÛj]-

Av. Almirante Gago Coutinho 56,
10th - 1749-041 Lisbon - Portugal
+351 - 218 - 429 - 270
 +351 - 218 - 409 - 412
marketing@lizmon.com

ZZZOL]PRQWDJHQVFRP
ZZZOL]PRQJURXSFRP
kgmj[]kÛ^jgeÛgmjÛ`a_`dqÛimYdax]\Û Yf\Û Y[[j]\al]\Û l][`fa[YdÛ
klY^^ÛFmjÛl]YekÛg^Ûhjg^]kkagfYdÛ l][`fa[aYfkÛ Yj]Û YnYadYZd]Û
lgÛYfla[ahYl]Û^mlmj]ÛhjgZd]ekÛ
Yf\Û hdYfÛ afklYddYlagfÛ eYafl]fYf[]Ûhjg_jYek
CKKÛ>jgmhÛg^^]jkÛl`]Û^gddgoaf_Û
k]jna[]k
ÝÛJalmYlagfÛYfYdqkak
ÝÛK][`fa[YdÛYfYdqkakÛg^Ûj]hYajk
ÝÛÛ<p][mlagfÛg^Ûj]hYajk
ÝÛ GjgnakagfÛ g^Û eYl]jaYdÛ Yf\Û
lggdk
ÝÛJhYj]ÛhYjlkÛYf\ÛeYl]jaYdk
ÝÛ;jqaf_
ÝÛ Kj]Yle]flÛ g^Û oYkl]Û hjg\m[lk

HALL 14
STAND F03
LUBEN GLASS SUO

PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED
ÝÛ JhYj]ÛhYjlkÛYf\ÛY[[]kkgja]kÛ
^gjÛ^gjeaf_ÛeY[`af]
ÝÛ GdYflkÛYf\ÛeY[`af]k
ÝÛ @fl]_jYl]\Ûkg^loYj]Û^gjÛ]f]j_qÛ
kYnaf_ÛYf\Ûhjg[]kkÛ[gfljgd

Via Meucci, 23
26010 Offanengo (CR)
Italy
+39 - 0373 - 244396
 +39 - 0373 - 244401
info@lubenglass.it

ZZZOXEHQJODVVHX

PEOPLE TO CONTACT AT OUR STAND
Our skilled and qualiﬁed personnel will be at our stand to discuss and
present our products, providing all the details regarding our product range.

COMPANY PROFILE
K`]Û eakkagfÛ g^Û Luben GlassÛ akÛ lgÛ kYlak^qÛ l`]Û f]]\kÛ g^Û alkÛ
[da]flkÛ g^^]jaf_Û affgnYlan]Û hjg\m[lkÛ ZYk]\Û gfÛ l`]Û [j]YlagfÛ
g^Û [gehgf]flkÛ ^gjÛ \a^^]j]flÛ lqh]kÛ g^Û ^gjeaf_Û eY[`af]kÛ Yf\Û
hdYflkÛafÛj]khgfk]ÛlgÛl`]ÛeYfqÛ^mf[lagfYdÛf]]\kÛg^ÛZgl`Ûl`]Û
`glÛYf\Û[gd\¤]f\Ûg^Û_dYkkogjckÛ
K`YfckÛlgÛl`]ÛogjcÛ[Yjja]\ÛgmlÛZqÛgmjÛkcadd]\Ûl][`fa[aYfkÛo]Û
Yj]Û YZd]Û lgÛ hjgna\]Û klYf\Yj\Û hjg\m[lkÛ YkÛ o]ddÛ YkÛ l`gk]Û j]khgf\af_ÛlgÛl`]Ûkh][ax[Ûf]]\kÛg^ÛgmjÛ[da]flkÛ_mYjYfl]]af_Ûl`]Û
eYpaemeÛj]daYZadalqÛg^ÛgmjÛhjg\m[lkÛ\]ka_f]\ÛY[[gj\af_ÛlgÛ@f\mkljqÛ Û eYfm^Y[lmj]\Û lgÛ g^^]jÛ YÛ ja_gjgmkÛ Yf\Û Yll]flan]Û
j]khgfk]ÛlgÛl`]Û[gf[]hlÛg^ÛkeYjlÛaf\mkljqÛYf\Û]f]j_qÛkYnaf_
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MERKAD MAKINA
KALIP SAN. VE TIC. LTD. STI.
Merkad Makina Kalip San. Ve Tic. Ltd. Sti.ÛakÛYÛhjg^]kkagfYdÛ
>dYkkÛDgmd\kÛkmhhda]jÛdg[Yl]\ÛafÛ@klYfZmdÛKmjc]qÛkaf[]Û~ Û
9]af_Û YÛ hagf]]jÛ afÛ l`]Û _dYkkoYj]Û egmd\kÛ af\mkljqÛ D]jcY\Û
kmhhda]kÛ YÛ oa\]Û nYja]lqÛ g^Û Glassware MouldsÛ Yf\Û eY[`af]Û
khYj]ÛhYjlkÛlgÛo]dd¤cfgofÛ_dYkkoYj]ÛeYfm^Y[lmj]jkÛYf\ÛeY[`af]Ûhjg\m[]jkÛg^Ûl`]Ûogjd\oa\]Û_dYkkÛaf\mkljqÛ]phgjlaf_ÛlgÛ
l`]Ûl`j]]Û[gflaf]flkÛg^Û8e]ja[YÛ<mjgh]ÛYf\Û8kaY

2 0 1 8

HALL 14
STAND G03

PEOPLE TO CONTACT
AT OUR STAND
Kemal Tigli ¤Û :`YajeYfÛg^Ûl`]Û9gYj\
Kadir UguzÛ ¤Û Ma[]Û:`YajeYfÛg^Ûl`]Û9gYj\
Sirac Tigli - Marketing Manager
Emrah SavgaÛ ¤Û @fldÛDYjc]laf_Û8\eafakljYlgj

RANGE OF PRODUCTS & TECHNOLOGICAL INFRASTRUCTURE & CAPABILITIES
ÝÛ?¤ ÛGj]kkÛ¬Û9dgoÛegmd\Û]imahe]flÛ¤Û9dYfcÛegmd\kÛ@fk]jlkÛ
9dgoÛegmd\kÛ?glÛegmd\kÛ>ma\]Ûjaf_kÛGdmf_]jkÛE][cÛjaf_k
ÝÛÛ8mlgeYla[ÛGj]kkÛegmd\Û]imahe]flÛ¤ÛDgmd\kÛ¤hYjlÛegmd\kÛ
?af_]\ÛDgmd\kÛIaf_kÛ9gllgeÛGdYl]kÛ¨MYdn]k©ÛGdmf_]jk
ÝÛÛJl]eÛDgmd\kÛ¤Û¤ÛhYjlk
ÝÛÛDgmd\Û?gd\]jkÛ^gjÛGj]kkÛDY[`af]kÛ¤Û¤ÛhYjlk
ÝÛÛE][cÛIaf_Û?gd\]jkÛ¬Û9dgoÛDgmd\Û?gd\]jkÛ^gjÛGj]kkÛ¬Û9dgoÛ
DY[`af]k
ÝÛK£KÛDY[`af]Ûegmd\Û\]ka_fÛYf\Û:gehd]l]Ûegmd\Û<imahe]fl
ÝÛÛJhaffaf_Û DY[`af]Û egmd\Û \]ka_fÛ Yf\Û :gehd]l]Û egmd\Û
<imahe]fl
ÝÛÛGK8Û ¨GdYkeYÛ KjYfk^]jÛ 8j[©Û o]d\af_Û Yhhda[YlagfÛ mkaf_Û l`]Û
dYl]kl¤l][`fgdg_q
ÝÛÛGK8Û ¨GdYkeYÛ KjYfk^]jÛ 8j[©Û N]d\af_Û DY[`af]Û Yf\Û Ea[c]dÛ
hgo\]jkÛ^jgeÛ^YegmkÛJl]ddal]Û:gehYfqÛo`a[`Û`YkÛ]p[]dd]flÛ
j][g_falagfÛYf\Ûj]hmlYlagfÛYjgmf\Ûl`]Ûogjd\
ÝÛÛGK8Û¨GdYkeYÛKjYfk^]jÛ8j[©Ûo]d\af_ÛYhhda]\ÛgfÛÛhYjlkÛGj]kkÛ
Dgd\kÛ¨JhdalÛDgd\k©ÛYf\ÛJl]eÛDgd\kÛYlÛl`]Ûegd\Ûhjgxd]Û]\_]kÛ

PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED
OCMIÛakÛd]Y\af_Ûkmhhda]jÛg^Û[gehd]l]Ûhjg\m[lagfÛdaf]kÛlgÛeYfm^Y[lmj]ÛlmZmdYjÛ_dYkkÛ[gflYaf]jkÛ^gjÛh`YjeY[]mla[YdÛYf\Û[gke]la[Ûmk]Û¨Yehgmd]kÛnaYdkÛ\jghh]jkÛ\]flYdÛ[Yjlja\_]k©Ûoal`Ûl`j]]Ûhjg\m[lagfÛhdYflkÛ
dg[Yl]\ÛafÛDadYfÛ¤Û@lYdqÛ¨F:D@Û`]Y\imYjl]jk©Û:`]dd]kÛ¤Û=jYf[]Û¨Dg\]jf]ÛD][Yfaim]©ÛYf\Û8`e]\YZY\Û
¤Û@f\aYÛ¨F:D@Û@f\aY©ÛYkÛo]ddÛYkÛYÛf]oÛ[gee]j[aYdÛg^x[]Ûj][]fldqÛgh]f]\ÛafÛJ`Yf_`YaÛ¤Û:`afYÛF:D@ÛakÛYdkgÛ
\]\a[Yl]\ÛlgÛl`]ÛkmhhdqÛg^Û_dYkkÛhjg[]kkaf_ÛeY[`af]kÛ^gjÛlYZd]oYj]ÛYjla[d]kÛkm[`ÛYkÛk]Ydaf_£klj]l[`af_Û
eY[`af]kÛ^gjÛkl]eoYj]Ûhj]kk]kÛYf\Ûhj]kk¤ZdgoÛeY[`af]k
K`YfckÛlgÛl`]ÛhYjlf]jk`ahÛoal`Û@lYdaYfÛ[gehYfqÛDKÛ=gjfaÛ@f\mkljaYdaÛF:D@Û[YfÛYdkgÛkmhhdqÛlmjfc]qÛ^Y[lgja]kÛ^gjÛl`]Ûhjg\m[lagfÛg^Ûl][`fa[YdÛ_dYkkÛal]ekÛkm[`ÛYkÛ`a_`ÛngdlY_]ÛafkmdYlgjkÛYf\Û_dYkkÛZja[ckÛDKÛ=gjfaÛ
@f\mkljaYdaÛ`YkÛZ]]fÛgh]jYlaf_Ûkaf[]Û~ ÛafÛl`]Ûx]d\Ûg^Ûaf\mkljaYdÛ^mjfY[]kÛ^gjÛl`]Û_dYkkÛaf\mkljqÛkh][aYddqÛ
mk]\Û^gjÛl`]Ûhj]hYjYlagfÛg^Û_dYkkÛjYoÛeYl]jaYdkÛe]dlaf_Ûl`]jeYdÛlj]Yle]flÛYff]Ydaf_ÛYf\ÛZ]f\af_
OCMI
ÝÛ 8ehgmd]kÛnaYdkÛ\jghh]jkÛ
Yf\Û[Yjlja\_]kÛ^gjeaf_Û
eY[`af]k
ÝÛ J]Ydaf_£klj]l[`af_ÛeY[`af]kÛ^gjÛkl]eoYj]
ÝÛ :Ye]jYÛ[gfljgdÛafkh][lagfÛ
kqkl]ek
MODERNE MECANIQUE
ÝÛ 8ehgmd]kÛnaYdkÛ\jghh]jÛ
[Yjlja\_]kÛY^l]j¤^gjeaf_Û
daf]k
ÝÛ 8ehgmd]Û^gjeaf_ÛeY[`af]k
ÝÛ 8ehgmd]ÛYf\ÛnaYdÛhjaflaf_Û
daf]kÛ
OCMI INDIA
ÝÛ MaYdÛaf\]pÛ^gjeaf_ÛeY[`af]k
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ÝÛ MaYdÛ[ggdaf_Û[gfn]qgjk
ÝÛ ;jghh]jkÛ[Yjlja\_]kÛ
^gjeaf_ÛeY[`af]k
AMIG
ÝÛ 8mlgeYla[£k]ea¤YmlgeYla[Û
_dYkkÛhj]kk]k
ÝÛ Gj]kk¤ZdgoÛlmjflYZd]ÛeY[`af]kÛ^gjÛbm_Ûhjg\m[lagf
ÝÛ Jhaffaf_ÛeY[`af]k
ÝÛ =aj]¤hgdak`af_ÛeY[`af]k
ÝÛ >dYkkÛZdg[ckÛhjg\m[lagfÛ
daf]k
ÝÛ >dYkkÛafkmdYlgjkÛhjg\m[lagfÛ
daf]k
MT FORNI
ÝÛ 9Yl[`ÛhdYflkÛ
ÝÛ D]dlaf_Û^mjfY[]k
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Selahaddin Eyyubi Mahallesi,
Ugur Mumcu Caddesi, 1596 Sokak
No: 20 34517 Esenyurt Istanbul
Turkey
+90 - 212 - 4830710
 +90 - 212 - 4830727
info@merkad.com

ZZZPHUNDGFRP

afÛgj\]jÛlgÛ]daeafYl]Ûo]YjÛYf\Ûaf[j]Yk]Ûl`]Ûegd\Ûda^]Ûlae]
ÝÛÛ8dkgÛ l`]Û GK8Û Û ¨GdYkeYÛ KjYfk^]jÛ 8j[©Û o]d\af_Û Yhhda[YZd]Û lgÛ
Gdmf_]jkÛeY\]ÛgmlÛg^Û8@J@Û~ÛJJÛeYl]jaYdÛYkÛYÛZYf\Ûo]d\af_
ÝÛÛ;]ka_fÛYf\Ûegmd\Û]nYdmYlagfÛk]jna[]Û^gjÛ]^^][lan]Û[geemfa[YlagfÛgfÛl][`fa[YdÛakkm]k
ÝÛÛ?a_`¤kh]]\ÛeY[`afaf_Ûl][`fgdg_qÛ^gjÛ]f_jYn]\Ûhjg\m[lk
ÝÛÛ>dYkkÛegmd\ÛeYfm^Y[lmjaf_Ûl][`fgdg_qÛoal`Ûmh¤lg¤\Yl]ÛeYfm^Y[lmjaf_Ûl][`faim]kÛYf\Û]imahe]flÛ
ÝÛÛ?a_`Û Jh]]\Û DY[`afaf_Û oal`Û dYl]klÛ K][`fgdg_qÛ afÛ ¤¤Û 8pakÛ
DY[`af]ÛJ`gh
ÝÛÛ;]n]dghaf_Û_dYkkÛegmd\ÛeYl]jaYdÛ[gehgkalagfkÛ^gjÛaehjgn]\Û
egmd\ÛimYdalqÛYf\ÛalkÛaehY[lÛgfÛegmd\Ûda^]Û]ph][lYf[qÛ^gjÛ[mklge]jÛkYlak^Y[lagfÛYf\ÛZ]f]xl
ÝÛÛCYl]klÛl][`fgdg_qÛgfÛDgd\ÛGgdak`af_
ÝÛÛK][`fa[YdÛ:gfkmdlaf_ÛK]Ye
ÝÛÛ:IDÛI]hj]k]flYlan]Û¨£©
ÝÛÛ>dYkkÛGjg\m[lÛ\]ka_fÛ¶Û:gehd]l]Ûegmd\Û\]ka_fÛk]jna[]

HALL 13
STAND F15-F19

OCMI

MERKAD MAKINA
KALIP SAN. VE TIC. LTD. STI.

ÝÛ =gj]`]Yjl`kÛYf\Û[geZmklagfÛkqkl]ek
ÝÛ 8ff]Ydaf_£;][gjYlagfÛ
d]`jk
ÝÛ 9]f\af_Û^mjfY[]k
ÝÛ Kmjfc]qÛ^Y[lgja]kÛ^gjÛ
da_`laf_ÛlYZd]oYj]ÛYf\Û
l][`fa[YdÛ_dYkk
ÝÛ <f_af]]jaf_Ûk]jna[]k

INNOVATIONS
ÝÛ E]oÛYmlgeYla[ÛnaYdÛhY[caf_Û
eY[`af]ÛGD¤M
ÝÛ E]oÛnaYdÛhjg\m[lagfÛdaf]kÛ
^gjÛaf\]pÛ^gjeaf_ÛeY[`af]k
ÝÛ E]oÛnaYdÛ]d][lja[ÛYff]Ydaf_Û
d]`jk

OCMI-OTG SPA
Via Venezia Giulia 7,
20157 Milano Italy
+39 - 02 - 3909181
 +39 - 02 - 3570944
info@ocmigroup.com
MODERNE MECANIQUE
13, Avenue de la Trentaine
77507 Chelles - France
+33 - 1 - 60087171
 +33 - 1 - 60086575
info@ocmigroup.com

OCMI INDIA
2I¿FH :RUNV3ORWWR
Phase - I G.I.D.C. - Estate Vatva,
Ahmedabad, 382 445 - India
+91 - 79 - 25834010/11
 +91 - 79 - 25834012
t.majmudar@ocmigroup.com

MT FORNI INDUSTRIALI

OCMI GLASS TECHNOLOGY
(SHANGHAI)

Via Pialoi 104,
30020 Marcon (VE) Italy
+39 - 041 - 4569356
 +39 - 041 - 4567002
info@mtforni.com

5H, 2880 Hechuan Road, Shanghai
201103
+86 21 54711716
 +86 21 54711716
paul.wang@ocmigroup.com

:::2&0,*5283&20:::07)251,&20

P R E V I E W S

OLIVOTTO GLASS
TECHNOLOGIES S.P.A.

2 0 1 8

HALL 13
STAND D53

PEOPLE TO CONTACT AT OUR STAND
Sergio Sarvia - President & CEO
Andrea Valle - Tubing Lines & Mineral Wools
Sales Manager
Paolo Panza - Sales Area Manager
Massimo Pucci - Sales Area Manager
Elia Rizzi - Sales Area Manager
Gianluca Corrias - Spare Parts Service
Massimiliano Iuli - After Sales Manager

OLIVOTTO GLASS
TECHNOLOGIES S.P.A.
Headquarters:
Viale Gandhi 22 - 10051 Avigliana
(TO) - Italy
+39 - 011 - 9343511
 +39 - 011 - 9343593
info@olivotto.it

www.olivotto.it

PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED
s Automatic presses
s Fully electronic press
& blow machines
s Automatic blow-blow
machines
s Modular press & blow
machines for medium-low speed
production
s Press-blow-blow machines
for high-quality production
s Blowing machines for lightingware and
large containers
s Danner type tubing lines
s Automatic spinning machines

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

Fire polishers
Burn-off machines
Stretching machines
Glass brick lines
Glass insulator lines
Feeders for any type of glass and speed
User-friendly fully-electronic systems
Welding/stretching
machines
Multifunction stemware lines
Stretching/burn-off
machines
Glass Wool & Rock Wool lines
Automatic packaging lines

OMS PACKAGING
SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY

HALL 13
STAND E71
OFFICINA MECCANICA
SESTESE S.P.A.
Via Borgomanero, 44
28040 Paruzzaro - Italy
+39 - 0322 - 541411
oms@omsspa.com

www.omsspa.com
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GIANCARLO PEREGO S.P.A.

2 0 1 8

HALL 13
STAND G71

PEOPLE TO CONTACT AT OUR STAND
Leonardo Perego - General Manager
Michele Giordano - VP Sales&Marketing
Andrea Galli - Chief of Technical Department
Fabio Maderna - Sales Department

PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED
ÝÛDgmd\kÛÝÛDgmd\ÛY[[]kkgja]kÛÝÛDgmd\Û]f_af]]jaf_

Giancarlo Perego S.p.A.
GIANCARLO PEREGO S.P.A.
Via Marchesina 58 - 20090
Trezzano S/N (MI) - Italy
+39 - 02 - 48400060
 +39 - 02 - 4453300
gperego@gperego.it

www.gperego.it

CROATIAN PLANT

ITALIAN PLANT

RAMSEY PRODUCTS

HALL 13
STAND A61

COMPANY PROFILE
ÝÛ h]j^gjekÛ ]pl]fkan]Û j]k]Yj[`Û
PROVEN AND PATENTED LIFEGUARD CHAIN
Yf\Û\]n]dghe]fl
Ramsey¿kÛCa^]_mYj\Û[`YafÛoal`ÛhYl]flkÛafÛl`]ÛLJÛYf\Û<mjgh]ÛYf\Ûjmffaf_Û afÛ egj]Û l`YfÛ Û [gmflja]kÛ ogjd\oa\]Û akÛ l`]Û gfdqÛ [gfn]qgjÛ [`YafÛ ÝÛ hYjlf]jkÛ oal`Û kge]Û g^Û l`]Û
ogjd\¿kÛegklÛ]^x[a]flÛYf\Ûaffgl`YlÛhjgna\]kÛYÛkeggl`Û_YhÛ^j]]Ûhjgxd]ÛlgÛ]f`Yf[]ÛljYfkhgjlÛ[gmhd]\Û
nYlan]Û _dYkkÛ eYfm^Y[lmj]jkÛ lgÛ
oal`Ûj][]kk]\ÛhafÛ`]Y\kÛ^gjÛeYpaemeÛo]YjÛj]kaklYf[]
\]n]dghÛl`]ÛlggdkÛl`]qÛf]]\
Ramsey Today:

RAMSEY PRODUCTS
135 Performance
Dr. Belmont, NC - USA
+1 - 704 - 394-0322
 +1 - 704 - 394-9134
sales@ramseychain.com

www.ramseychain.com
ÝÛ g^^]jkÛ l`]Û ogjd\¿kÛ oa\]klÛ jYf_]Û g^Û lghÛ imYdalqÛ afn]jl]\Û lggl`Û [`YafÛ E]oÛhjg\m[lk
ÝÛ Ff]Û g^Û IYek]q¿kÛ f]o]klÛ affghjg\m[lkÛlghÛimYdalqÛk]jna[]ÛYf\Û[geh]lalan]Ûhja[]k
nYlagfkÛ l`]Û J]fljqÛ N]YjÛ Gjgl][l]\Û :`YafÛ [geZaf]kÛ l`]Û Z]klÛ ^]ÝÛ ogjckÛoal`Û_dYkkÛeYfm^Y[lmj]jkÛYf\ÛZglld]Ûhjg\m[]jkÛafÛ]n]jqÛhYjlÛg^Û
Ylmj]kÛg^ÛIYek]q¿kÛ]klYZdak`]\Û8dd_mYj\Û=OÛYf\ÛKogÛGafÛ[gfn]qaf_Û
l`]Ûogjd\
[`YafkÛoal`Û^]Ylmj]kÛ\]n]dgh]\Û^gjÛ`a_`Ûkh]]\Ûhgo]jÛljYfkeakkagfÛ
ÝÛ hjgna\]kÛo`YlÛ_dYkkÛhjg\m[]jkÛ]ph][lÛ¦Û[gfn]qgjÛ[`YafkÛl`YlÛ[YfÛjmfÛ
[`Yaf
YlÛ^Ykl]jÛkh]]\kÛgh]jYl]Ûegj]Ûkeggl`dqÛYf\Û\]dan]jÛdgf_]jÛda^]Ûl`YfÛ
ÝÛ IYek]q¿kÛf]oÛ8dd¤Jl]]dÛ[`YafkÛYj]Ûlgm_`Û]fgm_`Û^gjÛl`]ÛegklÛ\]eYf]n]jÛZ]^gj]Û
\af_Û Yhhda[YlagfkÛ
Gjgl][l]\Û Y_YafklÛ
dYl]jYdÛ [`YafÛ Yf\Û
hafÛ `]Y\Û o]YjÛ ZqÛ
YddÛkl]]dÛ`Yj\]f]\Û
YddgqÛka\]ÛdafckÛl`]Û
links in this chain
oaddÛf]n]jÛ[jY[cÛmf\]jÛhj]kkmj]Û
MakalÛ gmjÛ klYf\Û YlÛ
>dYkkl][Û ?YddÛ ~£
8~
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REGINA CATENE CALIBRATE S.p.A.

2 0 1 8

HALL 15
STAND C13

PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED

REGINA CATENE CALIBRATE
S.p.A.

ÝÛ =mdd¤jYf_]Ûg^Û[`YafkÛeg\mdYjÛZ]dlkÛYf\Û[gehgf]flkÛ^gjÛlghÛ
tier Cold End lines
ÝÛ CmZ]Û=j]]Û>jahh]jÛ:`YafkÛ^gjÛZglld]Ûlmjf]jÛYhhda[Ylagfk
ÝÛ JlYl]¤g^¤l`]¤YjlÛeYl]jaYdkÛ¨]¤JC@;<ÛYf\ÛJLGI<D<¤J©Û^gjÛ_mades and curves, offering low wear at high speed dry running

Via Monza, 90
23870 Cernusco Lombardone (LC)
Italy
+39 - 03999801
 +39 - 0399905229
sales@reginachain.net

www.reginachain.net

COMPANY PROFILE
Established in 1919, Regina is a world leading
developer and manufacturer of high quality
conveyor chains, modular belts, roller chains,
components and offers a vanguard and
complete product portfolio of standard and
special applications for glass, beverage, food,
packaging and many other industries.
Regina is recognized among the fathers
of high performance conveying and power
ljYfkeakkagfÛkgdmlagfkÛ^gjÛl`]Û>dYkkÛ@f\mkljqÛ
at global level.
Our products are fully developed and manufactured in our premises through of a wide
range of top-tier engineered plastics and steel
grades, products available in metric and imperial standards.
We are strongly committed towards continuous innovation and development of our

REVIMAC S.r.l.

value proposition, process capabilities and
human capital.
We are partners of the leading OEMs and End
Users in all the reference industries in which
we operate.

Highlights for the Glass Industry:
ÝÛ =mddÛjYf_]Ûg^Û\]\a[Yl]\Û`a_`ÛimYdalqÛhjgducts and materials
ÝÛ JlYl]Ûg^Ûl`]ÛYjlÛhjg\m[lÛ\]ka_fÛYf\Û]f_aneering
ÝÛ =mddÛhjgg^]\ÛdgoÛ\mklaf_Ûkgdmlagfk
ÝÛ Lfaim]Û`a_`Ûh]j^gjeaf_ÛkgdmlagfkÛ^gjÛCmZ]Û
Free Bottle Turner applications
ÝÛ :gehd]l]ÛafÛ`gmk]ÛeYfm^Y[lmjaf_ÛYf\Û
control of overall product portfolio
ÝÛ Dgj]Ûl`YfÛ~Ûdaf]kÛafklYdd]\Ûogjd\oa\]

HALL 13
STAND E15
REVIMAC S.R.L.
Via Mario Carraro 19
36075 Montecchio Maggiore (VI)
Italy
+39 - 0444 - 493494
 +39 - 0444 - 492358
revimac@revimac.com

PEOPLE TO CONTACT AT OUR STAND
Rolando Bajo - Managing Director
Gilberto Volpato - Sales Manager & Director
Pietro Agnetti - Export Manager

www.revimac.com

COMPANY PROFILE
REVIMAC belongs to the BOTTERO group of companies.
The company celebrates 30 years of experience with
global major glass container manufacturers by supplying a wide range of machinery and equipment in the
hot-end area.
Jaf[]Ûl`]Ûq]YjÛÛI<M@D8:Û`YkÛkmhhda]\ in excess
of 100 forehearths.
Numerous improvements have been introduced in
terms of design of the refractory superstructure, air-

PRODUCTS BEING
PROMOTED

gas mixing unit and control system to optimize glass
conditioning.
I<M@D8:ÛakÛYÛd]Y\af_Ûkmhhda]jÛg^ÛRe-manufactured” IS
machines and section boxes, covering the full range of
centre distances, in single-, double- and triple-gob operation in Blow & Blow, Press &
Blow and NNPB processes.
@fÛl`]ÛdYklÛ~Ûq]YjkÛgmjÛÛ
sq.m. assembly shop has been
involved in the re-manufacturing
g^ÛYdegklÛ~Û@JÛeY[`af]kÛYf\Û
more than 800 section boxes.

ÝÛ =gj]`]Yjl`kÛYf\Û
working ends
ÝÛ I]¤eYfm^Y[lmj]\Û^]]\]j
ÝÛ I]¤eYfm^Y[lmj]\Û
@JÛeY[`af]kÛYf\Û
section boxes
ÝÛ NYj]Û`Yf\daf_Û]imahe]flÛ
ÝÛ ?gl¤]f\Ûlj]Yle]flÛmfal
ÝÛ :gd\¤]f\Ûlj]Yle]flÛmfal

MIXING UNIT WITH OVER-HEAD
AIR COMBUSTION SYSTEM
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HALL 13
STAND E72

S.I.G.MA. GROUP

S.I.G.MA. S.R.L.

PEOPLE TO CONTACT AT OUR STAND
Roberto Mari - CEO
Luigi Mandelli, Alberto Tedeschi - Directors

PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED

www.sigmaref.it

COMPANY PROFILE
Thanks to its two manufacturing facilities, one
afÛ@lYdqÛYf\Ûl`]Ûgl`]jÛafÛ9md_YjaYÛ[gmhd]\Ûoal`Û
the cooperation of specially selected and reliaZd]ÛhYjlf]jkÛJ@>D8Û>IFLGÛ[YfÛkmhhdqÛl`]Û
complete range of materials for glass furnaces: from Fireclay to Sillimanite, Mullite, High
alumina, Zircon/mullite, Zircon, Magnesia based materials, Silica and Fused cast.
Thanks to continuous and important investments both in state-of-the-art production
equipment and Research & Development,
J@>D8Û>IFLGÛ`YkÛ]f_af]]j]\Ûgn]jÛl`]Ûq]ars unique products, as well as improved already widely used products such as a specially
grooved tube which grants better gob homogeneity, a bonded high alumina for channel

NIKOLAUS SORG
GmbH & CO. KG
PEOPLE TO CONTACT AT OUR STAND
Alexander Sorg - Managing Partner
Fred AkerÛ¤ÛJYd]kÛ;aj][lgjÛ8j]YÛ@
Dr. Hartmut HegelerÛ¤ÛJYd]kÛ;aj][lgjÛ8j]YÛ@@ÛYf\ÛDYjc]laf_Û;aj][lgj
Reinhold Wenig - Managing Director EME
Dr. Arjen Steiner - Managing Director SKS
Holger Mayer - Managing Director Fusetech
Key group employees

SIGMAREF SRLU
Koshovete, 158 str. - Municipality Maritsa
4199 Trud, Plovdiv - Bulgaria
+359 - 32 - 396423
RI¿FH#VLJPDUHIEJ

ÝÛÛ=mjfY[]Ûj]^jY[lgja]kÛ
ÝÛÛNgjcaf_Û]f\kÛYf\Û^gj]`]Yjl`k
ÝÛÛ=]]\]jÛ]ph]f\YZd]k

S.I.G.MA. GROUP has been specialized in the
production of refractory materials for the glass
industry since 1990 and, today, operates on ﬁve
continents, with international sales being more
than 85% of its production.

Via delle Grigne 12/A
22070 Locate Varesino (CO) - Italy
+39 - 0331 - 823195 a.r.
 +39 - 0331 - 823198
sigmaref@tin.it

blocks which represents the best alternative
to fused cast - alumina for all glass contact
applications for operating temperatures up to
1300°C, a high grade mullite and new structural design for the regenerator chambers
providing higher resistance to chemical attack
and increased structural stability at high temperatures.
Additionally, considering the growing demand
of a faster and easier way of acquiring pro\m[lkÛ J@>D8Û >IFLGÛ `YkÛ \]n]dgh]\Û YfÛ
e-commerce Refractory Shop to meet all
needs, both programmed and urgent, as well
to update its customers with regards to product availability, special offers and technical
innovations.

HALL 15
STAND B39

PRODUCTS BEING
PROMOTED
ÝÛD<CK@E>Û=LIE8:<JÛ
ÝÛ=FI<?<8IK?ÛK<:?EFCF>PÛ
ÝÛ<E>@E<<I@E>Û
ÝÛ<HL@GD<EK

NIKOLAUS SORG
GMBH & CO. KG
PO Box 1520
D-97805 Lohr am Main - Germany
Stoltestraße 23
D-97816 Lohr am Main - Germany
+49 - 9352 - 5070
 +49 - 9352 - 507196
nsorg@sorg.de

www.sorg.de

COMPANY PROFILE
SORG” stands for a group of companies whose abilities
and experience complement one another to be able to
provide a unique offering of products and services.
These technologies range from the delivery and storage of
raw materials through conditioned glass and cullet return
systems.
Staying in the family: The group now belongs to and is
managed by the fourth and ﬁfth generations of the SORG
family. The individual companies who only serve the glass
industry currently employ around 500 employees worldwide.
One of our focuses at this year’s glasstec is innovation. Visitors to our stand can experience live the next forehearth
generation 340S+, the new EME-NEND® Batch Charger
type R, the new burner holder generation and a Virtual Reality tour through a melting furnace.
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HALL 13
STAND A30

STARA GLASS S.p.A.
PEOPLE
TO CONTACT
AT OUR STAND
Giorgio Zanforlin
Sales Department
Ernesto Cattaneo
Technical Department

2 0 1 8

STARA GLASS S.P.A.

COMPANY PROFILE
Stara Glass offers:
ÝÛ <G:
ÝÛ ;]ka_f
ÝÛ <f_af]]jaf_
ÝÛ Kmjfc]qÛkmhhdqÛg^Û_dYkkÛe]dlaf_Û
^mjfY[]kÛ¨j]_]f]jYlan]Û
recuperative, hybrid, oxy-fuel,
\YqÛlYfck©Û^gjÛYddÛcaf\Ûg^Û_dYkkÛ

¨[gflYaf]jÛjgdd]\ÛhYll]jfÛ_dYkkÛ
tableware, sodium silicate, opal
Yf\ÛZgjgkada[Yl]Û_dYkkÛ]l[©
ÝÛ I]hYajÛbgZkÛ\]egdalagfÛ
reconstruction, hot repair;
ÝÛ JmhhdqÛg^ÛYddÛj]^jY[lgjqÛeYl]jaYdkÛ
equipment, combustion systems,
recuperators, steel structures,

HALL 13
STAND E45

STRADA S.r.l.
PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED

PEOPLE TO CONTACT AT OUR STAND

ÝÛDFLC;JÛÝÛE][cÛIaf_kÛ
ÝÛ8[[]kkgja]k

Chicco Ferrari - Sales Director
Simone ZagariÛ ¤Û @fka\]ÛJYd]k

+HDG2I¿FH3]]D5RVVHWWL$
16129 Genova - Italy
+39 - 010 - 576391
 +39 - 010 - 564763
staraglass@hydragroup.it

www.staraglass.com

process control, cooling liquid
and gas ﬂuid systems;
ÝÛ K][`fa[YdÛYkkaklYf[]
ÝÛ ?]YlÛZYdYf[]Û[Yd[mdYlagfÛgfÛ
operating furnaces;
ÝÛ K][`fa[YdÛ\m]Û\ada_]f[]
ÝÛ <f\gk[gha]k
ÝÛ 8\nYf[]\Ûkqkl]ekÛ^gjÛEFpÛ
containment;
ÝÛ I]k]Yj[`ÛYf\Û;]n]dghe]flÛafÛ
the glass industry;
ÝÛ <f_af]]jaf_Û;]ka_fÛYf\Û
consultancy services;
ÝÛ lmjfc]qÛhdYflÛ\]egdalagfÛYf\Û
reconstruction;
ÝÛ `glÛj]hYaj
ÝÛ kmhhdqÛg^ÛYfqÛcaf\Ûg^Û
refractory material.

STRADA S.r.l.
Via Ada Negri, 12
20081 Abbiategrasso (MI) - Italy
+39 - 02 - 94969675/94966977
 +39 - 02 - 94969351
info@stradamoulds.it

www.stradamoulds.it

COMPANY PROFILE
Strada is a leading company in the production of moulds for
glass containers, which are manufactured using Blow and Blow,
Press and Blow and Narrow Neck Press and Blow technology.
@fÛY\\alagfÛlgÛegmd\kÛl`]Û[gehYfq¿kÛhjg\m[lagfÛjYf_]Ûaf[dm\]kÛ
mould accessories, ﬁnishing moulds and neck rings.
The company was founded in 1945 and, since then, has
grown steadily, now employing more than 50 people in four
departments - the Technical, Quality Control and Commercial
Departments, and the Production Workshop.
@fÛ l`]Û K][`fa[YdÛ ;]hYjle]flÛ l`]Û dYl]klÛ :8;£:8DÛ kg^loYj]Û
is used by skilled technicians to develop moulds for almost any
type of glassware that customers may require.
The Production Workshop uses automatic and NC machines
at every production stage except for those operations where
human ability is still indispensable.
@fÛ Y\\alagfÛ YÛ hjg\m[lagfÛ hjg_jYee]Û ^gddgokÛ ]Y[`Û al]eÛ af\ana\mYddqÛ
from the time the order is placed through to delivery to the customer.
Every stage of production is closely controlled by the Quality Control
Department. All raw materials, semi-processed goods and ﬁnished
products are subjected to rigorous quality control checks so that they
conform to the most up-to-date international technical standards.

@fÛ ~ Û imYdalqÛ oYkÛ mh_jY\]\Û lgÛ l`]Û klja[l]klÛ @JFÛ
9001:2015 certiﬁcation.
The Commercial Department
is almost a bridge between
customers and the rest of
the company, and the Technical Department in particular.
@lÛakÛl`]Û]ph]ja]f[]ÛYf\Û]ph]jtise of the skilled technicians
working there that enable
Strada to offer solutions for
any kind of technical problem
or produce the most intricate
moulds.
The company is proud of its
ability to offer extensive cooperation to glassworks, to
help them solve their daily
problems. Why not see if it can
help you?
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STAND B62

TECO GROUP

TECO GROUP

PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED

Toledo Engineering Co., Inc. 3400
Executive Parkway P.O. Box 2927
Toledo, Ohio 43606-2927 - USA
+1 - 419 - 5379711
 +1 - 419 - 5371369
sales@teco.com

ÝÛ >dYkkÛ^mjfY[]kÛg^ÛYddÛlqh]kÛ
ÝÛ =gj]`]Yjl`kÛYf\Ûogjcaf_Û]f\kÛ
ÝÛ >dYkkÛhdYflÛ]imahe]flÛaf[dm\af_Ûl`]ÛJOÛ
electrode holder and electric boosting

www.teco.com

COMPANY PROFILE
As part of the TECO Group, Toledo Engineering, Tecoglas, and KTG Systems, can
offer total furnace capabilities in glass furnaces of all types with KTG Engineering supporting this activity as glass plant equipment manufacturers. Zedtec are the TECO
Group specialists in forehearth and working end technology. EAE Tech provide high
quality industrial automation engineering services and custom control systems. The
TECO Group has been
designing, building and
modernising for the
world’s primary glass
manufacturing industjqÛkaf[]Û~Û

HENRY F. TEICHMANN, INC.

HALL 13
STAND B47-5

PEOPLE TO CONTACT AT OUR STAND
Mark Piedmonte - President
Kevin Yung - VP of Operations
Daniel Chen
VP of Business Development

HENRY F. TEICHMANN, INC.

Tracy Hawkins
Director of Purchasing
Sam Leaper
Sales Manager

:DVKLQJWRQ5RDG
McMurray, PA 15317 - USA
+1 - 724 - 9419550
 +1 - 724 - 9413479
info@hft.com

COMPANY PROFILE
Henry F. Teichmann (HFT), founded
afÛ ~Û akÛ \]\a[Yl]\Û lgÛ hjgna\af_Û
engineering services, melting furnaces and turnkey plant installations
^gjÛ l`]Û _dYkkÛ af\mkljqÛ ogjd\oa\]Û @fÛ
al¿kÛgn]jÛÛq]YjkÛg^Ûk]jna[]ÛlgÛl`]Û
glass industry, HFT has carried out
projects in more than 40 countries.
<f_af]]jaf_Û ¨af[dm\af_Û ;Û \]ka_f©Û
construction management and
commissioning services support
the following areas of activity:
Turnkey glass plants: for manufacturing high quality ﬂoat glass, container glass, ﬁberglass, tableware,
sodium silicate and other speciality
glass.
Batch plants: automatic material
processing and weighing for precise batching for the complete range
of glass compositions.
End-ﬁre regenerative furnace designs: for melting container glass
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and rolled pattern glass. Over 20
installations of HFT’s Dual-Pass Regenerative Furnace System exist
worldwide, using a heavy oil and natural gas combustion system.
Cross-ﬁre air-gas regenerative
melting furnaces: for melting container glass with maximum size production, ﬂoat glass furnaces for clear and tinted glass production and
large sodium silicate production.
Oxy-fuel ﬁred furnace designs: for
melting ﬂoat, container, ﬁberglass
and tableware.
@ehjgn]\Û _dYkkÛ imYdala]kÛ Yf\Û dgoÛ
NOx are major results of the latest
designs.
Plant modernization and rebuilds:
the staff of engineers and constructors of HFT continues to meet the
very short turn-around schedules
for ﬂoat, container, ﬁberglass and
tableware producers around the

glass machinery plants & accessories 5/2018

www.hft.com
world. Our list of regular customers
speaks for itself. Providing stateof-the-art quality installations with
excellent safety and environmental
performance is our commitment to
our clients.
Annealing and Decorating Lehrs:
@fÛ~Û?=KÛhjgm\dqÛYffgmf[]\ÛalkÛ
acquisition of world-renowned
Lehr manufacturer, E.W.
Bowman’s design and technology and is the sole approved
supplier of new Bowman
Lehrs, parts and service.
Our Lehrs use Bowman’s
almost 60 years of Lehr building experience within the
global glass industry, coupled
with the latest technology
to supply the most robust,
maintenance free and energy
efﬁcient Lehr available in the
market today.

PRODUCTS BEING
PROMOTED
ÝÛ <f_af]]jaf_ÛÝÛGjg[mj]e]fl
ÝÛ :gfkljm[lagfÛDYfY_]e]flÛÛYf\Û
commissioning services
ÝÛ 8ff]Ydaf_ÛYf\Û;][gjYlaf_ÛC]`jk
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HALL 14
STAND F34

TIAMA

TIAMA
ZA des Plattes,
1 Chemin Des Plattes
69390 Vourles - France
+33 - 4 - 37201500
 +33 - 4 - 78079450
marketing@tiama.com

PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED
Tiama is a global provider of real-time process data and quality controls
for glass packaging.
The company’s machines are ﬁlled with sensors installed both at the
hot-end and cold-end of the glass plant.
All these Tiama sensors, backed-up by speciﬁc expertise in traceability
and services, offer a powerful source of data and knowledge preparing
for the arrival of the Smart Factory.
Kg\YqÛKaYeYÛakÛ[YhYZd]Ûg^Ûk]f\af_Û`a_`dqÛnYdm]Û\YlYÛ¨mfaim]ÛZglld]ÛdYk]j¤]f_jYn]\Ûa\]flax[YlagfÛ[gflYaf]jÛaeY_]kÛe]Ykmj]e]flk©Û[geaf_Û
from the hot-end and cold-end to ensure optimized productivity and to
strongly connect these two glass plant areas.
KgÛZ]ll]jÛhj]hYj]Û^mlmj]Û9mkaf]kkÛ@fl]dda_]f[]Û[YhYZadala]kÛKaYeYÛ`YkÛ
structured its unique offer around ﬁve product families:
Ý Traceability: with the patented device Total Tracer, engraving an indivi-

dual code on the bottle. All defects,
information and events at the H-E
and C-E will be correlated down to
www.tiama.com
a single container creating a unique identity card for each ware.
ÝÛ Monitoring: modular and affordable technological bricks at the hotend provide process information at the earliest stage of the bottle’s
life and detect early production drifts.
Ý Inspection: with the development of ﬂexible and automated machines. At Tiama, advanced technologies such as learning processes,
deep learning and artiﬁcial intelligence concepts are being pushed,
with machines to provide operators with precise data in the fastest
possible time.
ÝÛServices: with a panel of support programmes giving the possibility
to use all the Tiama equipment at their highest performance rates,
maximizing initial investments. Tiama Support also includes predictive and preventive solutions to reduce costs of ownership.
Ý Intelligence: all production and quality data are then recorded and
displayed in a single smart database that enables to have optimized
production management and immediate actions.
Ultimately, based on this powerful database, Tiama will develop data
mining solutions, and will build business models around correlations
between all the parameters of a glass plant. Tiama has, in fact, already started to work on customer cases attesting the value of these
correlations.

HALL 14
STAND A34

VERTECH’

VERTECH’ 0DLQ2IÀFH

PEOPLE TO CONTACT AT OUR STAND
PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED

Ulas Topal ¦Û:`a]^Û<p][mlan]ÛF^x[]j
Andrea Borgno, Ludovic Dugenest, Mélanie Basset
Area Sales Managers
Michaël Gauthier ¦ÛI¬;Û;aj][lgj
Anne-Sophie Lelièvre
Communication and Marketing Manager

Vertech’ at a glance
For more than 20 years,
Vertech’ has been the reference provider of software
kgdmlagfkÛ^gjÛl`]Û_dYkkÛaf\mkljqÛJ@CÛ
akÛYÛDYfm^Y[lmjaf_Û<p][mlagfÛJqkl]eÛ¨D<J©Û\]n]dgh]\Û^gjÛ_dYkkeYkers producing hollowware, tubes and glass decoration. With a wide
jYf_]Ûg^Ûhjg\m[lkÛJ@CÛhjgna\]kÛ_dYkkeYc]jkÛoal`Ûn]jqÛhj][ak]Ûj]YdÛ
lae]ÛBG@kÛgfÛl`]Ûh]j^gjeYf[]Ûg^Ûl`]Ûo`gd]ÛhdYflÛK`YfckÛlgÛYddÛl`akÛ
shared data and the full traceability of products, production rates
improve, losses decrease and customer risks are reduced.
Vertech’ at an international scale
Since 1995, Vertech’ equipped more than 600 production lines all
gn]jÛl`]Ûogjd\ÛJ@CÛakÛ[mjj]fldqÛafklYdd]\ÛafÛÛ[gmflja]kÛgfÛÛ[gflanents and is available in 10 languages. Vertech’ strengthens its global
hj]k]f[]Ûoal`ÛÛkmZka\aYja]kÛafÛ@lYdqÛafÛD]pa[gÛYf\ÛafÛl`]ÛLJÛgfÛlghÛ
g^Ûl`]Û`]Y\imYjl]jkÛYlÛ:`Ydgf¤kmj¤JY.f]ÛafÛ9mj_mf\qÛ¨=jYf[]©

Campus SaoneOr
11, rue Alfred Kastler
71100 Chalon-sur-Saône - France
+33 - 3 - 8598 1919
 +33 - 3 - 8598 1918
vertechsales@vertech.eu

www.vertech.eu
Follow Vertech’ on LinkedIn

A wide range of products
Ý SILC is a data acquisition system used daily in a plant by managers
as well as operators at the hot end and cold end.
ÝÛ SILX \akhdYqkÛj]YdÛlae]ÛBG@kÛ[geaf_Û\aj][ldqÛ^jgeÛJ@CÛYf\ÛY[[]kkable to all key players in a plant or at the headquarters of a group.
ÝÛ SILXQual aims are to manage production quality and record measurements data to lead towards quick and targeted analyses.
ÝÛ SILXPallet manages quality of pallets thanks to statistical controls,
and determines if a pallet is accepted or blocked.
ÝÛ SILXMould manages single molds and mold sets in real time, allowing the viewing of individual mold status and traceability at a
glance.
ÝÛ SILXGlass is a quality control management system on raw materials and glass campaigns for the glass laboratory.
ÝÛ SILDeco is a software for acquiring data on glass decoration lines
in order to make them even more efﬁcient.
ÝÛ SILResorting displays signiﬁcant information such as the list of defects, progress and the reject rate during the resorting process.
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HALL 14
STAND F13

VIDROMECANICA
PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED

Vidromecanica - thermal equipment for the glass industry
Vidromecanica manufactures annealing, decorating and tempering equipment; equipment for hot- & cold-end
coating; and internal cullet processing plants able to run on long-term production.
Vidromecanica’s main equipment includes:
- Annealing and decorating lehrs
- Cold-end coating spraying systems
- Belt tempering lines for tableware
- Scraper conveyors and Cullet
- Spindle toughening lines for stemware
crushers
- Rim Tempering / Chemical tempering
@fÛ [dgk]Û [ggh]jYlagfÛ oal`Û alkÛ [mklg- Thermal Shock Test Machine
mers and glass industry, Vidromecani- Mould pre-heating kilns
ca has been a partner in this market
- Stackers + Cross Conveyors
for the last 34 years - since 1984.
- Hot end coating hoods
Vidromecanica has supplied equipment
to +60 countries and +120 plants.

VIDROMECANICA
5XD&HQWUDO*DUFLD$SW
2431-905 Marinha Grande
Portugal
+351 - 244 - 555060
 +351 - 244 - 552410
vidromecanica@vidromecanica.com

www.vidromecanica.com

Tempering Lehrs

PEOPLE TO CONTACT
AT OUR STAND

Annealing Lehrs

VMA GMBH
PEOPLE TO CONTACT AT OUR STAND
Nico Thomae - Managing Director
Fred Vogler - Sales Manager

COMPANY PROFILE
VMA is specialized in designing and manufacturing opto-electronic measuring and testing equipment for the
glass industry worldwide. The company’s equipment
is designed in accordance with the special requests
and needs of its customers, and contains all necessary
components for turnkey systems.
VMA’s engineers have been working in the glass industry for many years and are therefore familiar with
the special demands regarding the testing of glass
articles as well as the technological problems of glass
manufacturing.
VMA’s strength is to provide its clients with a complete system of know-how and service, combining its
experience with innovative solutions and sophisticated
technologies.
Products and Business ﬁelds:
¤ÛKD:Û¨K`a[cf]kkÛD]Ykmj]e]flÛkqkl]eÛ^gjÛ:gflYaf]jÛ
_dYkk©ÛÛgf¤daf]ÛYf\Ûg^^¤daf]
¤Û KD=Û ¨K`a[cf]kkÛ D]Ykmj]e]flÛ kqkl]eÛ ^gjÛ =dgYlÛ
_dYkk©ÛYlÛ`gl¤]f\ÛYf\Û[gd\¤]f\
- Special solutions like thickness and dimensional sykl]ekÛ^gjÛlmZmdYjÛ_dYkkÛ¨KDKÛK:ÛF;©ÛYlÛ`gl¤]f\ÛYf\Û
cold-end, on-line and off-line; thickness measurement
^gjÛhYll]jf]\Ûjgdd]\Û_dYkkÛ¨KDG©Û\aYe]l]jÛe]Ykmjaf_Û
systems for quartz glass resizing machines
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Vitor Maia - Technical Director
Ricardo Barreto - Commercial Director
João Curado - Technical Sales Director

HALL 14
STAND A21

PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED
Non-contact measurement equipment
inspection systems
non-contact thickness measurement for:
- ﬂoat glass
- tubes
- hollow glass
automation systems for tubing lines and tube
manufacturing
diameter gauges
automatic regulation
supervision computers
defect detection systems
automatic quartz glass resizing
rental equipment
tailor-made design
installation, start-up, training
thickness measurement systems for laboratory use

INNOVATIONS
Ý new off-line measurement machine for tube glass or
ﬁber rods
Ý competitive 4-point FLX-MES measurement system
for container glass
Ý new ultracompact chromatic sensor system
FLX-C13

VMA GMBH
27:PEDFK*Ul¿QDXHU6WU
D-98704 Ilmenau
Germany
+49 - 36785 - 5870
 +49 - 36785 - 58799
info@vma-online.de

www.vma-online.de

P R E V I E W S

HALL 14
STAND E56

VPINSTRUMENTS
PEOPLE TO CONTACT
AT OUR STAND
Pascal Van Putten - CEO
pascal.van.putten@vpinstruments.com
Patrick Boers - Commercial Director
patrick.boers@vpinstruments.com
Cynthia Kuiper - Marketing Director
cynthia.kuiper@vpinstruments.com

2 0 1 8

VPINSTRUMENTS

PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED

Buitenwatersloot 335
2614 GS Delft - The Netherlands
+31 - 15 - 2131580
 +31 - 15 - 2130669
sales@vpinstruments.com

Tools that enable you to:
ÝÛ8ddg[Yl]ÛYf\Ûj]\m[]Û]f]j_qÛ[gklk
ÝÛJhglÛeakmk]Ûg^ÛYaj
ÝÛFhlaear]ÛeYafl]fYf[]
ÝÛDYfY_]ÛqgmjÛ[gehj]kk]\ÛYajÛkqkl]e

86$0DUNHWLQJ 6DOHV2I¿FH
+1 - 614 - 7298135
8.0DUNHWLQJ 6DOHV2I¿FH
+44 - 3333 - 661100

www.vpinstruments.com

COMPANY PROFILE
VPInstruments easy insight into energy ﬂows™
VPInstruments offers industrial custoBeneﬁts:
mers easy insight into energy ﬂows. We
ÝÛ K`j]]¤af¤gf]Û k]fkgjÛ l][`fgdg_qÛ =dgoÛ
believe that industrial energy monitoring
Pressure, Temperature
should be easy and effortless, to enable
ÝÛ9a¤\aj][lagfYd
afka_`lÛkYnaf_kÛYf\ÛghlaearYlagfÛMG@fkljmÝÛ M]jkYlad]Û afl]j^Y[af_Û IJ Û ]l`]jf]lÛ
ments products are recommended by leWi-Fi, USB
ading energy professionals worldwide and
offer the most complete measurement
Applications:
solution for compressed air ﬂow, gas ﬂow
ÝÛ:gehj]kk]\ÛYajÛYm\alk
and electric energy consumption. Our moÝÛ<f]j_qÛegfalgjaf_
nitoring software VPVision can be used for
ÝÛC]YcY_]ÛeYfY_]e]fl
all utilities and enables you to see where,
ÝÛ<^x[a]f[qÛegfalgjaf_
when and how much you can save. Our proÝÛ:gklÛYddg[Ylagf
ducts can be found all over the world. Let
ÝÛDYafl]fYf[]ÛeYfY_]e]fl
us open your eyes and start saving energy.

WALTEC MASCHINEN GmbH
Double gob press

HALL 13
STAND B45

PEOPLE TO CONTACT AT OUR STAND
Britta Höfer - Managing Director & Partner
Ulrich Zirfas - Managing Director
Werner Bassing - Director Research & Development
Falk Höllwarth - Director Project Management
Thierry Decroocq - Director Business Development

WALTEC MASCHINEN GmbH
Kronacher Strasse 2a
96352 Wilhelmsthal - Germany
+49 - 9260 - 9901-0
 +49 - 9260 - 990199
info@waltec.de

www.waltec.de

COMPANY PROFILE

PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED

Press-blow machine W12

ÝÛ ]d][ljgfa[Û_gZÛ^]]\]jk
ÝÛ ]d][ljgfa[Ûk`]YjkÛkqkl]e
ÝÛ ZYddÛ_Yl`]j]jÛjgZgl
ÝÛ ^mddqÛYmlgeYla[YdÛ_dYkkÛ
presses
ÝÛ hj]kk¤ZdgoÛeY[`af]k
ÝÛ Zdgo¤ZdgoÛeY[`af]k
ÝÛ khaffaf_ÛeY[`af]k

ÝÛ xj]Ûhgdak`af_ÛYf\ÛjaeÛ
glazing machines
ÝÛ lYc]¤gmlÛYf\Ûlmjfaf_Û
systems
ÝÛ klY[c]jk
ÝÛ `Yf\daf_Ûkqkl]ek
ÝÛ [gfn]qgjÛZ]dlk
ÝÛ ljYfk^]jÛkqkl]ek

FULLY AUTOMATIC PRODUCTION
LINES for:
Tableware, spinning articles, stemware,
press-blow articles, blow-blow articles,
toughening/tempering, microwave and
technical articles, washing machine glasses, cold light reﬂectors, glass insulators,
glass blocks.
ÝÛ HmY\jgÛ>gZÛdaf]k
ÝÛ Kjahd]Û>gZÛdaf]k
ÝÛ ;gmZd]Û>gZÛdaf]k
ÝÛ Jaf_d]Û>gZÛdaf]k
ÝÛ Jhaffaf_Ûdaf]k
ÝÛ Jl]eoYj]Ûdaf]k
ÝÛ Gj]kk¤9dgoÛdaf]k
ÝÛ 9dgo¤9dgoÛdaf]k
ÝÛ Kgm_`]faf_£K]eh]jaf_Ûdaf]k
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WBT SRL
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HALL 10
STAND H19
WBT SRL
Via XXV Aprile, 2
23804 Monte Marenzo (LC)
Italy
+39 - 0341 - 632080
Mobile: +39 - 392 - 2011066
info@wbtsrl.com

www.wbtsrl.com

COMPANY PROFILE
WBT is a young and dynamic company with engineers, designers
and technicians who have more than 30 years of speciﬁc experience in the construction of transport belts, gob shear blades and
silent chains for conveyors and cross-conveyors.

PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED
ÝÛ:gfn]qgjÛ9]dlkÛ^gjÛC]`jkÛÝJ`]YjÛ9dY\]k
ÝÛJad]flÛ:`YafÛ¬ÛJhjg[c]lkÛ^gjÛ:gfn]qgjÛ¬Û:jgkk¤:gfn]qgj

PEOPLE TO CONTACT AT OUR STAND
Giuseppe Figini - General Manager / Mauro Ruggieri - Commercial Director

XPAR VISION
PEOPLE TO CONTACT AT OUR STAND
PAUL SchreudersÛ¤Û:<FÛÛÝÛJOOP DALSTRA - C.S.O.

PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED
XPAR Vision is a private held, independent company
from the Netherlands specialized in and leading innovations of advanced sensor and robot technology for the
global container glass and tableware industries.
At XPAR Vision we develop, install, implement, service
and maintain hot end sensor and robot technologies to
improve the forming process performance and quality
control for the global container glass and tableware industries.
Our portfolio consists of the following products:
ÝÛIR-D, InfraRed Dual camera system. An infrared camera system
^gjÛ¨j]YdÛlae]©Û`glÛ]f\Û^gjeaf_Ûhjg[]kkÛ[gfljgdÛYf\ÛimYdalqÛafkh][tion of bottles, jars and drinking glasses.
ÝÛIGC, Infrared Gob weight Control. A system for automatic hot end
gob weight control.
Ý GobAssist.Û8fÛghla[YdÛ[Ye]jYÛkqkl]eÛ^gjÛe]Ykmj]e]flÛg^Û¨`glÛ]f\©Û
loading parameters, such as position, speed, length and time of arrival of the gobs, before they enter the blank mould.
ÝÛBTC, Blankside Temperature Control. A system for measurement
g^Û¨`glÛ]f\©Ûl]eh]jYlmj]ÛhYjYe]l]jkÛkm[`ÛYkÛZdYfcÛl]eh]jYlmj]Û
plunger temperature, neck ring temperature and parison temperature.
ÝÛ Blank Robot to perform precise swabbing of blanks and replace
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HALL 13
STAND D15
XPAR VISION
Laan Corpus den Hoorn 300
-7*521,1*(1
The Netherlands
+31 - 50 - 3162888
contact@xparvision.com

www.xparvision.com
other repetitive actions by the
Machine Operator to minimize
human dependency.
ÝÛ Integration. Enabling of automatic hot end closed loop, between XPAR sensor technology and
@J¤DY[`af]Ûlaeaf_Ûkqkl]ekÛ^g[mk]\ÛgfÛl`]Ûafl]dda_]flÛmk]Ûg^Ûk]fkgjÛ
data in order to automatically steer process parameters to control
ware spacing, glass distribution and cooling conditions.
A better world
The proper application of our technologies helps the container glass
and tableware industries make glass lighter and stronger whilst improving efﬁciencies and speed, reducing carbon footprint and reducing
human dependency. The potential savings for glass manufacturers
are enormous.
Realizing these improvements will, of course, positively inﬂuence the
image of glass and in turn, glass will be much more competitive than
gl`]jÛeYl]jaYdkÛkm[`ÛYkÛ[YfkÛ[YjlgfkÛYf\ÛhdYkla[kÛ¨G<K©ÛKg_]l`]jÛ
we can make a substantial contribution to a better world.

P R E V I E W S

ZECCHETTI Srl
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HALL 13
STAND F73
ZECCHETTI SRL
Via Galileo Galilei, 1-1/A - 42027
0RQWHFFKLR(PLOLD 5( ,WDO\
+39 0522 867411
+39 0522 866034
info@zecchetti.it

PEOPLE TO CONTACT AT OUR STAND
Francesco Cavatorta - Sales Manager
Filippo Mattioli, Edoardo Scarpa, Piero Tositti,
Giordano Colli - Area Mangers
Del Lewis - General Manager Zecchetti USA
Enrique Dagda Pecheco
Area Manager Zecchetti de Mexico

ZECCHETTI USA
132 - 10th Ave. N - Safety Harbor
FL. 34695, USA
+1 727 725 1968
info@zecchettiusa.com

COMPANY PROFILE

ZECCHETTI DE MEXICO S.A.
DE C.V.

Zecchetti Srl, founded in 1960, is Market Leader in Container Handling. Active in more than 60 countries in the
Ngjd\ÛQ][[`]llaÛakÛdg[Yl]\ÛafÛEgjl`]jfÛ@lYdqÛYf\Û[gmflkÛlogÛ
=Y[adala]kÛ¨~~ÛkieÛ¶Û Ûkie©ÛhdmkÛlogÛkmZka\aYjaes in the US and Mexico. The designed and manufactured
kqkl]ekÛYj]Û~ÉÛDY\]ÛafÛ@lYdq

Málaga No. 8, Tlalnepantla
Edo. De México 54020 - Mexico
+52 5553 790207
edagda@zecchettimexico.com.mx

www.zecchetti.it

PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED
COMPREHENSIVE ADVANCED AUTOMATIC SOLUTIONS
FOR THE COLD END - FROM LEHR EXIT TO AUTOMATED
WAREHOUSE
ÝÛ :gd\Û<f\ÛCaf]k
ÝÛ 9glld]Û;]hYdd]lar]jk
ÝÛ <ehlqÛZglld]ÛGYdd]laraf_Û
ÝÛ KjYqÛ=gje]jk
in bulk, in cartons,
ÝÛ J`mlld]Û:Yjk
in packs
ÝÛ 8mlgeYl]\ÛNYj]`gmk]k
ÝÛ Jgjlaf_Û¬Û;][gjYlaf_Û
Systems

ZIPPE INDUSTRIEANLAGEN GMBH
PEOPLE TO CONTACT AT OUR STAND
Dr. Philipp Zippe - CEO
Günther Mlynar - Managing Director
Volker Maier - Director Sales Department
Dr. Bernd-Holger Zippe - Chairman

HALL 13
STAND A31
ZIPPE INDUSTRIEANLAGEN
GMBH
P.O. Box 1665, D-97866 Wertheim
Alfred-Zippe-Str. 11, D-97877 Wertheim
Germany
+49 - 9342 - 8040
 +49 - 9342 - 804138
info@zippe.de

www. zippe.de

PRODUCTS BEING PROMOTED
ÝÛ9Yl[`ÛhdYflk
ÝÛ:mdd]lÛhdYflk
ÝÛ8mlgeYlagf
ÝÛDg\]jfarYlagf
ÝÛ<f_af]]jaf_
ÝÛ=Y[lgjqÛ[mdd]lÛj][q[daf_
ÝÛ>dYkkÛj][q[daf_
ÝÛ9Yl[`Û[`Yj_af_
ÝÛ>dYkkÛd]n]dÛ[gfljgddaf_
ÝÛ9Yl[`Ûhj]`]Ylaf_
ÝÛ:mklge]jÛkmhhgjlÛ¬Ûk]jna[]

INNOVATIONS
@fl]j]klaf_Û f]okÛ afÛ l`]Û YmlgeYlagfÛ k][lgjÛ [ge]Û
and ﬁnd out at Glasstec
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The Glass Industry
Event for Chile and
South America

2018

27-28 NOVEMBER 2018 CROWNE
SANTIAGO DE CHILE PLAZA HOTEL
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WW W.GLASSON L IN E .COM
MEDIA PARTNERS:

ORGANIZER:

SUPPORTED BY:

INTERNATIONAL SALES OFFICE:
Smartenergy Srl7JB"OUPOJP(SBNTDJ $PSNBOP .JMBO *UBMZ t5FM t'BY 

A151 Srl

SALES AGENT OFFICE FOR SPAIN, PORTUGAL AND LATIN AMERICA:
Proporción 3,S.A.#SVD #BSDFMPOB &TQB×B t5FMG tFNBJMQVCMJDJEBE!WJESJPQFSmMDPN
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bv_|ov0v1ub0;=ouONE YEARŐѵbvv;vő-|
€ 130,00ķ-bul-bѴbm1Ѵ7;7

w

PAYMENT

bv_|ov0v1ub0;=ouTWO YEARSŐƐƑbvv;vő-|
€ 220,00ķ-bul-bѴbm1Ѵ7;7

w

TOTAL

Please SEND MEmoĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺ0-1h1orņb;v

FOR ORDERS SENT BY EMAIL,
PLEASE COMPLETE THE FORM BELOW
PAYMENT BY BANK CREDIT TRANSFER ONLY
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€ 130,00ķ-bul-bѴbm1Ѵ7;7
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bv_|ov0v1ub0;=ouTWO YEARSŐƐƑbvv;vő-|

-mh1oou7bm-|;vĹ
ƏƒƏѵƖŊƏƐѵƏƒŊ

€ 220,00ķ-bul-bѴbm1Ѵ7;7

w

TOTAL

Please SEND MEmoĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺ0-1h1orņb;v
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-l;ĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺ
o0$b|Ѵ;ĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺ
olr-mĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺ
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Street ĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺ

Please SEND MEmoĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺ0-1h1orņb;v

ov|o7;ĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺb|ĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺ

o=|_bv;-uĽv;7bঞom -||_;rub1;o=€ 30,00 ;-1_ķ

TOTAL

-bul-bѴbm1Ѵ7;7

om|uĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺ
$;Ѵĺ Őbm|ĺƳĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺņĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺőĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺ
-ĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺ
Ŋl-bѴĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺ
ĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺ
ALL COMPANIES MUST ENTER: VAT

w

OR UST ID / FISCAL ID / TAX ENROL /

Please SEND MEmoĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺ0-1h1orņb;v

FEDERAL IDENTIFICATION /

o=|_bv;-uĽv;7bঞom -||_;rub1;o=€ 30,00 ;-1_ķ

COMPANY REGISTRATION NUMBER

TOTAL

-bul-bѴbm1Ѵ7;7

NUMBER: ĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺ
PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT IN CAPITAL LETTERS

N.B. AFTER RECEIPT OF PAYMENT WE WILL SEND YOU
AN INVOICE. ALL BANK TRANSFERS MUST INCLUDE YOUR
COMPLETE COMPANY ADDRESS AND THE MAGAZINE TITLES

w

OR THE SERVICES REQUESTED. PLEASE ALSO NOTE THAT

Please SEND MEmoĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺ0-1h1orņb;v

A151 SRL IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY BANK EXPENSES,

o=|_bv;-uĽv;7bঞom -||_;rub1;o=€ 30,00 ;-1_ķ

TOTAL

-bul-bѴbm1Ѵ7;7

COMMISSION OR OTHER COSTS.

Date ĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺ "b]m-|u; ĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺ

w
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Please SEND MEmoĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺ0-1h1orņb;v
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-bul-bѴbm1Ѵ7;7

TOTAL

€ ĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺ
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€ ĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺ

TOTAL, LESS 10% DISCOUNT (FOR MULTIPLE SUBSCRIPTIONS)

€ ĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺĺ
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ENDTOEND
Full-Process Excellence

Welcome to the digital age...

NIS and BIS cover the complete ware range with full servo technology.
Future glassmaking is now complete.
Emhart Glass SA - Hinterbergstr. 22 6330 Cham - Switzerland - Phone +41 41 749 42 00 - webmaster@bucheremhartglass.com - www.bucheremhartglass.com

